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Preface

More than 40 years after its invention, lattice field theory has developed into an
interdisciplinary research area, with close connections between physics, mathe-
matics and informatics. Monte Carlo simulations of lattice Quantum
Chromodynamics (QCD) describe the physics of hadrons from their constituents:
quarks and gluons. These studies are computationally challenging. In this book we
provide an overview of the techniques central to lattice QCD, including modern
developments. The book has four chapters. The first chapter explains the formu-
lation of quarks and gluons on a Euclidean lattice. The second chapter introduces
Monte Carlo methods and details the numerical algorithms to simulate lattice gauge
fields. The third chapter explains the mathematical and numerical techniques nee-
ded to study quark fields and the computation of quark propagators. The fourth
chapter is devoted to the physical observables constructed from lattice fields and
explains how to measure them in simulations. The book is aimed at enabling
graduate students who are new to the field to carry out explicitly the first steps and
prepare them for research in lattice QCD.

Wuppertal, Germany Francesco Knechtli
Wuppertal, Germany Michael Günther
Dublin, Ireland Michael Peardon
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Chapter 1
Quantum Field Theory (QFT) on the Lattice

1.1 A Brief History of Quarks and Gluons

In 1964, Gell-Mann [1] and Zweig [2] proposed that hadrons, the particles which
experience strong interactions, are made of quarks. Quarks are confined within
hadrons and never seen in isolation. Electron-nucleon scattering experiments at large
momentum transfer could be explained by assuming the nucleon is made of almost-
free point-like constituents called partons [3–5]. Later partons were identified with
quarks. Quantum chromodynamics (QCD) was proposed in 1973 to describe these
properties in a unified way [6]. QCD is a gauge theory based on the group SU (3)c.
In QCD, quarks qi exist in six different species q = u, d, s, c, b, t and have colour
i = 1, 2, 3. The quark species are called in order of ascending mass “up”, “down”,
“strange”, “charm”, “bottom” and “top”. The gauge principle [7] introduces the gluon
fields, which carry the interactions between quarks. Gluons are described by eight
real vector fields Aa

ν with colour label a = 1, 2, . . . , 8. Since gluons have colour they
interact both with quarks and with each other. The coupling g, which determines the
strength of these interactions depends through loop effects and after renormalisation
on the magnitude μ of the energy-momentum transferred. The renormalised running
coupling is denoted by ḡ(μ) and the strong coupling

αs(μ) ≡ ḡ(μ)2

4π
= c

ln(μ/Λ)
+ . . . (1.1)

decays logarithmically for large μ (c is some computable constant). This property is
called asymptotic freedom [8–10] and is observed in high-energy scattering experi-
ments. Asymptotic freedom enables a perturbative expansion in the coupling αs(μ)

for high energies μ, where the coupling is small. The existence of the gluons was
confirmed experimentally in 1979 at the electron-positron collider PETRA at DESY

© The Author(s) 2017
F. Knechtli et al., Lattice Quantum Chromodynamics,
SpringerBriefs in Physics, DOI 10.1007/978-94-024-0999-4_1
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2 1 Quantum Field Theory (QFT) on the Lattice

[11]. While asymptotic freedom can be shown using perturbation theory, the confine-
ment of quarks and gluons into hadrons requires a non-perturbative formulation of
QCD on the lattice. Since Wilson’s original formulation [12], the field has advanced
[13]. It is the aim of this book to cover the essentials of these developments.

1.2 Classical Fields and Gauge Invariance

In the continuum, the gauge potential Aμ(x) is an element of the Lie algebra su(N )

of the gauge group SU (N ). A summary of properties of SU (N ) Lie groups is given
in Sect. A.1. The gauge potential satisfies the following properties

A†
μ = −Aμ, tr {Aμ} = 0, (1.2)

where A†
μ is the Hermitian transpose of Aμ. For QCD, the gauge group is SU (3). A

gauge transformation is defined by a set of SU (N ) matrices Ω(x). It transforms the
gauge potential according to

A(g)
μ (x) = Ω(x)Aμ(x)Ω(x)−1 + Ω(x)∂μΩ(x)−1. (1.3)

Consider a N component complex matter field χ(x) = (χ1(x), . . . , χN (x))T ∈ C
N

which transforms in the fundamental representation of the gauge group SU (N ). This
means under a gauge transformation, the field becomes

χ(g)(x) = Ω(x)χ(x). (1.4)

The transformations of Eqs. (1.3) and (1.4) are such that the expression

Dμχ(x) = (∂μ + Aμ(x))χ(x), (1.5)

transforms in the same way as χ , namely (Dμχ)(g)(x) = Ω(x)Dμχ(x). Therefore
Dμχ(x) is called the gauge covariant derivative.

The continuum Yang–Mills action for a pure SU (N ) gauge field is

SYM = 1

4g2
0

∫
d4x Fi

μν(x) F
i
μν(x). (1.6)

The parameter g0 is the bare gauge coupling constant. The field strength tensor Fμν

is defined as
[Dμ, Dν]χ(x) = Fμν(x) χ(x). (1.7)

The commutator of two operators A and B is defined as [A, B] = AB − BA. In
terms of the gauge potential Aμ, the field strength tensor is given by
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Fμν = ∂μAν − ∂ν Aμ + [Aμ, Aν]. (1.8)

It is an element of the Lie algebra with components Fμν = Fi
μνT

i , i = 1, . . . , N 2 − 1.
It follows from Eq. (1.7) that under gauge transformation Fμν transforms as

Fμν(x) → Ω(x) Fμν(x) Ω−1(x). (1.9)

Quarks in QCD-like theories are spin- 1
2 fermion fields ψα

i (x). Their compo-
nents are Grassmann variables (see Sect. A.2) which carry a Dirac spinor index
α = 1, . . . , 4 and a gauge group index i = 1, . . . , N in the fundamental represen-
tation of SU (N ). An antiquark field ψ̄α

i is an independent Grassmann field in the
complex conjugate representation. Under gauge transformations, quark and antiquark
fields become

(ψ(g))αi (x) = [Ω(x)i j ]ψα
j (x) and (ψ̄(g))αi (x) = ψ̄α

j [Ω(x)−1] j i . (1.10)

The classical quark fields satisfy the anticommutation relations

{ψα
i (x), ψβ

j (y)} = 0, {ψ̄α
i (x), ψ̄β

j (y)} = 0, {ψα
i (x), ψ̄β

j (y)} = 0, (1.11)

for any x , y, α, β, i and j . The anticommutator of two operators A and B is defined
as {A, B} = AB + BA. The classical continuum Euclidean action of a quark field
is

SF =
∫

d4x ψ̄α
i (x)[ /D + m0]αβ

i j ψ
β

j (x), (1.12)

where [ /D + m0]αβ

i j = (γμ)αβ[∂μδi j + (Aμ)i j ] + m0δ
αβδi j and m0 is the bare mass

parameter of the quark field. The Euler–Lagrange equation yields the Dirac equation

(γμDμ + m0)ψ(x) = 0. (1.13)

The γ matrices acting on the spinor indices are defined in Sect. A.2.

1.3 Hamiltonian and Path Integral Formulations
of Quantum Mechanics

In this section we describe the relation between the Hamiltonian and Feynman path
integral formulation for a simple system, that of one oscillator. The partition function

Z(β) = TrH e−β Ĥ =
∑

states n

e−βEn , (1.14)
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is a probe of the statistical mechanical properties of the system at inverse temperature
β. Ĥ is the Hamilton operator for the system and En the energies of the states. The
trace TrH is computed in the Hilbert space H in which the operator Ĥ acts. We use
Dirac’s notation |ψ〉 to represent vectors in the Hilbert space. We evaluate the trace
using the basis spanned by the eigenstates Ĥ |n〉 = En|n〉. The Hamilton operator is
Hermitian and its eigenvalues En are therefore real.

1.3.1 One Bosonic Oscillator

One bosonic oscillator of frequency ω is described in terms of an annihilation â and
creation â† operator with

[â, â†] = 1, Ĥ = ω

(
â† â + 1

2

)
. (1.15)

The space of states |n〉 with n ∈ N is called the Fock space and is constructed starting
from the vacuum state defined by â|0〉 = 0 using the creation operator

|n〉 = (â†)n√
n! |0〉, n = 1, 2, 3, . . . . (1.16)

Recall that the vacuum state is non-trivial in quantum mechanics. The path integral
representation of Eq. (1.14) can be derived by introducing position and momentum
operators

x̂ = 1√
2
(â + â†), p̂ = −i√

2
(â − â†). (1.17)

They fulfill the commutation relation [x̂, p̂] = i and so the momentum operator
acting on a function of the coordinate x can be represented as p̂ = −i ∂

∂x . Using the
operators in Eq. (1.17) the Hamilton operator Eq. (1.15) becomes

Ĥ = ω

2

(
p̂2 + x̂2) . (1.18)

If we introduce a “time” step τ through β = Nτ , where N is an integer, the partition
function Eq. (1.14) can be written as

Z(β) = Tr
(

e−τ Ĥ
)N

. (1.19)

The operator e−τ Ĥ describes the evolution in Euclidean time over a time step τ .
Here, the trace can be evaluated in the basis of eigenstates |x0〉 of the operator x̂
such that x̂ |x0〉 = x0|x0〉. They fulfill the completeness relation 1 = ∫

dx0|x0〉 〈x0|.
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Fig. 1.1 Representation of
the bosonic partition
function. The set of
intermediate states
|x1〉, . . . , |xN−1〉 inserted in
the trace Eq. (1.20) leads to a
sum over all possible paths
which start and end at x0, see
Eq. (1.22)

t

1

2

3

4

5

N−1

N 0

0 β=N

x

x

x

x

x

x

x(t)

x
x=x

τ 2τ τ

We introduce between each consecutive factor of e−τ Ĥ in Eq. (1.19) a complete set
of states to obtain

Z(β) =
∫ N−1∏

k=0

dxk 〈x0|e−τ Ĥ |x1〉〈x1|e−τ Ĥ |x2〉 . . . 〈xN−1|e−τ Ĥ |x0〉. (1.20)

This expression is schematically represented in Fig. 1.1. We define the transfer matrix
operator T = e−τ x̂2/4e−τ p̂2/2e−τ x̂2/4 and note that T = e−τ Ĥ + O(τ 3). The matrix
elements 〈xk |T|xk+1〉 can be computed by changing to the momentum basis

〈x |p〉 = ei px , 1 =
∫

dp

2π
|p〉 〈p|. (1.21)

Neglecting O(τ 3) terms, we arrive at the result

Z(β) =
∫ N−1∏

k=0

dxk e−S[x], (1.22)

where S[x] is the Euclidean action for one bosonic oscillator

S[x] = ωτ

2

N−1∑
k=0

[(
xk+1 − xk

τ

)2

+ x2
k

]
τ→0−→ ω

2

∫ β

0
dt

[(
dx

dt

)2

+ x2

]
. (1.23)

S[x] is a discretised form of the continuum action of the harmonic oscillator. The latter
is recovered in the limit τ → 0. Equation (1.22) is the path-integral representation of
the partition function for one bosonic oscillator. It integrates over all classical paths
starting from arbitrary position x0 at time 0 and ending at the same position x0 = xN
at time β, see Fig. 1.1.
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1.3.2 One Fermionic Oscillator

Following a similar construction we now show the path-integral representation of
the partition function for one fermionic oscillator of frequency ω. This system is
described in terms of an annihilation ĉ and creation ĉ† operator with the properties
ĉ2 = 0, (ĉ†)2 = 0 and

{ĉ, ĉ†} = 1, Ĥ = ω ĉ† ĉ. (1.24)

Since (ĉ†)2 = 0, the Fock space contains only two states |0〉, |1〉 with

ĉ |0〉 = 0, |1〉 = ĉ† |0〉. (1.25)

We use Grassmann numbers to derive a path-integral representation for this partition
function. A coherent state |η〉 is defined as [14, 15] a linear combination of the Fock
states in Eq. (1.25), whose coefficients contain a Grassmann variable η;

|η〉 = eĉ
†η|0〉 = (1 + ĉ†η)|0〉. (1.26)

It fulfills ĉ |η〉 = η |η〉. A dual coherent state is defined as

〈η| = 〈0|eη̄ĉ = 〈0|(1 + η̄ĉ), (1.27)

where η̄ is a Grassmann variable independent of η. The scalar product of two coherent
states is 〈η|η′〉 = eη̄η′

. Coherent states fulfill the completeness relation

1 =
∫

dη̄ dη e−η̄η |η〉 〈η|. (1.28)

The trace of an operator can now be expressed as

Tr O =
∫

dη̄ dη e−η̄η 〈η|O| − η〉, (1.29)

Using Eqs. (1.28) and (1.29) the partition function can be evaluated

Z(β) = Tr
(

e−τ Ĥ
)N =

∫
dη̄ dη

N−1∏
i=1

dη̄i dηi e−η̄η

N−1∏
i=1

e−η̄iηi

〈η|e−τ Ĥ |η1〉〈η1|e−τ Ĥ |η2〉 . . . 〈ηN−1|e−τ Ĥ | − η〉.

With the result 〈ηi | exp(−τ Ĥ)|η j 〉 = exp[η̄i exp(−ωτ)η j ] we arrive at

Z(β) =
∫ N−1∏

i=0

dη̄i dηi e−∑N−1
i, j=0 η̄ jΔ j iηi = det(Δ), (1.30)
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where η0 = η and η̄0 = η̄ and

Δ j i = δ j i − δF
j+1,i e−ωτ , i, j = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1. (1.31)

The anti-periodic Kronecker symbol δF
i j coincides with δi j if i, j = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1.

Further it satisfies δF
N ,0 = −δ0,0 which is equivalent to the Grassmann numbers having

anti-periodic boundary conditions in the time direction. The determinant in Eq. (1.30)
comes from the Matthews-Salam formula Eq. (A.10). It is easy to check that det(Δ)

agrees with the direct evaluation of the trace in Eq. (1.14) Z(β) = 1 + e−βω. In the
continuum limit τ → 0 (β fixed) we obtain for the action of one bosonic oscillator

S[η, η̄] =
N−1∑
i, j=0

η̄ jΔ j iηi
τ→0−→

∫ β

0
dτ η̄(τ )

(
d

dτ
+ ω

)
η(τ). (1.32)

1.4 Quantum Fields on a Lattice

In this section we discuss the construction of lattice quantum fields, starting with the
path integral formulation of a bosonic field theory based on the harmonic oscillator
introduced in Sect. 1.3.1. This motivates the generalisation to the path integral of
lattice QCD. We explain how the fields and symmetries of classical continuum QCD
which were introduced in Sect. 1.2 are defined on the lattice as proposed by Wilson
[12]. The lattice discretisation of spin- 1

2 fermion fields is closely related to chiral
symmetry. We discuss this relation as well as alternative formulations to Wilson’s
fermions.

1.4.1 From One Oscillator to a Field

This and the next section are based on Ref. [16]. Consider free particles of mass m
in a three-dimensional box of size L3. The space is discretized on a cubic lattice of
points x with coordinates xk = lk a, lk = 0, 1, . . . , L

a − 1 (k = 1, 2, 3). In total there
are (L/a)3 points. In Fourier space there is the same number of momenta p with
components pk = lk

2π
L , lk = 0, 1, . . . , L

a − 1. In order to construct a bosonic field
theory to describe the particles, a bosonic oscillator is assigned to each momentum
p. The frequency of the oscillators is given by the energy E(p) of the particle. In the
continuum limit a → 0 and infinite volume limit L → ∞ the frequency is given by
the relativistic formula

ω(p) = E(p) = √
p2 + m2. (1.33)

The Hamilton operator is the sum over the Hamilton operators for each momentum
(cf. Eq. (1.15))
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Ĥ =
∑
p

ω(p)

(
â†(p) â(p) + 1

2

)
. (1.34)

Similarly to what we did for one bosonic oscillator, we transform the creation â†(p)
and annihilation â(p) operators and define the field operators

ϕ̂(p) =
√

1

2E(p)

[
Â†(−p) + Â(p)

]
= ϕ̂†(−p), (1.35)

π̂(p) = i

√
E(p)

2

[
Â†(p) − Â(−p)

]
= π̂†(−p), (1.36)

where Â(p) = L3/2â(p). Through Fourier transformation we construct the field
operators in position space

ϕ̂(x) = 1

L3

∑
p

ϕ̂(p)ei x ·p, π̂(x) = 1

L3

∑
p

π̂(p)ei x ·p. (1.37)

These operators are self-adjoint (or Hermitian)1 : ϕ̂(x)† = ϕ̂(x), π̂(x)† = π̂(x).
They satisfy the commutation relations [ϕ̂(x), π̂(y)] = i 1

a3 δx,y , [ϕ̂(x), ϕ̂(y)] = 0
and [π̂(x), π̂(y)] = 0. In terms of the field operators in position space the Hamilton
operator Eq. (1.34) becomes

Ĥ = a3
∑
x

1

2

[
π̂2(x) + (∂k ϕ̂(x))2 + m2ϕ̂2(x)

]
, (1.38)

where ∂k ϕ̂(x) = 1
a [ϕ̂(x + ak̂) − ϕ̂(x)]. To introduce interactions between the par-

ticles a point-like interaction term ϕ̂4 is added to the Hamilton operator Eq. (1.38)
with a coupling λ ≥ 0

Ĥ = a3
∑
x

1

2

[
π̂2(x) + (∂k ϕ̂(x))2 + m2ϕ̂2(x) + λ

12
ϕ̂4(x)

]
. (1.39)

Now let us turn to the evaluation of the partition function Eq. (1.14). We use a basis
of states {|ϕ〉} in which the field operators ϕ̂(x) are diagonal; ϕ̂(x)|ϕ〉 = ϕ(x)|ϕ〉.
The basis defines a complete set 1 =

[∏
x a

∫
dϕ(x)

]
|ϕ〉〈ϕ|, so we can express the

partition function as

1In the space of complex fields ϕ(x) the scalar product is defined as (ϕ, ϕ′) = a3 ∑
x ϕ(x)∗ϕ′(x).

The adjoint Â† of an operator Â acting on the fields is defined as (ϕ, Âϕ′) = ( Â†ϕ, ϕ′). A self-
adjoint operator has Â† = Â.
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Z =
⎡
⎣∏

x

a
∫

dϕ(x)

⎤
⎦ 〈ϕ|e−β Ĥ |ϕ〉. (1.40)

The trace is evaluated in a similar manner to Sect. 1.3.1. We factorize e−β Ĥ =(
e−τ Ĥ

)N
with N = β/τ and define the transfer matrix T as

T = e− τ
2 V e−τK e− τ

2 V , (1.41)

where

V [ϕ̂] = a3

2

∑
x

[
(∂k ϕ̂(x))2 + m2ϕ̂2(x) + λ

12
ϕ̂4(x)

]
, K [ϕ̂] = a3

2

∑
x

π̂2(x).

(1.42)
Using the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula it can be shown that

T = e−τ Ĥ + O(τ 3). (1.43)

The matrix elements of the transfer operator are given by

〈ϕ′|T|ϕ〉 =
(

2πτ

a

)− 1
2 (L/a)3

e− a3

2τ

∑
x (ϕ

′(x)−ϕ(x))2− τ
2 (V [ϕ′]+V [ϕ]). (1.44)

Introducing N − 1 complete sets of field operators between the factors e−τ Ĥ we
arrive at the expression for the partition function

Z =
⎡
⎣N−1∏

n=0

∏
x

a
∫

dϕn(x)

⎤
⎦ 〈ϕ0|T|ϕ1〉 . . . 〈ϕN−1|T|ϕ0〉 + O(τ 3), (1.45)

where we have renamed the boundary field in the trace as ϕ = ϕ0. We can now
interpret the set of spatial fields ϕn(x) ≡ ϕ(t = nτ, x) as one field defined on a four-
dimensional Euclidean lattice. The lattice points are denoted by the four-dimensional
coordinates xμ, μ = 0, 1, 2, 3, with x0 = t and the other coordinates equal to x .
The metric on the lattice is Euclidean x2 ≡ x2

μ = t2 + x2. If we identify the lattice
spacings τ = a we arrive at the result

Z =
∫
Dϕ e−S[ϕ], (1.46)

with the measure Dϕ = ∏
x

a√
2π

dϕ(x) and the action
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S[ϕ] = a4

2

∑
x

⎡
⎢⎣(∂tϕ)2 + (∂kϕ)2︸ ︷︷ ︸

(∂μϕ)2

+m2ϕ2 + λ

12
ϕ4

⎤
⎥⎦ . (1.47)

Notice that the action S[ϕ] is invariant under the hypercubic group in the four-
dimensional Euclidean space. The symmetry transformations are rotations by a π/2
angle and reflections. In the formal continuum limit a → 0 and infinite volume the
symmetry group becomes the orthogonal group O(4) of four-dimensional rotations.

1.4.2 Correlation Functions

The path integral involves a high-dimensional integration over the values of the clas-
sical field ϕ(x) at each lattice point x . The integration is weighted by the Boltzmann
factor exp(−S[ϕ]). The expectation value of a functional O[ϕ], which is called an
observable is defined by

〈O[ϕ]〉 = 1

Z

∫
Dϕ e−S[ϕ]O[ϕ]. (1.48)

As an example, consider a state resembling a boson at rest, p = 0, which can be
created by the interpolator Φ(t) = a3 ∑

x ϕ(t, x). The relevant two-point correla-
tion function is defined as 〈Φ(t)Φ(0)〉. Following similar steps to the derivation of
Eq. (1.46) we arrive at the result

〈Φ(t)Φ(0)〉 = 1

Z
Tr

[
T

(T−t)/a Φ̂ T
t/a Φ̂

]
, (1.49)

which expresses the two point function in operator (or Hamiltonian) formalism where
Φ̂ = a3 ∑

x ϕ̂(x). The transfer matrix operator T is self-adjoint and positive and
admits a spectral representation

T =
∑
α≥0

e−aEα |α〉〈α|, Eα ≤ Eα+1. (1.50)

If we neglect the O(a3) discretization errors in Eq. (1.43) then T  exp(−aĤ) and
the real values Eα are identified with the eigenvalues of the Hamilton operator Ĥ .
The eigenstates {|α〉} form an orthonormal basis 〈α|α′〉 = δα,α′ . Inserting the spectral
representation Eq. (1.50) in Eq. (1.14) we get

Z  Tr
[
T
T/a

] =
∑

α

e−T Eα . (1.51)
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The trace in Eq. (1.49) can be similarly evaluated and gives

Tr
[
T

(T−t)/a Φ̂ T
t/a Φ̂

]
=

∑
α,α′

∣∣∣〈α|Φ̂|α′〉
∣∣∣2 e−t (Eα′ −Eα) e−T Eα . (1.52)

If we assume that the Euclidean time extent of the lattice T is large enough such that
(E1 − E0)T � 1 then

Z  e−T E0 . (1.53)

If in addition T � t then

〈Φ(t)Φ(0)〉 
∑

α

∣∣∣〈α|Φ̂|0〉
∣∣∣2 e−t (Eα−E0). (1.54)

Notice that only energy differences Eα − E0 appear in Eq. (1.54). The value of the
vacuum energy E0 is arbitrary, since a constant shift can be added to the Hamilton
operator without affecting expectation values defined in Eq. (1.48). Therefore only
energy differences have a physical meaning. The renormalized mass is defined as

mR = E1 − E0. (1.55)

If there are no interaction terms (λ = 0 in Eq. (1.39)), it is clear from Eq. (1.34) that
the renormalized mass is equal to the mass m. With interactions (λ > 0) we expect
on dimensional grounds a relation mR = m f (λ, am, Lm). If (E2 − E1)t � 1 then

〈Φ(t)Φ(0)〉  c0 + c1 e−mR t , (1.56)

where c0 =
∣∣∣〈0|Φ̂|0〉

∣∣∣2 and c1 =
∣∣∣〈1|Φ̂|0〉

∣∣∣2. If we consider the connected two point

correlation function

〈Φ(t)Φ(0)〉 − 〈Φ(t)〉 〈Φ(0)〉  c1 e−mR t , (1.57)

the constant c0 is cancelled and the mass mR can be extracted from the exponential
fall-off of the correlator in Euclidean time.

1.4.3 Analytic Continuation to Minkowski Space

In order to recover Eqs. (1.46) and (1.47) from the path integral formulation of
a bosonic theory in Minkowski space, the Euclidean time t has to be analytically
continued to real time x0 through x0 = −i t . The operator exp(−t Ĥ) is then replaced
by exp(−i x0 Ĥ), which is the time evolution operator in quantum mechanics. After
the analytic continuation, the symmetry group becomes the Lorentz group O(1, 3).
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We illustrate the analytical continuation from Euclidean to Minkowski space by
an example in the continuum. Consider a free scalar field in Euclidean space. Its
action is the continuum version of Eq. (1.47) where we set λ = 0. The Euclidean
two point correlation function of a free scalar field is given by

S (x, 0) = 〈ϕ(x)ϕ(0)〉 =
∫

d4 p

(2π)4

ei px

p2 + m2
, (1.58)

where we label for convenience the Euclidean coordinates by x = (t = x4, x) and
p = (p4, p). The scalar products are given by px = p4x4 + p · x and p2 = p2

4 + p2.
A Wick rotation x4 = i x0 yields S (x̃, 0), the analytic continuation of Eq. (1.58) to
imaginary “time” coordinate with x̃ = (x4 = i x0, x). At the same time we perform
the change of integration variable p4 = i p0. The integral in Eq. (1.58) becomes

S (x̃, 0) = −i
∫ −i∞

+i∞
dp0

2π

e−i p∗x

p2 − m2
= i

∫ ∞

−∞
dp0

2π

e−i p∗x

p2 − m2 + iε
. (1.59)

In order to get the second equality we rotate the integration contour as shown by the
red arcs in Fig. 1.2. The scalar products p ∗ x = p0x0 − p · x and p2 = (p0)2 − p2

are now in Minkowski space. The +iε prescription in the denominator of Eq. (1.59)
is such that no poles are encountered when rotating the contour. Equation (1.59) is
the two point function 〈Tϕ(x)ϕ(0)〉 of time-ordered fields in Minkowski space [14].

Fig. 1.2 The change of
integration contour
p4 → i p0 from Euclidean to
Minkowski space. The
crosses represent the poles of
the propagator in Minkowski
space Eq. (1.59)

x

x

Re p
4

Re p
0

0
Im p
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1.4.4 Gauge Invariance on the Lattice

Non Abelian gauge theory was formulated on a Euclidean space time lattice by
Wilson [12] and independently by J. Smit, see [13]. To have an exact lattice analogue
of gauge invariance requires the geometrical structure of gauge symmetries to be
maintained when discretising the fields. A gauge transformation on the lattice is
defined by a set of independent SU (N ) matrices Ω(x) for each lattice point x .
A lattice gauge field comprises elements of the gauge group SU (N ) denoted by
Uμ(x) on each link connecting neighbouring points. Our convention is that Uμ(x)
is associated to the link connecting lattice point x + aμ̂ to x . The link U−1

μ (x)
corresponds to the link from the lattice point x to x + aμ̂, namely the opposite
direction with respect to Uμ(x). Under a gauge transformation, the link variables
become

U (g)
μ (x) = Ω(x)Uμ(x)Ω−1(x + aμ̂). (1.60)

On a finite lattice whose points have coordinates xμ = 0, a, 2a, . . . , L − a, ∀μ, a
gauge configuration is a set of 4 × (L/a)4 SU (N ) matrices. The partition function
for gauge links will involve an integral over all possible configurations of the SU (N )

matrices. In order to have a gauge invariant theory the integration measure dU must
be invariant under group multiplication by matrices V and W in SU (N ) from either
side so that

I [ f ] =
∫
SU (N )

dU f (U ) =
∫
SU (N )

dU f (VUW ) (1.61)

holds for any function f on SU (N ). The normalization is I [1] = 1 and the group-
invariant measure dU is called the Haar measure. For SU (2), the Haar measure has
a manageable explicit form but larger values of N yield cumbersome expressions.
For Monte Carlo, these explicit forms do not usually need to be used. For SU (2), a
group element U can always be written

U = a0 I + i
3∑

k=1

akσk, (1.62)

with {a0, a1, a2, a3} a set of four real parameters with the constraint aμaμ = 1 and
σ1, σ2, σ3 are the three Pauli matrices. With this constraint these parameters are
co-ordinates of a point on S3, the sphere in four dimensions and the Haar measure is
then the natural measure on this manifold;

dU = 1

π2
δ(1 − aμaμ)

3∏
μ=0

daμ. (1.63)
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Alternatively, the constraint can be imposed by parameterising in terms of three Euler
angles {θ, φ,ψ};

a0 = cos θ

a1 = sin θ cos φ

a2 = sin θ sin φ cos ψ

a3 = sin θ sin φ sin ψ
(1.64)

and in terms of these variables, the Haar measure is

dU = 1

2π2
sin2 θ sin φ dθdφdψ. (1.65)

1.4.5 The Wilson Gauge Action

We consider the product of gauge links along two paths on the lattice joining the
point x + aμ̂ + aν̂ to the point x ,

UI = Uμ(x) Uν(x + aμ̂) and UII = Uν(x) Uμ(x + aν̂), (1.66)

cf. Fig. 1.3. The curvature around the elementary square on the lattice defined by the
two paths, is given by the difference M = UI −UII. The expression

M M† = 2 − Pμ,ν(x) − P−1
μ,ν(x), (1.67)

is positive: tr (M M†) ≥ 0, and tr (M M†) = 0 if and only if M = 0. Pμ,ν(x) is
called the plaquette and is given by

Pμ,ν(x) = Uμ(x)Uν(x + aμ̂)U−1
μ (x + aν̂)U−1

ν (x). (1.68)

Under a gauge transformation defined in Eq. (1.60), it transforms as

P (g)
μ,ν(x) = Ω(x) Pμ,ν(x) Ω−1(x). (1.69)

Fig. 1.3 Oriented plaquette
Pμ,ν(x)

x x+a μU (x)μ

ν μU  (x+a   )
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Figure 1.3 shows the links and their orientation composing the plaquette Pμ,ν(x)
in Eq. (1.68). The plaquette satisfies the property P−1

μ,ν(x) = Pν,μ(x). Motivated by
Eq. (1.67), the Wilson plaquette gauge action is defined as [12]

Sw[U ] = β

N

∑
x

∑
μ<ν

Re tr [1 − Pμ,ν(x)], (1.70)

where the trace is taken over the gauge group index. The parameter β ≥ 0 will be
related to the bare gauge coupling g0 of the continuum theory in Eq. (1.112). Sw

is positive and invariant under gauge transformations. The partition function of a
SU (N ) gauge theory on the lattice is given by

Z =
∫
D[U ] e−Sw[U ], (1.71)

whereD[U ] = ∏
x,μ

∫
dUμ(x) and we use the Haar measure dU to integrate over all

gauge links on the lattice, see Sect. 1.4.4. The trace in the action Eq. (1.70) is taken
over gauge links in the fundamental representation of SU (N ). More general actions
involve a sum over different representations. In the continuum limit these actions all
reproduce the same continuum action Eq. (1.6). For example, the fundamental plus
adjoint gauge action is

S[U ] =
∑
x

∑
μ<ν

{
−β f

N
Re tr [Pμ,ν(x)] − βa

N 2 − 1
tr [P−1

μ,ν(x)] tr [Pμ,ν(x)]
}

,

(1.72)
where all the traces are in the fundamental representation. In order to recover the
continuum Yang–Mills action the couplings β f and βa have to satisfy [17]

1

g2
0

= β f

2N
+ βaN

N 2 − 1
. (1.73)

1.4.6 Strong Coupling Expansions

The lattice path integral can be computed analytically in the limit β → 0, which cor-
responds to the bare coupling constant g2

0 → ∞. This limit gives the strong coupling
expansion and as well as providing insight into the theory, it often provides useful
data to test and debug Monte Carlo code. In this limit, the Boltzmann weight can be
expanded as a power series in β. The integration rules of the gauge fields over the
Haar measure give a simple recipe for computing expectation values. For integration
over a single group-valued variable U , we have

∫
dU = 1,

∫
dU U = 0, (1.74)
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and ∫
dU Ui j [U ]†

kl = 1

N
δilδ jk . (1.75)

Now consider evaluating the partition function for the SU (N ) Yang-Mills theory in
this limit, keeping just the first two non-trivial terms

Z =
∫
DU eβW [U ] =

∫
DU

(
1 + βW [U ] + β2

2
W 2[U ] + O(β3)

)
, (1.76)

with W [U ] related trivially to the Wilson plaquette action given in Eq. (1.70) via
SW[U ] = β (W0 − W [U ]). The term proportional to β vanishes but there is a non-
zero contribution at the next order. The rule for evaluating expectation values involv-
ing Wilson loops is to ‘tile’ the loops with plaquettes, which gives a non-zero con-
tribution through the expression in Eq. (1.75) when two tilings with the opposite
orientation sit on top of each other. The integral becomes

Z = 1 + β2

2N 2

∫
DU

(∑
x

∑
μ<ν

tr
Pμ,ν(x) + P†

μ,ν(x)

2

)2

+ O(β3)

=
{

1 + (3β2V )/(2N 2) + O(β3) for N > 2
1 + (3β2V )/4 + O(β3) for N = 2

. (1.77)

The different expression for SU (2) is because the trace of the plaquettes is real in this
case. Next consider 〈WL1,L2〉, the expectation value of a L1 × L2 planar Wilson loop.
WL1L2 is defined as the trace of the product of links along the rectangle multiplied
for convenience by the factor of 1/N . How this expectation value varies as L1, L2

change tells us about the potential between two static colour charges and different
functional dependence gives either confined or screened colour charges. The first
non-zero term in the strong coupling expansion occurs when the loop can be tiled
completely so every link inside the loop is included both forwards and backwards.
The leading-order term in this expansion is illustrated in Fig. 1.4. The first term
appears at O(βL1L2) and the resulting expression for the Wilson loop expectation
value is (see Ref. [18])

〈WL1,L2〉 =
{

(β/(2N 2))A for N > 2
(β/4)A for N = 2

, (1.78)

with A = L1L2 the area of the loop. We see that at leading-order in the strong cou-
pling expansion, the Wilson loop obeys an area law 〈WL1,L2〉 = exp(−K A), where
the string tension K can be read from Eq. (1.78); the expectation value falls expo-
nentially in proportion to the area of the loop, which is the behaviour expected of a
confining theory. These results, while remarkable in their simplicity should be inter-
preted with caution since strong coupling data is far from the critical point in the
limit g0 → 0 where the continuum theory resides.
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Fig. 1.4 Strong coupling
expansion of the Wilson
loop: the tiling needed to
give the lowest-order
non-zero term in the
expansion. All links in the
measured Wilson loop (solid
lines) are paired with links in
the plaquette action (dashed
lines)

1.4.7 The Wilson Fermion Action

As we saw in Sect. 1.2 quarks are described by spin- 1
2 fermion fields. On the lattice

quark and antiquark fields are defined on the lattice points. Their gauge transfor-
mation is the same as continuum fields in Eq. (1.10). The Wilson fermion action
[12] is

SF = a4
∑
x

ψ̄α
i (x)[Dw + m0]αβ

i j ψ
β

j (x), (1.79)

where the Wilson–Dirac operator is given by

[Dw]αβ

i j = 1

2

∑
μ

{[γμ]αβ(∇∗
μ + ∇μ)i j − a[δ]αβ(∇∗

μ∇μ)i j
}
. (1.80)

The reason for the form Eq. (1.80) of the Wilson–Dirac operator will be explained
in the next subsection. Fields acted on by covariant difference operators

(∇μψ)αi (x) = {[Uμ(x)]i jψα
j (x + aμ̂) − ψα

i (x)}/a (1.81)

(∇∗
μψ)αi (x) = {ψα

i (x) − [U−1
μ (x − aμ̂)]i jψα

j (x − aμ̂)}/a. (1.82)

transform under gauge transformations as [(∇μψ)(g)]αi (x) = [Ω(x)]i j [∇μψ]αj (x)
and [(∇∗

μψ)(g)]αi (x) = [Ω(x)]i j [∇∗
μψ]αj (x). As a consequence the action Eq. (1.79)

is invariant under gauge transformations. In the following the Dirac spinor indices
α, β and the group indices i , j will be omitted unless specified. Rescaling the
field ψ in Eq. (1.79) by ψ ′ = a2√4/a + m0ψ (and similarly for ψ̄ ′) yields SF =∑

x ψ̄ ′(x)D′
wψ ′(x) where

D′
wψ(x) =

ψ(x) − κ
∑

μ

{
(1 − γμ)Uμ(x)ψ(x + aμ̂) + (1 + γμ)U−1

μ (x − aμ̂)ψ(x − aμ̂)
}
.

(1.83)
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κ = 1/(2am0 + 8) is the hopping parameter. The fermion field is massless at

κc =
{

1/8 for free fermions (U ≡ I )
>1/8 for fermions coupled to the gauge field

. (1.84)

At this point we have all the ingredients to write the partition function of Wilson’s
lattice QCD in terms of the gauge field U and a number Nf of quark fields ψ f ,
f = 1, . . . , Nf whose bare masses are m0 f . It is

Z =
∫

D[U ]
Nf∏
f =1

D[ψ̄ f ]D[ψ f ] e−Sw[U ]+∑Nf
f=1 ψ̄ f (Dw+m0 f )ψ f , (1.85)

where D[ψ f ] = ∏
x,i,α d(ψ f )

α
i (x) (and similarly for D[ψ̄ f ]). The quark fields in the

partition function of lattice QCD Eq. (1.85) take values in the Grassmann algebra
and a direct simulation of this type of variables would require a prohibitively large
amount of storage. Using the Matthews-Salam formula Eq. (A.10) the integrals over
the quark fields can be performed analytically and yield

Z =
∫

D[U ] e−Sw[U ]
Nf∏
f =1

det(Dw + m0 f ). (1.86)

The Wilson–Dirac operator Eq. (1.80) obeys the relation

γ5Dwγ5 = D†
w (1.87)

which is usually termed “γ5-hermiticity”. The matrix γ5 is defined in Sect. A.2. Equa-
tion (1.87) in combination with det(γ5) = 1 implies det(Dw + m0 f )

† = det(Dw +
m0 f ) which means that the quark determinant det(Dw + m0 f ) is real.

1.4.8 Chiral Symmetry and the Nielsen–Ninomiya No-Go
Theorem

The mass of Wilson fermions on the lattice receives an additive renormalisation due
to quantum corrections originating from the interaction with the gauge field. Setting
the bare mass parameter m0 in Eq. (1.79) equal to zero does not imply that the
physical (renormalized) fermion mass is zero. Equivalently, the critical value κc of
the hopping parameter deviates from its classical value 1/8, see Eq. (1.84). In the
following we explain this is due to the breaking of chiral symmetry on the lattice
with Wilson fermions [19, 20]. A chiral transformation is defined by

ψ(x) −→ ψ ′(x) = eiαγ5ψ(x), ψ̄(x) −→ ψ̄ ′(x) = ψ̄(x)eiαγ5 , (1.88)
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where α is a real parameter. Let us define

/∂ψ(x) = 1

2

∑
μ

γμ(∇∗
μ + ∇μ)ψ(x). (1.89)

This operator is anti-hermitian with respect to the scalar product of two fermion fields
ψ and χ defined as (ψ, χ) = a4 ∑

x ψ(x)∗χ(x). This means (ψ, /∂χ) = −(/∂ψ, χ).
Moreover since {/∂, γ5} = 0, the action

S = a4
∑
x

ψ̄(x)(/∂ + m0)ψ(x) (1.90)

is invariant under the chiral transformation Eq. (1.88) when m0 = 0. The action
Eq. (1.90) for free fermions (i.e. the gauge field is set to unity) can be equivalently
written in momentum space as (see Sect. A.2)

S =
∫

d4 p

(2π)4
˜̄ψ(p)S(p)−1ψ̃(p), (1.91)

with the propagator S(p) given by

S(p) =
[
i

a

∑
μ

γμ sin(apμ) + m0

]−1

. (1.92)

We define p̄μ = 1
a sin(apμ). In the classical continuum limit, when apμ � 1, we

have p̄μ ≈ pμ and the propagator Eq. (1.92) reduces to its continuum form. But also
if apμ = π − aqμ with aqμ � 1, then p̄μ ≈ qμ. This means that there are 24 = 16
regions in the Brillouin zone which exhibit continuum behavior. The continuum limit
has 16 degenerate “flavours” of the fermion. This fact is called species doubling on
the lattice. Even if the copies can be forbidden as asymptotic states, they contribute
in loops, for example to the renormalisation group β function.

This problem is expressed by the Nielsen–Ninomiya theorem [21–24]. A simple
form of this theorem holds for free fermions on a Euclidean lattice. It is assumed
that the massless Dirac operator D is invariant under translations, such that

Dei pxu = D̃(p)ei pxu, (1.93)

where u is a constant Dirac spinor and D̃(p) is a complex 4 × 4 complex matrix.
The Nielsen–Ninomiya theorem states that the following properties cannot hold
simultaneously:

1. locality: D̃(p) is an analytic periodic function of pμ with period 2π/a;
2. continuum limit: for apμ � π , D̃(p) = i

∑
μ γμ pμ + O(ap2);
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3. no species doubling: D̃(p) is invertible for all non-zero momenta p
(mod 2π/a);

4. continuum chiral symmetry: {D, γ5} = 0.

Properties 1 and 2 have to hold for a sensible continuum limit. If one insists on having
chiral symmetry in its continuum form (Property 4), then species doubling cannot
be avoided. Possible cures for non-chiral gauge theories like QCD are

(a) add a Wilson term to /∂;
(b) staggered fermions, which have aU (1) chiral symmetry but come in four copies;
(c) Ginsparg–Wilson fermions, which are undoubled and fulfill a lattice-form of

chiral symmetry [25].

The solution of adding a Wilson term is the replacement

/∂ −→ dW = 1

2

∑
μ

{
γμ(∇∗

μ + ∇μ) − ar∇∗
μ∇μ

}
, (1.94)

which for r = 1 is the operator in Eq. (1.80). The propagator is

SW (p) =
[
i

a

∑
μ

γμ p̄μ + m0 + ar

2

∑
μ

p̂2
μ

]−1

, (1.95)

where p̂μ = 2
a sin(apμ/2). The extra term is

a
∑

μ

p̂2
μ ≈

{
a
∑

μ p2
μ = O(a) if apμ � 1

a
∑

μ

(
2
a cos(aqμ/2)

)2  16
a if pμ = π

a − qμ and aqμ � 1.
(1.96)

This has the effect of making the doublers as heavy as the cut-off. Since

{dW + m0, γ5} = ( − ar
∑

μ

∇∗
μ∇μ + 2m0

)
γ5, (1.97)

chiral symmetry is broken even if m0 = 0 by {dw, γ5} ∼ a
∑

μ p2
μ. It can be shown

that the axial anomaly emerges correctly in the continuum limit, see Ref. [14] and
references therein. The parameter r is usually set to unity [26] since the existence of
a positive transfer matrix can be shown in this case.

1.4.8.1 Locality

We show that Property 1 of the Nielsen–Ninomiya theorem, namely analyticity and
periodicity of D̃(p), implies locality in x-space. For simplicity we consider one
dimension with coordinates x = na, n ∈ Z. The integral of D̃ in the complex plane
along the contour sketched in Fig. 1.5 is zero due to analyticity
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Fig. 1.5 Contour in the
complex plane for the
integration of the Dirac
operator D̃(p). γ < π is a
positive number

π π− /a /a

iγ /a

1

2

34

0 =
∮

dp

2π
D̃(p)ei px =

( ∫
1︸︷︷︸

D(x)

+
∫

2
+

∫
3

+
∫

4︸ ︷︷ ︸
periodicity ⇒ 0

)dp

2π
D̃(p)ei px

⇒ |D(x)| =
∣∣∣∣
∫

2

dp

2π
D̃(p)ei px

∣∣∣∣ ≤ Ce−γ |n|, γ > 0. (1.98)

It follows that the elements of the Dirac operator D(x) fall off exponentially with
the distance |x | at a rate proportional to 1/a.

1.4.9 Other Fermion Formulations

Wilson’s solution to formulate lattice fermions in compliance with the Nielsen–
Ninomiya theorem is not the only possibility. Staggered fermions retain a remnant
chiral symmetry at the price of coming in multiple species. Ginsparg–Wilson fermi-
ons are invariant under a lattice version of chiral symmetry which in the continuum
limit becomes equivalent to full chiral symmetry. In the following we describe briefly
these alternative formulations.

The construction of staggered fermions [27, 28] starts with the naive free fermion
operator defined in Eq. (1.89), where the gauge links are set to unity. The propagator
Eq. (1.92) has poles at momenta p for g = 1, . . . , 16

p ∈ {πg} with (πg)μ = 0 or (πg)μ = π/a. (1.99)

These poles correspond to 16 fermion doublers. The naive action Eq. (1.90) is invari-
ant under the set G of 16 discrete doubling transformations

ψ̃(p) → Mgψ̃(p + πg),
˜̄ψ(p) → ˜̄ψ(p + πg)M

†
g (1.100)
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with

Mg = M (0)
g M (1)

g M (2)
g M (3)

g , M (μ)
g =

{
iγ5γμ for (πg)μ = π/a
I for (πg)μ = 0

. (1.101)

The maximal diagonalization of G constrains ψ to have only one independent pair
of Grassmann variables χ(x) and χ̄ (x) per site

ψα = eα(x)χ(x), ψ̄α = e†
α(x)χ̄(x), (1.102)

where e(x) is a complex-valued spinor field projected on a one-dimensional sub-
space and e(x + 2aμ̂) = e(x), e†(x)e(x) = 1, see [29]. After the transformation
Eq. (1.102) the action becomes

S = a4
∑
x

χ̄ (x)

[
m0 +

∑
μ

1

2
ημ(x)(∇�

μ + ∇μ)

]
χ(x) (1.103)

with
ημ(x) = e†(x)γμe(x + aμ̂). (1.104)

An explicit choice of the staggered phases is ημ(x) = (−1)
∑

ν<μ nν . Equation (1.103)
is the action for a single staggered fermion χ . One can combine its components in
a 24 hypercube to construct four Dirac fields which are called tastes, see [15]. In
the continuum a staggered fermion is equivalent to four degenerate tastes of Dirac
fermions. The introduction of a gauge field is straightforward in the derivatives ∇μ

and ∇∗
μ, see Eqs. (1.81) and (1.82) and the constraint ψα = eα(x)χ(x) is unchanged.

For m0 = 0, staggered fermions have an axial taste non-singlet (i.e. non-anomalous)
U (1) chiral symmetry given by

χ(x) → eiβε(x)χ(x), χ̄(x) → eiβε(x)χ̄ (x), ε(x) = (−1)
∑

μ nμ . (1.105)

As a consequence, staggered fermions have no additive quark mass renormalization.
The symmetry Eq. (1.105) is dynamically broken giving one Goldstone pion. The
full SU (4) symmetry of the four tastes is recovered in the continuum limit.

Staggered fermions are computationally cheaper than Wilson fermions. More-
over their discretisation effects are proportional to a2. A disadvantage is that the
construction of quark fields and hadron operators is more complicated due to the
O(a2) mixing of the tastes. As we mentioned above the staggered action describes
four tastes of quark fields in the continuum. In practical computations one resorts
to the so called “fourth-root” trick to reduce the number of tastes from four to one.
This trick amounts to replacing the determinant of the staggered fermion operator
(cf. Eq. (1.86)) by its fourth root. But at present no local action which is equivalent
to this procedure is known, see [30].
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Consider a Dirac operator D which fulfills the Ginsparg–Wilson relation [31]

{D, γ5} = aDγ5D ⇔ D−1(x, y)γ5 + γ5D
−1(x, y) = aγ5δ(x − y). (1.106)

The fermion action for such an operator D is invariant under an exact continuous
symmetry [25] with infinitesimal form for a small parameter ε given by

δψ = εγ5(1 − aD/2)ψ, δψ̄ = εψ̄(1 − aD/2)γ5. (1.107)

The axial anomaly emerges from the Jacobian of the measure [25]. Operators satis-
fying the relation Eq. (1.106) obey the index theorem on the lattice [32]. An explicit
solution for such an operator D is the overlap Dirac operator [33]

D = 1

a
{1 − A(A†A)−1/2}, A = 1 + s − aDw, (1.108)

where Dw is the Wilson operator defined in Eq. (1.80) and s is a real parameter in the
range |s| < 1. The locality of the operator in Eq. (1.108) has been shown in Ref. [34].
Exact symmetry comes at a price; the overlap operator is numerically a factor O(100)
more expensive to evaluate than the Wilson–Dirac operator. Recent progress on the
numerical evaluation of the operator is discussed in [35].

1.5 Recovering Continuum QCD

Once QCD is formulated on the lattice, physical quantities can be computed from
path integral expectation values. In this section we show that Wilson’s lattice gauge
action reproduce its continuum form when the lattice spacing a is extrapolated to
zero.2 The continuum limit of lattice QCD is reached at zero bare coupling g0 = 0
or, equivalently, at infinite lattice coupling β = ∞. This result is derived from the
renormalisation group equation which we will present.

The limit a → 0 generally requires a renormalisation of the quantities computed
on the lattice [37] to be performed. An exception is the spectrum of energies of states,
which can be directly extracted from lattice correlators without renormalisation. For
other quantities, like the currents associated with chiral transformations, renormali-
sation can be performed by requiring Ward identities of the continuum theory to be
fufilled at finite lattice spacing. We will present the Ward identities associated with
chiral transformations, which lead to a definition of the quark mass.

2It is not necessary for the lattice action to reproduce the continuum action at the classical level.
There may be a larger class of actions which share the same quantum continuum limit despite they
do not reproduce the classical continuum form, see e.g. the so called topological actions for the
non-linear sigma model [36].
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The approach of the lattice theory to the continuum can be systematically dis-
cussed in the framework of Symanzik’s theory of lattice artifacts. At the same time
this analysis allows the design of actions which reduce the size of the lattice cor-
rections. This is called improvement. We discuss improvement for the pure gauge
theory and for lattice QCD including fermions. We close the section by presenting the
twisted mass formulation of Wilson fermions, which has the property of “automatic
O(a) improvement”.

1.5.1 Classical Continuum Limit

The parameter β in Eq. (1.70) is related to the bare gauge coupling g0 in the contin-
uum. We can find this relation by expressing the lattice gauge fields Uμ(x) in terms
of the continuum gauge field Aμ(x) through

Uμ(x) = exp(aAμ(x)). (1.109)

This relation does not preserve gauge-invariance and in fact could be replaced by a
gauge-invariant relation, see [38]. But for our purpose here we can use Eq. (1.109),
insert it in Eq. (1.70) and expand in powers of a. The leading term in an asymptotic
expansion of Sw is (see for example [14])

SW = − β

4N

∑
x

∑
μ,ν

a4tr {Fμν(x)Fμν(x)} + O(a5), (1.110)

where the field strength tensor is here defined by

Fμν = ∇μAν − ∇ν Aμ + [Aμ, Aν], (1.111)

with the forward lattice derivative ∇μAν = {Aν(x + aμ̂) − Aν(x)}/a. Therefore,
the expression in Eq. (1.111) reduces to its continuum form Eq. (1.8) as a → 0. A
comparison of Eq. (1.110) with the continuum Yang-Mills action Eq. (1.6) yields the
relation

β =
{

2N/g2
0 for gauge group SU (N )

1/g2
0 for gauge group U (1)

. (1.112)

Another useful relation is a lattice definition of the field strength tensor

Pμ,ν(x) − 1 = a2Fμν(x) + O(a3). (1.113)

It should be noted that the O(a5) terms in Eq. (1.110) vanish by gauge invariance and
the lattice symmetries. Therefore the leading lattice corrections are actually O(a6).
We will return to this point in Sect. 1.5.4.
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1.5.2 Renormalisation Group Equation

Consider the pure gauge theory, which has a single bare parameter, the gauge coupling
g0. We denote by ḡ(μ) a renormalised running coupling with renormalisation scale
μ. In the continuum a physical quantity F = F(μ, ḡ) is defined to be independent
of the scale μ, i.e. μ dF

dμ
= 0. On the lattice, the quantity F = F(ḡ, a) depends on the

lattice spacing a. A line of constant physics (LCP) is defined by taking the continuum
limit a → 0 at fixed value of ḡ. Physical quantities depend on the lattice spacing a as

a
d

da
F(ḡ, a) = 0 + O(a2), (1.114)

where O(a2) corrections are called scaling violations. Actually O(a2) stands here
also for terms O(a2 ln a). The renormalisation group equation is

(
a

∂

∂a
− βLAT

∂

∂g0

)
F(ḡ, a) = O(a2), (1.115)

in terms of the lattice β function

βLAT(g0, a) = −a
∂g0

∂a

∣∣∣∣
ḡ

. (1.116)

βLAT can be computed in perturbation theory; βLAT(g0, a) = β(g0)[1 + O(a2)] with

β(g0) = −(b0g
3
0 + b1g

5
0 + . . .), b0 = 1

(4π)2

11N

3
, b1 = 1

(4π)4

34N 2

3
.

(1.117)
The coefficients b0 and b1 are universal, i.e. they do not depend on the choice of
the coupling ḡ in Eq. (1.116) provided ḡ = g0 + F1(t)g3

0 + F2(t)g5
0 + . . . where F1,

F2 are functions of t = ln(aμ), see [17]. Neglecting the O(a2) terms, Eq. (1.116)
becomes −a{∂g0/∂a}|ḡ = β(g0) and has the solution

a(g0) = Λ−1
LAT e−1/(2b0g2

0 ) (b0g
2
0)

−b1/(2b2
0) [1 + O(g2

0)], (1.118)

with an energy scale ΛLAT, see Sect. 1.5.2.1. The relation Eq. (1.118) can be inverted
and yields

b0g
2
0 ≈ 1∣∣ln(a2ΛLAT

2)
∣∣ . (1.119)

This shows that the continuum limit a → 0 is reached when g0 → 0. Note that in the
classical pure-gauge action there are no parameters with the dimension of an energy.
The energy scale ΛLAT is generated by the renormalisation of the theory, a property
known as dimensional transmutation. Moreover, it follows from Eq. (1.114) that a
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physical quantity such as the mass M of a glueball state calculated on the lattice
approaches the continuum limit like

M = cΛLAT[1 + O(a2Λ2
LAT)] (1.120)

for some dimensionless constant c. The same arguments hold for a gauge theory with
massless O(a) improved Wilson fermions, see Sect. 1.5.4. The universal coefficients
of the β function for Nf massless quarks are

b0 = 1

(4π)2

(
11N

3
− 2Nf

3

)
, b1 = 1

(4π)4

(
34N 2

3
− 10NNf

3
− 2CFNf

)
,

(1.121)
where CF = (N 2 − 1)/(2N ).

1.5.2.1 Solution of the Renormalisation Group Equation

We derive here the result Eq. (1.118). The starting point is the renormalisation group
equation

− ∂g0

∂ ln a
= β(g0) = −[b0g

3
0 + b1g

5
0 + O(g7

0)]. (1.122)

Integration gives

− ln a(g0) = − ln a(x0) +
∫ g0

x0

dx

β(x)

= − ln a(x0) +
∫ g0

x0

dx

[ −1

b0x3
+ b1

b2
0x

+ O(x)

]

= 1

2b0g2
0

+ b1

b2
0

ln g0 + k + O(g2
0). (1.123)

The integration constant k is independent of g0. It can be partially combined with
ln a to form a dimensionless quantity ln(aΛLAT) in a way that has become standard

− ln(a2ΛLAT
2) = 1

b0g2
0

+ b1

b2
0

ln(b0g
2
0) + O(g2

0). (1.124)

This is called the “ln b0 convention” [17]. We emphasize that the Lambda parameter
ΛLAT can only be defined precisely if the b1 term is taken into account.
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1.5.3 Isospin Symmetry and Ward Identities

Consider a doublet of quarks ψ(x) = (ψ1(x) ψ2(x))T with equal mass m. Its com-
ponents ψ f are labelled by a flavour index f . An example in nature are the up and
down quarks in the approximation where their masses are the same, called the isospin
limit. In the continuum, the action of the doublet is

S =
∑
f

∫
d4x ψ̄ f (x)(γμDμ + m0)ψ f (x), (1.125)

where we make the flavour index explicit. This action is invariant under SU (2) isospin
rotations of the flavour components. Following Ref. [39], consider infinitesimal local
isovector axial rotations, parameterised by ωa(x), a = 1, 2, 3. The functions ωa are
assumed to vanish outside a bounded region R in space. The quark fields change as
ψ ′ = ψ + δψ and ψ̄ ′ = ψ̄ + δψ̄ with

δψ f (x) = 1

2
ωa(x)σ a

f f ′γ5ψ f ′(x), δψ̄ f (x) = 1

2
ωa(x)ψ̄ f ′(x)γ5σ

a
f ′ f . (1.126)

These rotations are called axial because of the presence of the matrix γ5 acting on the
spinor indices and isovector because of the Pauli matrices σ a acting on the flavour
indices. The expectation value of a function O of the quark and gauge fields is

〈O〉 = 1

Z

∫
Dψ ′Dψ̄ ′DUO(ψ ′, ψ̄ ′,U )e−S[ψ ′,ψ̄ ′,U ]. (1.127)

The finite form of the infinitesimal transformations Eq. (1.126) is ψ ′ = Aψ and ψ̄ ′ =
ψ̄ A with A = exp( 1

2ωa(x)δx,yσ aγ5). The Jacobian is det(A)−2 = exp(−2tr x,σ,c

ln A) = 1, see Sect. A.2. The trace is over coordinate, spin and colour indices and
the Jacobian is unity since tr σ a = 0. Under Eq. (1.126) we have O(ψ ′, ψ̄ ′,U ) =
O(ψ, ψ̄,U ) + δO(ψ, ψ̄,U ) and similarly S(ψ ′, ψ̄ ′,U ) = S(ψ, ψ̄,U ) + δS(ψ,

ψ̄,U ). Inserting into Eq. (1.127) we obtain

〈OδS〉 = 〈δO〉 . (1.128)

The change of the action is given by

δS =
∫
R

d4xωa(x)
[−∂μA

a
μ(x) + 2mPa(x)

]
(1.129)

where the isovector axial current Aa
μ and isovector axial density Pa are defined as

Aa
μ(x) = 1

2
ψ̄ f (x)γμγ5σ

a
f f ′ψ f ′(x) and Pa(x) = 1

2
ψ̄ f (x)γ5σ

a
f f ′ψ f ′(x). (1.130)
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If the fields in the function O are localised outside the region R, then δO = 0 and
from Eqs. (1.128) and (1.129) it follows

〈
∂μA

a
μ(x)O

〉 = 2m
〈
Pa(x)O

〉
, ∀a. (1.131)

Since for zero mass Eq. (1.131) expresses the conservation of the axial current,
Eq. (1.131) is called the partially conserved axial current (PCAC) relation. It is an
example of a chiral Ward identity. The importance of Eq. (1.131) is that it can be
used to define the (current) quark mass m. At finite lattice spacing the PCAC relation
Eq. (1.131) does not hold. One needs to renormalise the axial current and the axial
density in Eq. (1.130). Then Eq. (1.131) can be used to define a renormalised quark
mass up to lattice spacing corrections of O(a) which vanish as the continuum limit
is taken. We refer to [39] for more details. In the continuum a infinitesimal chiral
transformation is given by (cf. Eq. (1.88))

δψ f (x) = iω(x)γ5ψ f (x), δψ̄ f (x) = iω(x)ψ̄ f (x)γ5, (1.132)

The corresponding Noether current is the U (1) axial current defined as

A0
μ = ψ̄ f (x)γμγ5ψ f (x). (1.133)

According to Noether’s theorem this current is conserved ∂μA0
μ(x) = 0. Quantum

effects break this relation and lead to an anomaly. The renormalised current A0
Rμ

is not conserved in the limit of massless quarks. The anomaly is responsible for
example for the electromagnetic decay of the pion into two photons. When QCD is
fomulated on the lattice, the correct anomaly has to emerge in the continuum limit.
For a derivation of the anomalous chiral Ward identity for Wilson fermions we refer
to [14]. A review on the chiral anomaly is given in [40].

1.5.4 Improvement of the Continuum Limit

Symanzik conjectured that when the continuum limita → 0 is approached, the lattice
theory can be described by an effective continuum theory with the lattice spacing
a as an expansion parameter [41]. In the effective continuum theory only operators
which respect the symmetry of the lattice theory can appear. By “operator” we mean
a Euclidean complex-valued field constructed from the fundamental fields. In the
case of the pure gauge theory on the lattice, the action of the effective continuum
theory is [38, 42]

S =
∫

d4x Leff(x), (1.134)
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with the local effective Lagrangian

Leff = Z0(g
2
0)

∑
μ,ν

tr {FμνFμν}

+ a2Z1(g
2
0)

∑
μ,ν

tr {DμFμνDμFμν}

+ a2Z2(g
2
0)

∑
μ,ν,ρ

tr {DμFνρDμFνρ}

+ a2Z3(g
2
0)

∑
μ,ν,ρ

tr {DμFμρDνFνρ} + O(a4) (1.135)

where
DμFνρ = ∂μFνρ + [Aμ, Fνρ]. (1.136)

The coefficients Zi (g2
0) of the effective Lagrangian can be computed in perturbation

theory in the gauge coupling g0. The three operators in Eq. (1.135) which are multi-
plied by a2 are a complete set of gauge-invariant operators of dimension equal to 6
which are invariant under parity und π/2 rotations. Any such operator of dimension 6
can be represented as a linear combination of the three operators in Eq. (1.135) plus a
total derivative. Due to these symmetries no operators with odd powers of the lattice
spacing can appear in Eq. (1.135). Notice that in Eq. (1.135) the term multiplied by
Z1 breaks the continuum rotational symmetry but the other terms multiplied by Z2

and Z3 don’t.
The argument of the Symanzik effective theory can be turned around. The

Symanzik improvement programme [43–45] applied to the pure gauge theory is a sys-
tematic design of a lattice action which reduces the O(a2) dependence in Eq. (1.120).
In principle it is possible to reduce the lattice corrections to O(a4). To achieve this it
is necessary to introduce loops up to length 6a in the action. This class of action was
first considered in [46]. The coefficients of the action can be determined in order to
eliminate the O(a2) corrections arising in the energy spectrum and scattering ampli-
tudes (“on-shell improvement”) at tree level [38] and at one-loop level in perturbation
theory [47]. In particular the tree-level Symanzik-improved action has the form

S = 2

g2
0

1∑
i=0

ci
∑
C∈Si

Re Tr [1 −U (C )] (1.137)

where S0 denotes the set of 1 × 1 plaquettes and S1 the set of 1 × 2 rectangles.
Loops C that differ by orientation only are considered equivalent. The values of the
coefficients are [38, 47]

c0 = 5

3
, c1 = − 1

12
. (1.138)
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These values can be derived by a simple geometric argument. Consider a rectangular
a × b Wilson loop Wa,b. Keeping the shape of the loop fixed, i.e. b = γ a and γ

fixed, its Symanzik expansion is

Wa,b = a2b2G2,2 + a2b4G2,4 + a4b2G4,2 + O(a8), (1.139)

where G2,2 = ∫
d4x tr {FμνFμν}. The plaquette can be written

Wa,a = a4G2,2 + a6(G2,4 + G4,2) + O(a8), (1.140)

and the sum of the two orientations of the 2 × 1 rectangle becomes

W2a,a + Wa,2a = 8a4G2,2 + 20a6(G2,4 + G4,2) + O(a8). (1.141)

The dimension-six operators can be cancelled by taking the linear combination

5

3
Wa,a − 1

12

{
W2a,a + Wa,2a

} = a4G2,2 + O(a8), (1.142)

which reproduces Eq. (1.138).

1.5.5 Improvement of Wilson Fermions

Starting from the fermion action in the continuum Eq. (1.12), perform the local field
rotations [48, 49]

ψ =
(

1 − a

4
( /D − m0)

)
ψ ′ + O(a2) (1.143)

ψ̄ = ψ̄ ′
(

1 + a

4
( /D
← + m0)

)
+ O(a2). (1.144)

Here a is treated in the abstract as a small parameter and the derivatives in /D
←

act on
the fields on their left. The Jacobian of the rotations is given to leading order in a by
det

(
1 + a

2m0
)

and is therefore constant. After the transformations Eqs. (1.143) and
(1.144) the action Eq. (1.12) becomes

S′
F =

∫
d4x ψ̄ ′(x)

{
/D + m0

(
1 + a

2
m0

)
− a

2
D2 + i

a

4
σμνFμν(x)

}
ψ ′(x) + O(a2),

(1.145)
where we used integration by parts in the form ψ̄ /D

← = −ψ̄ /D
→

and the identity

/D2 = D2 − i

2

∑
μ,ν

σμνFμν, D2 = DμDμ, σμν = i

2
[γμ, γν]. (1.146)
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Let us now discretise the action Eq. (1.145) and set a equal to the lattice spacing. The
rotations Eqs. (1.143) and (1.144) have generated the Wilson term (−a/2)∇∗

μ∇μ and

the Sheikholeslami–Wohlert term (ia/4)σμν F̂μν [48]. Here F̂μν a lattice discretisa-
tion of the field strength tensor. This means that, up to a redefinition of the mass
term, keeping the Wilson term and the Sheikholeslami–Wohlert term in the action
has the effect of cancelling the O(a) lattice corrections at the classical level. The
O(a) improved Wilson–Dirac operator is

D = Dw + csw

3∑
μ,ν=0

i

4
σμν F̂μν + m0. (1.147)

The Sheikholeslami–Wohlert coefficient csw is one at the classical (tree) level. A
symmetric definition of F̂μν is given in Ref. [39]

F̂μν(x) = 1

8a2

[
Qμ,ν(x) − Q†

μ,ν(x)
]
, (1.148)

where

Qμ,ν(x) = Uμ(x)Uν(x + aμ̂)U−1
μ (x + aν̂)U−1

ν (x) +
Uν(x)U

−1
μ (x − aμ̂ + aν̂)U−1

ν (x − aμ̂)Uμ(x − aμ̂) +
U−1

μ (x − aμ̂)U−1
ν (x − aμ̂ − aν̂)Uμ(x − aμ̂ − aν̂)Uν(x − aν̂) +

U−1
ν (x − aν̂)Uμ(x − aν̂)Uν(x + aμ̂ − aν̂)U−1

μ (x). (1.149)

The implementation of Eq. (1.147) is discussed in the documentation of the openQCD
package.3

1.5.6 Twisted Mass Fermions

The breaking of chiral symmetry by the Wilson term leads to an additive renormali-
sation of the quark mass. Light quarks typically have negative values of bare mass.
On a given gauge background field, the Wilson–Dirac operator Dw + m0 Eq. (1.80)
is not protected from having zero eigenvalues unless m0 > 0. This affects the simu-
lations of light Wilson quarks; during the Hybrid Monte Carlo evolution, evaluation
of the fermionic force requires the inversion of the Dirac operator and accidental
zero eigenvalues lead to infinite forces which destabilise the molecular dynamics
integration.

In the continuum limit these “exceptional” configurations disappear due to the
restoration of chiral symmetry. At finite lattice spacing a cure is provided by adding

3http://luscher.web.cern.ch/luscher/openQCD/.

http://luscher.web.cern.ch/luscher/openQCD/
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a twisted-mass term to the Wilson–Dirac operator [50]. The lattice action for Nf = 2
twisted-mass Wilson fermions is given by

S = a4
∑
x

ψ̄(x)(Dw + m0 + iμγ5σ3)ψ(x), (1.150)

where μ is the bare twisted-mass parameter and σ3 is the Pauli matrix acting on the
two flavours of the fermion field ψ . The operator in Eq. (1.150) has a manifestly pos-
itive determinant given by det(Q2 + μ2), where Q = γ5(Dw + m0) is the Hermitian
Wilson-Dirac operator. Twisted mass and the standard Wilson fermion are equivalent
in the continuum limit, where they are related by a chiral field rotation [51]

ψ ′ = R(α)ψ, ψ̄ ′ = ψ̄R(α), R(α) = exp
(
iαγ5

σ3

2

)
, (1.151)

where α is called the twist angle and the rotated fields ψ ′ and ψ̄ ′ are those of
the standard physical basis of QCD. At finite lattice spacing the choice α = π/2
(maximal twist) corresponds to tuning the standard quark mass m0 to its critical
value mc, cf. Eq. (1.84). Lattice spacing effects are reduced to O(a2) when using
twisted mass fermions at maximal twist [52], a property called “automatic O(a)
improvement” and no extra terms are required in contrast to Wilson fermions, as we
saw in Sect. 1.5.5. For a proof of automatic O(a) improvement based on Symanzik’s
analysis we refer to Ref. [51]. Unlike Wilson fermions, parity and isospin symmetry
are broken at finite lattice spacing for twisted-mass fermions. A consequence is for
example a splitting between the masses of the neutral and charged pions at finite
lattice spacing.

1.6 Further Reading

This chapter motivates the construction of the path integral formulation of quantum
field theory on a Euclidean lattice. It focuses on the fields which are needed for QCD,
the spin- 1

2 quarks and the gluons. This book mainly uses Wilson’s formulation of
lattice QCD and so this chapter explains this description of QCD on a lattice in more
detail. Other formulations, such as staggered, overlap and twisted-mass fermions,
are briefly introduced. The relation of the lattice theory to its continuum limit is
discussed, in particular Symanzik’s theory of lattice artifacts.

We have not covered all the topics pertaining to an introduction to lattice QCD.
We mention e.g. the general importance of understanding the phase diagram of the
theory, i.e. the existence of critical points where the continuum limit can be taken. We
also point out the unfortunate lack of rigorous results, e.g. the proof of the mass gap of
pure Yang–Mills theory and of asymptotic freedom of the continuum limit of lattice
QCD. In this book we will concentrate on techniques used for Monte Carlo simula-
tions of lattice QCD. An important complementary tool is lattice perturbation theory
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which we did not cover. In particular we mention the results obtained in perturbation
theory concerning renormalisability, see [37], and the numerical techniques used in
perturbative calculations like automatisation and stochastic perturbation theory, see
[53] for a review.

There are a number of textbooks on the lattice formulation of quantum field theory
[14, 15, 17, 18, 54, 55]. In the text we refer to the books where one can find more
details and references.

There are also a number of review articles and lectures available. A compact intro-
duction to lattice field theory which discusses its connection to statistical mechanics
is given in an article by G. Münster in scholarpedia.4 More advanced lecture notes
on lattice QCD by M. Lüscher can be found in Ref. [39]. A comprehensive review of
the renormalisation of lattice theories and on the study of lattice artifacts by P. Weisz
can be found in Ref. [37].
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Chapter 2
Monte Carlo Methods

No way to compute the path integral of lattice QCD analytically is known. Even on a
finite lattice it amounts of solving the very-high-dimensional integral of Eq. (1.85).
The integral receives large contributions only from a miniscule fraction of the space
of integration variables, which suggests one way to estimate the path integral is
through importance sampling using Markov chain Monte Carlo. In this chapter we
introduce the basic concepts of a Markov chain. We then focus on the simulations
of the path integral for gauge fields only. The fermions fields cannot be directly
simulated due their anti-commuting nature and require special treatment, which is
the subject of Chap.3.

2.1 Markov Chain Monte Carlo

In general, a probability space (Ω, σ(Ω),FΠ) is given by a non-empty space Ω , a
sigma-algebra σ(Ω) ofΩ a probabilitymeasureFΠ , whichmight be given by a prob-
ability density dFΠ = Π(x)dx (see Sect. A.3). In QCD, we set the non-empty space
Ω as Ω = (SU(N))n (with n defining the dimension of the system), and consider
the probability density Π given by

Π(U) = e−S(U)

Z
with Z =

∫
Ω

e−S(U) dU , (2.1)

defined via an action S acting on U ∈ Ω . We require S to be real. The task will be to
compute the expectation of an operator Ô acting on U:

E(Ô) =
∫

Ω

O(U)Π(U)dU . (2.2)

The basic idea of Markov chain Monte Carlo schemes in QCD is to approximate
such expectation values E(Ô) by Monte Carlo integration: E(Ô) ≈ 1

n

∑n
i=1 O(Ui),

where the sequence of U-field configurations {U1,U2, . . . ,Un} has been drawn at
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random from Π(U). If this sequence is generated by a Markov chain that is ergodic
and satisfies the detailed balance condition it will converge to the unique fixed point
distribution given by the density Π(U).

To proceed, we have to recall three concepts from stochastic analysis, for sim-
plicity here in discrete setting: (a) Markov chain, (b) detailed balance condition and
(c) ergodicity:

(a) AMarkov chain is given by a sequence of random variables X1,X2, . . . with the
Markov property

P(Xn+1 = y|Xn = x,Xi = xi, i = 1, . . . , n − 1) = P(Xn+1 = y|Xn = x)

for conditional probabilities P(A|B) = P(A ∩ B)/P(B), i.e., the probability of
moving to the next state Xn+1 = y depends only on the present state Xn = x, but
not on previous states.
Hence the transition probability from x to y can be described by a transition
function T(y, z), which fulfills the property

∑
y

T(x, y) = 1 . (2.3)

(b) The detailed balance condition links the transition function and the fixed point
distribution:

Π(x)T(x, y) = Π(y)T(y, x) . (2.4)

In the non-discrete setting, as given in Sect. 2.3 for the Hybrid Monte Carlo
scheme, the transition function has to be generalised to a transition kernel.

(c) The Markov process is ergodic, if for any pair of states x and y there is a finite
number n of applications of the transition function such that Tn(x, y) > 0.More-
over the property T(x, x) > 0 called aperiodicity has to hold in order to avoid
that the Markov chain gets trapped in cycles.

In order to give insight into the behaviour of a Markov process, let us examine the
simplest possible example acting on a system with just two allowed states, {χ1, χ2}.
The system evolves in a discrete time variable t and is in state ψt at time t. The
dynamics of this Markov process can be encoded in a 2 × 2 matrix T , containing
the transition probabilities Tij = P(ψt+1 = χi|ψt = χj) and it is easy to see that the
Markov property tells us

P(ψt+k = χi|ψt = χj) = [Tk]ij. (2.5)
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Suppose the Markov matrix can be expressed as

T =
(
1 − p q
p 1 − q

)
with 0 ≤ p, q ≤ 1 , (2.6)

then the detailed balance condition gives us the fixed-point probability π as

Tπ = π with π = 1

p + q

(
q
p

)
. (2.7)

The other eigenvalue of T is λ = 1 − p − q with |λ| < 1. So we can write a general
expression for Tk using the decomposition T = SDS−1 which gives

Tk = 1

p + q

(
p q
p q

)
+ λk

p + q

(
q −q

−p p

)
. (2.8)

The first term in this expression is the projection operator onto the fixed point and the
second gives the rate of approach to this steady state, since limk→∞ λk = 0. We see
that thememoryof the chain falls exponentially as theMarkov time-separation grows;
states along the chain are correlated exponentially. Writing λk = exp(−k ln λ),
defines the exponential autocorrelation time τ = −1/ ln(1 − p − q) for this sys-
tem. The difference between Markov chain algorithms lie in the value of the second
largest eigenvalue λ, |λ| < 1 which determines the rate of approach to the steady
state. The better algorithm has the smaller λ.

2.2 Sampling Yang–Mills Gauge Fields

We will consider in this section local Monte Carlo updates of the gauge links. The
terms of the gauge action in Eq. (1.70) which contain a particular link Uμ(x) are

S[Uμ(x)] = − β

N
Re tr

(
Uμ(x)Σ†

μ(x)
)

, (2.9)

where

Σμ(x) =
∑
ν �=μ

[
Uν(x)Uμ(x + aν̂)Uν(x + aμ̂)−1+

Uν(x − aν̂)−1 Uμ(x − aν̂)Uν(x − aν̂ + aμ̂)
]

(2.10)

is the sum of the 2(d − 1) so-called “staples”. The lattice can be divided into a
checkerboard ordering of even and odd points. A point is even (odd) if the sum
of its integer coordinates is even (odd). Since the staples contain links of the same
direction μ as the link Uμ(x) we want to update located at nearest-neighbour points

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-94-024-0999-4_1
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of x, we can update the links of a given direction μ on all the even (or odd) sites
independently. From here on we drop the argument (x, μ) of the gauge link to be
updated.

We remark that Eq. (2.9) holds also for improved gauge actions like Eq. (1.137).
The staples Σ contains more terms than in Eq. (2.10) originating from the 1 × 2
rectangles. Even/odd ordering of the lattice points is not enough to parallelize the
update in this case.

2.2.1 Random Numbers and the Rejection Method

We assume that the reader is familiar with the generation of samplesW1,W2, . . . for
a pseudorandom variableW which is uniformly distributed in the interval [0, 1]. For
the algorithms which we will describe below it is crucial to have excellent random
number generators, e.g. wemention the programRANLUX [1]. The density function
for this variable is fW (w) = 1. Typically one needs to generate samples X1,X2, . . .

of a variable x ∈ [a, b] with a given density fX(x). The conservation of probability
yields the relation

W =
∫ W

0
dw fW (w) =

∫ X

a
dx fX(x) = y(X) (2.11)

By inverting the function y one finds the desired sample sample X = y−1(W ).
One example is the generation of a random variable X ≥ 0 with an exponen-
tial density fX(x) = exp(−x). A sample is obtained by setting X1 = − ln(1 − W1).
Another example are normal (or Gaussian) distributed variables with density fX(x) =
exp(−x2)/

√
π . In the Box–Muller algorithm, two independent samples X1 and X2

are generated simultaneously according to

X1 = √− ln(1 − W2) cos(2πW1) , X2 = √− ln(1 − W2) sin(2πW1) . (2.12)

This result can be derived by setting in Eq. (2.11) x1 = ρ cos(φ), x2 = ρ sin(φ).
If the function y(X) in Eq. (2.11) cannot be analytically inverted, an alternative is

provided by the rejectionmethod. One generates a trial sample X1 from a trial density
htrial(x). Then a uniform random number W1 is drawn and the trial X1 is accepted if

W1 ≤ ρ(X1) = A
fX(X1)

htrial(X1)
, (2.13)

where the factor A ensures ρ(x) ≤ 1. Otherwise the trial X1 is rejected and this
step is repeated until a new trial is accepted. The average acceptance is given by∫
dx htrial(x)ρ(x) = A. One can show, by summing a geometric series which repre-

sents all possibilities to generate X, that the desired density function fX is obtained.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-94-024-0999-4_1
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2.2.2 Heatbath Algorithms

Heatbath algorithms visit each gauge link U = Uμ(x) on the lattice in turn and draw
a new, independent value for the link from the distribution

dP(U) ∝ exp(−S[U]) dU , (2.14)

where dP/dU is the density exp(−S[U]) and S[U] is defined in Eq. (2.9).We discuss
in detail how this can be implemented for the gauge groups U(1), SU(2) and SU(3).

Gauge group U(1). We parameterise a U(1) link variable by U = exp(iφ) with
an angle φ ∈ [−π, π ]. If we write the sum of staples in Eq. (2.10) asΣ = s exp(iψ),
Eq. (2.9) becomes

S[U] = −β s cos(φ − ψ) . (2.15)

The heatbath algorithm produces a new link variable U = exp(iφ) by generating an
angle Φ whose density function is (cf. Eq. (2.15))

fΦ(ϕ) = N−1
q eb cos(ϕ) , (2.16)

where the normalisation factor is

Nq = 2π I0(b) . (2.17)

I0 is the modified Bessel function. Then for the new link we set

φ = Φ + ψ . (2.18)

Equation (2.16) is called the von Mises distribution. The procedure is described in
[2, 3] and consists of a trial density with the rejection method described above,

htrial(ϕ) = N−1
t

1 − α cos(ϕ)
, Nt = 2π(1 − α2)−1/2 , (2.19)

which has a free parameter α.

1. draw a uniform random number W1 ∈ [0, 1] and compute a trial Φ(W1) from

tan(Φ/2) =
(
1 − α

1 + α

)1/2

tan(π(W1 − 1

2
)) (2.20)

2. draw a second uniform random number W2 ∈ [0, 1] and accept the trial if

W2 ≤ ρ(Φ) = A
fΦ(Φ)

htrial(Φ)
. (2.21)
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If rejected go back to step 1. and repeat until the trial is accepted. The acceptance
A can be computed analytically through A = min−π≤ϕ≤π

htrial(ϕ)

fΦ(ϕ)
. The optimal value

αopt for the parameter α, which maximizes the acceptance A is

αopt = 2b

1 + √
1 + 4b2

(2.22)

and results in
ρ(ϕ) = μ(ϕ)e1−μ(ϕ) (2.23)

with μ(ϕ) = 1
2

(
1 + √

1 + 4b2
)

− b cos(ϕ). The maximal acceptance is

A(αopt) = I0(b) cosh(β)e− sinh2 β , (2.24)

where we introduced 2b = sinh 2β in terms of which αopt = tanh β. We remark that
this procedure works both for positive and negative b.

Gauge group SU(2). We represent a SU(2) matrix using Eq. (1.62). This rep-
resentation is also valid for any complex 2 × 2 matrix W which can be written as
W = w0 + iwjσj, where now wμ are complex numbers. For any two such matrices
W and W ′ we have tr (WW ′) = 2(w0w′

0 − wjw′
j). We define a new SU(2) variable

V = UΣ̂† with Σ̂ = Σ/
√
det(Σ) ∈ SU(2). Then Eq. (2.14) becomes

dP(V ) = dP(U) ∝ exp[ρ
2
tr (V )] dV , (2.25)

where ρ = β
√
det(Σ) and we used the invariance property of the Haar measure.

The algorithm we describe here is based on Refs. [4, 5]. Using Eq. (1.62) for V ,
Eq. (2.25) becomes

dP(V ) ∝
√
1 − a20 exp(ρa0) da0 d

3n δ(n2 − 1) , (2.26)

where aj = nj
√
1 − a20, j = 1, 2, 3. Once aμ have been generated from the distribu-

tion Eq. (2.26), the new link variable is

U ′ = V Σ̂ . (2.27)

In order to generate a0 ∈ [−1, 1], we perform a change of variable

y = ρ (1 − a0) . (2.28)

The probability density of y follows from Eq. (2.26) and is given by

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-94-024-0999-4_1
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-94-024-0999-4_1
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fY (y) ∝
√
2 − y

ρ

√
y exp(−y) . (2.29)

It is realised by first generating a number Y with the trial density

htrial(y) = 2√
π

√
y exp(−y) , (2.30)

and then correcting for the omitted factor
√
2 − y

ρ
by the rejectionmethod. A random

numberW3 is generated andY is accepted if 2W 2
3 ≤ 2 − Y

ρ
. The rejection rate is small

in the limit when β is large (because ρ is large), which improves the original method
in Ref. [6]. For the generation of Y we present the method of Ref. [7], which is a
slight variation of that of Ref. [4]. First we generate a pseudorandom variable A ≥ 0
with density

fA(a) = 2√
π

exp(−a2) (2.31)

and a second variable B ≥ 0 with density

fB(b) = exp(−b) . (2.32)

Then
Y = A2 + B (2.33)

has the desired density Eq. (2.30). The generation ofA andB can be done as described
in Sect. 2.2.1. Notice that in Eq. (2.12) the angle 2π has to be replaced by π/2 so
A ≥ 0. Four uniform random numbers give two values of the trial Y . The last step
is the generation of points n uniformly distributed on the unit sphere S2 in three
dimensions. This can be done by setting

n1 = 1 − 2W4 , n2 =
√
1 − n21 cos(2πW5) , n3 =

√
1 − n21 sin(2πW5) ,

(2.34)
with the help of two uniform random numbers W4 and W5.

Gauge group SU(3). SU(N) gauge links can be updated [8] by applying sequen-
tial updates in SU(2) subgroups embedded in SU(N). Here this is described for
SU(3) following [9]. Consider three SU(2) subgroups of SU(3) parameterised by
the matrices

A1,2 =
⎛
⎝a11 a12 0
a21 a22 0
0 0 1

⎞
⎠ , A2,3 =

⎛
⎝ 1 0 0
0 a11 a12
0 a21 a22

⎞
⎠ , A1,3 =

⎛
⎝ a11 0 a12

0 1 0
a21 0 a22

⎞
⎠ , (2.35)

wherea ∈ SU(2). TheCabibbo–Marinari heatbath algorithm is a sequence of updates
in the subgroups defined in Eq. (2.35). A minimal set consists of two of the
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subgroups but all three subgroups can be taken. In each step the current gauge
link U is multiplied by a matrix A = Ai,j from Eq. (2.35). Equation (2.9) becomes
S[AU] = s[a] + terms independent of a, where

s[a] = −β

3
Re tr (AW ) , W = UΣ† . (2.36)

We denote byw the complex 2 × 2 submatrix ofW , whose elementsWij corresponds
to the SU(2) subgroup of A in Eq. (2.35). Using the quaternionic representations for
a and w gives,

s[a] = −β

3
Re tr (aw) = −β

6
tr (av†) , (2.37)

where v = 2Rew0 I − i
∑3

k=1 2Rewkσk . From here we follow the SU(2) heatbath
described above to generate a matrix a. The SU(3) link is updated according to

U ′ = AU , (2.38)

and then the next SU(2) subgroup in the sequence is considered. In Ref [8] it is shown
this procedure defines a Monte–Carlo heatbath algorithm for SU(3).

2.2.3 Overrelaxation Algorithms

The heatbath algorithms described in Sect. 2.2.2 suffer from critical slowing down,
becoming less efficient as the lattice spacing is decreased. Acceleration is achieved
using a different type of algorithm called overrelaxation. It proposes changing link
U to U ′ such that the action in Eq. (2.9) is preserved S[U] = S[U ′] i.e. the change
is microcanonical, the measure is preserved dU = dU ′ and the change is reversible,
i.e. applying the update to U ′ gives back U. Such a change is always accepted.
Since it is not ergodic, the overrelaxation algorithm has to be used in combination
with an ergodic algorithm like the heatbath. This combination is called a hybrid
overrelaxation algorithm.A change of all links of the lattice is called a sweep.Usually
one separates two heatbath sweeps by L/(2a) overrelaxation sweeps to propagate
the changes over a lattice of linear size L.

The U(1) transformation (cf. Eq. (2.15))

φ′ = 2ψ − φ (2.39)

defines a overrelaxation update for gauge group U(1).
The SU(2) transformation (cf. Eq. (2.9))

U ′ = Σ̂ U† Σ̂ = −U + tr (UΣ̂†) Σ̂ (2.40)
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defines an overrelaxation update for gauge group SU(2).
For gauge group SU(3) it is possible to make overrelaxation updates with respect

to the various SU(2) subgroups of the form U → U ′ = AU, where A = Ai,j is one
of the matrices in Eq. (2.35) [10, 11]. The action Eq. (2.37) is preserved, i.e. the
property tr v† = tr (av†) holds if

a = 2

tr (vv†)
v2 = −I + 2

2v0
tr (vv†)

v with v0 = 1

2
tr v . (2.41)

Since av† = v, performing the same update on U ′ one has a′ = a† and the link
changes to U ′′ = A†U ′ = U, i.e. the update is a involution. As a consequence the
Jacobian of the update has unit modulus and the integration measure is preserved.

2.3 Hybrid Monte Carlo

HybridMonteCarlo (HMC)uses an augmentedMarkovchain that constructs samples
of pairs of links U ∈ Ω = SU(N) and momenta P ∈ Ω̂ = su(N) according to the
probability distribution Fν with probability density ν(U,P) given by

ν(U,P) = (2π)N/2

ZH
exp(−S(U))

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Π(U)

1

(2π)N/2 exp(−〈P,P〉/2)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

ϕ(P)

= 1

ZH
exp(−H(U,P)) , (2.42)

with ZH = ∫
Ω×Ω̂

ν(U,P)d(U,P) and H(U,P) = 〈P,P〉/2 + S(U) where
〈P,P〉 = ∑

x,μ〈Px,μ,Px,μ〉, cf. Eq. (A.4). The transition from one configuration
(U0,P0) to the next consists of a proposal step

(U0,P0) → g(U0,P0) , (2.43)

with a mapping g : Ω × Ω̂ → Ω × Ω̂ which is for the moment arbitrary, followed
by an acceptance step: g(U0,P0) is accepted with probability

α((U0,P0), g(U0,P0)) = min

(
1,

ν(g(U0,P0))

ν(U0,P0)

)
= min

(
1, e−(H(g(U0,P0))−H(U0,P0))

)
,

(2.44)
otherwise the old configuration (U0,P0) is kept as the next entry in the chain. In the
following we show that the detailed balance equation holds, iff this mapping g is
both time-reversible, i.e.,

P · g(P · g(U0,P0)
�) = (U0,P0)

� for P =
(
1 0
0 −1

)
, (2.45)
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and volume preserving: ∣∣∣∣det
(

∂g(U0,P0)

∂(U0,P0)

)∣∣∣∣ = 1 . (2.46)

2.3.1 Detailed Balance Condition

The transition kernel K((U0,P0), (Ω
′ × Ω̂ ′)) describes the probability of drawing

the sample following (U0,P0) from the subset (Ω ′ × Ω̂ ′) ⊂ (Ω × Ω̂), i.e.,

K((U0,P0), (Ω
′ × Ω̂ ′)) = P((U∗,P∗) ∈ (Ω ′ × Ω̂ ′)|(U0,P0)), (2.47)

where (U∗,P∗) is the next element in the Markov chain defined by the proposal and
acceptance step. The transition kernel for HMC is given by

K((U0,P0), (Ω
′ × Ω̂ ′)) = α((U0,P0), g(U0,P0))δg(U0,P0)(Ω

′ × Ω̂ ′)+
(1 − α((U0,P0), g(U0,P0)))δ(U0,P0)(Ω

′ × Ω̂ ′). (2.48)

As we are only interested in the transition of the links, we can define a restricted
transition kernel

KL(U0,Ω
′) = P(U∗

0 ∈ Ω ′|U0) =
∫

Ω̂

K((U0,P), (Ω ′ × Ω̂))ϕ(P)dP . (2.49)

Now we have to check whether the detailed balance condition holds for KL with
respect to the static distribution Π(U), i.e.,

∫
A
KL(U,B)Π(U)dU =

∫
B
KL(U,A)Π(U)dU (2.50)

holds for all A,B ∈ σ(Ω). With δ(U,P)(B × Ω̂) = δU(B), the left-hand side of (2.50)
becomes

∫
A

∫
Ω̂

min

(
1,

ν(g(U,P))

ν(U,P)

)
δg(U,P)(B × Ω̂)ϕ(P)Π(U)dPdU

+
∫
A∩B

∫
Ω̂

(
1 − min

(
1,

ν(g(U,P))

ν(U,P)

))
ϕ(P)Π(U)dPdU.

Correspondingly, the right-hand side reads
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∫
B

∫
Ω̂

min

(
1,

ν(g(U,P))

ν(U,P)

)
δg(U,P)(A × Ω̂)ϕ(P)Π(U)dPdU +

∫
B∩A

∫
Ω̂

(
1 − min

(
1,

ν(g(U,P))

ν(U,P)

))
ϕ(P)Π(U)dPdU.

As the last terms on both sides coincide, it remains to show

∫
A

∫
Ω̂

min (ν(U,P), ν(g(U,P))) δg(U,P)(B × Ω̂)d(P,U)

=
∫
B

∫
Ω̂

min (ν(U,P), ν(g(U,P))) δg(U,P)(A × Ω̂)d(P,U) .

With δg(U,P)(B × Ω̂) = δ(U,P)(g−1)(B × Ω̂)) this is equivalent to

∫
(A×Ω̂)∩g−1(B×Ω̂)

min (ν(U,P), ν(g(U,P))) d(P,U)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
F1

=
∫

(B×Ω̂)∩g−1(A×Ω̂)

min (ν(U,P), ν(g(U,P))) d(P,U)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
F2

As ϕ(P) = ϕ(−P), ν(U,P) = ν(U,−P), and the time reversibility of g leads to

ν(g(U,P)) = ν(g−1(U,−P)). (2.51)

Integration by substitution now yields

F1 =
∫
g−1(B×Ω̂)

min (ν(U,P), ν(g(U,P))) δ(U,P)(A × Ω̂)d(P,U)

=
∫
B×Ω̂

min
(
ν(g−1(U,P)), ν(U,P)

)
δg−1(U,P)(A × Ω̂) ·

∣∣∣∣detdg
−1(U,P)

d(U,P)

∣∣∣∣ d(P,U)

=
∫
B×Ω̂

min (ν(g(U,−P)), ν(U,−P)) δg−1(U,P)(A × Ω̂) ·
∣∣∣∣detdg

−1(U,P)

d(U,P)

∣∣∣∣ d(P,U)

=
∫
B×Ω̂

min (ν(g(U,−P)), ν(U,−P)) δg(U,−P)(A × Ω̂) ·
∣∣∣∣detdg

−1(U,P)

d(U,P)

∣∣∣∣ d(P,U),

where we have used in the last step that δg−1(U,P)(A × Ω̂) = δg(U,−P)(A × Ω̂). With
δg(U,P)(A × Ω̂) = δ(U,P)(g−1(A × Ω̂)), we finally have

F1 =
∫

(B×Ω̂)∩g−1(A×Ω̂)

min (ν(g(U,P)), ν(U,P))

∣∣∣∣detdg
−1(U,P)

d(U,P)

∣∣∣∣ d(P,U) = F2.

Hence F1 = F2, iff the mapping g is time-reversible and volume-preserving.
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As a conclusion we can state that the kernel KL fulfills the detailed balance
condition, iff the mapping g : Ω × Ω̂ → Ω × Ω̂ is time-reversible and volume
preserving. This can be achieved if we define g to be the Hamiltonian flow
(U(T),P(T)) = g(U0,P0) at some arbitrary time point T according to the Hamil-
tonian H(U,P) = 〈P,P〉/2 + S(U), if started from the initial value (U0,P0). Note
that we do not have to compute the flow exactly, any numerical approximation is
feasible, provided it is both time-reversible and volume preserving. We will come
back to this point in Sect. 2.5.

2.3.2 Hamilton’s Equation of Motion

There are several ways to derive Hamilton’s equation of motion. A first, physically
intuitiveway can be found inmany textbooks. The time derivative ofUμ(x) is derived
via an infinitesimal rotation on the group manifold:

U̇μ(x) = Pμ(x)Uμ(x) . (2.52)

The remaining equation for Ṗμ(x) is then obtained from the fact that the total time
derivate of the Hamiltonian is zero, and Ḣ(U,P) is solved for Ṗμ(x). For details we
refer to Chap.7.2.3 in [12]. Alternatively, Ṗμ(x) can be computed via

Ṗμ(x) = −∂x,μH(U,P) = −∂x,μS(U) , (2.53)

where the link differential operator acting on S(U) and is defined in Eq. (A.6). We
will use the Wilson action defined in Eq. (1.70),

S(U) = Sw(U) = β

2N

∑
x

∑
μ,ν

Re tr [1 − Pμ,ν(x)], (2.54)

forU ∈ SU(N), as an example for this approach, where the sum runs over all oriented
plaquettes Pμ,ν(x). In the following we will need to collect all the terms in the action
that depends on a specific link variable Uμ(x):

S(U) = − β

N
Re tr (Uμ(x)Σ†

μ(x)) + terms independent of Uμ(x) ,

where Σμ(x) is the sum of staples defined in Eq. (2.10). Computing now the link
derivative of the Wilson action, one gets its Lie-algebra components

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-94-024-0999-4_2
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-94-024-0999-4_1
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∂ i
x,μS(U) = − β

N
Re tr

{
TiUμ(x)Σ†

μ(x)
}

+
∑

(y,ν)�=(x,μ)

0

= − β

N
Re tr

{
TiUμ(x)Σ†

μ(x)
}

. (2.55)

Finally we obtain

∂x,μS(U) = − β

2N
Zμ(x) , (2.56)

in terms of the Lie-algebra-valued field

Zμ(x) = −{Uμ(x)Σ†
μ(x)}TA . (2.57)

Here we have used the notation

WTA = W − W †

2
− tr (W − W †)

2N
,

for the traceless, antihermitian part of a matrix W . Equation (2.56) follows from the
identity

− 2TiRe tr
{
TiUμ(x)Σ†

μ(x)
}

=
{
Uμ(x)Σ†

μ(x)
}
TA

, (2.58)

which can be proved by computing the components ofWTA in the Lie algebra. These
components are given by −2tr (WTATi).

A second approach generalizes the case of classical Hamiltonian mechanics to
Lattice QCD. In classical Hamiltonian mechanics, the symplectic structure of the
phase space (q, p) is defined by the closed 2-form ω = dq ∧ dp. Correspondingly,
the equations of motion for a Hamiltonian function H(p, q) = T(p) + U(q) are

q̇ = {H, q} = Ĥq, (2.59)

ṗ = {H, p} = Ĥp, (i = 1, . . . , n) (2.60)

where the Poisson brackets are defined via the closed 2-form by

{A,B} = −ω(Â, B̂) =
(

∂A
∂q

∂A
∂p

)
J

(
∂B
∂q
∂B
∂p

)
= ∂A

∂p

∂B

∂q
− ∂A

∂q

∂B

∂p
, (2.61)

with

J =
(
0 −I
I 0

)
(2.62)

and the Hamiltonian vector field Â for the 0-form A is given by
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∂A

∂p

∂

∂q
− ∂A

∂q

∂

∂p
. (2.63)

This gives the well-known equations of motion

(
q̇
ṗ

)
= J

(
∂H
∂q
∂H
∂p

)
=

(
∂H
∂p

− ∂H
∂q

)
. (2.64)

As Ω is a Lie group and Ω̂ the corresponding Lie-algebra, we can write P ∈ Ω̂

as P = piTi with Ti generators of the representation of P in Ω̂ . These generators are
linked to the group variablesU via the right-hand invariant vector field defined by ei:
eiU = −TiU. We can now define Hamilton’s equations governing the Hamiltonian
flow (U,P):

U̇ = {H,U} = ĤU,

Ṗ = {H,P} = ĤP, (2.65)

where now the Lie brackets are defined via the closed 2-form ω = −dp defining the
symplectic structure of the phase space (U,P). For this 2-form, the vector field Ĥ
associated to the Hamiltonian 0-form H = pipi/2 + S(U) turns out to be

Ĥ = piei − ei(S)
∂

∂pi
, (2.66)

which gives

U̇ = ĤU = piei(U) = −piTiU = −PU ,

Ṗ = ĤP = −ei(S)
∂P

∂pi
= −ei(S)Ti . (2.67)

Depending on the action S, the force ei(S)Ti can be computed further: for the pure
gauge part S = −(β/N)SG with SG = Re tr(Σ†U) see Eq. (2.9), we get

ei(SG)Ti = Re tr(Σ†ei(U))Ti = −Re tr(Σ†TiU)Ti = −Re tr(UΣ†Ti)T
i,

which is equivalent to the result already obtained in (2.56).

2.4 Symplectic Integration Schemes

As seen in Sect. 2.3, any time-reversible and volume-preserving numerical approxi-
mation scheme is suitable to establish the detailed balance condition. Before dis-
cussing the non-Abelian case of Lattice QCD, we will briefly recapitulate the
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Fig. 2.1 Time-reversibility
of a numerical flow ϕh

t :
applying the transformations
ϕh
t ,P, ϕh

t and finally P to the
initial value (q0, p0) yields
the initial value again

concepts of time-reversibility and symplecticity of numerical schemes applied to
Hamiltonian initial-value problems (ODE-IVP)

ẏ = J−1∇H(y), y(t0) = y0, (2.68)

with y = (q, p)�, f : Rn × R
n → R

2n at least continuously differentiable.
Consider a numerical scheme defined by ϕh

t (y0) applied to the ODE-IVP, which
constructs a numerical approximation at time t0 + h, starting at the exact solution y0
at time t0. ϕh

t (y0) is said to be

• symplectic, if the numerical scheme defines a symplectic transformation, i.e. if

(
∂ϕh

t

∂y0

)�
J

(
∂ϕh

t

∂y0

)
= J (2.69)

with the matrix J defined in (2.62).
• time reversible, if (see Fig. 2.1)

P · ϕh
t (P · ϕh

t (y0)) = y0 for P =
(
In 0
0 −In

)
, (2.70)

which is equivalent to Pϕh
t = ϕ−h

t P for symmetric schemes ϕh
t ϕ

−h
t = I .

A consequence of symplecticity is volume preservation:

∣∣∣∣det
(

∂ϕh
t

∂y0

)∣∣∣∣ = 1 , (2.71)

which implies that symplecticity is a sufficient condition for volume-preservation.
Due to the symmetry of the scheme, the most simple symplectic and symmetric

numerical method has at least order two, i.e., the difference between exact solution
and numerical approximation at time T after n steps of step size h (T = nh) is of
order O(h2) when h is sufficiently small. It is given by the Störmer-Verlet method
(or Leap-Frog scheme), which can be written as an explicit scheme for separable
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HamiltoniansH(q, p) = V (p) + U(q). One step, starting from initial values (q0, p0),
to obtain numerical approximations (q1, p1) at time t0 + h reads

p1/2 = p0 − h

2
Uq(q0) ,

q1 = q0 + hVp(p1/2) ,

p1 = p1/2 − h

2
Uq(q1) , (2.72)

with short-hands Uq and Vp for ∂U/∂q and ∂V/∂p, respectively. Symplecticity of
the scheme follows directly from the fact that is defined by the composition of three
symplectic mappings

(q0, p0) → ph/2(q0, p0) = (q0, p1/2) ,

(q0, p1/2) → qh(q0, p1/2) = (q1, p1/2) ,

(q1, p1/2) → ph/2(q1, p1/2) = (q1, p1) , (2.73)

so-called p- and q-updates with step sizes h/2, h and h/2, resp., which enables us to
rewrite the leap-frog scheme as

ph/2 ◦ qh ◦ ph/2(q0, p0) . (2.74)

Symmetry follows directly by changing the sign of h and replacing (q0, p0) by
(q1, p1). Time reversibility is then given for symmetrical Jacobians Vp which ful-
fill Vp(p) = −Vp(−p).

An easy way to derive symplectic and time-reversible higher-order schemes ϕ̃h
t is

based on the composition of m symplectic and time-reversible basic schemes ϕh
t :

ϕ̃h
t = ϕ

γ1h
t ◦ ϕ

γ2h
t ◦ · · · ◦ ϕ

γmh
t . (2.75)

Besides the time-reversibility of the underlying basic schemes ϕh
t , the coefficients

have to be symmetric too to get an overall time-reversible system:

γm−k+1 = γk for k = 1, 2, . . . ,m . (2.76)

It can easily be shown that the composition scheme has order p + 1 (with the under-
lying scheme having order p), if the following two conditions hold for the free
parameters γ1, . . . , γm:

m∑
j=1

γj = 1,
m∑
j=1

γ
p
j = 0. (2.77)

Symplecticity and time-revesibility of the composition scheme follow directly from
symplecticity and time-revesibility of the underlying scheme.
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This approach allows us to construct symplectic and time-reversible schemes of
any arbitrary (even) high order. We start with the Störmer-Verlet scheme ϕh

t and
define

ϕ̃h
t = ϕ

γ1h
t ◦ ϕ

γ2h
t ◦ ϕ

γ3h
t (2.78)

with

γ1 = γ3 = 1

2 − 2
1
3

, γ2 = 1 − 2γ1. (2.79)

These coefficients fulfill both conditions above, which gives at least order 3 for the
composition scheme ϕ̃h

t . As the order of symmetric methods is even, we get order
4 for ϕ̃h

t . We can now repeat this process by just replacing ϕh
t by ϕ̃h

t , and we get
schemes of order 6, 8, etc.

Another idea is to use splitting schemes to treat different parts of the right-hand
side independently, i.e., the different parts of the right-hand side are updated one
after the other, while freezing the remaining part. In other words: for the momenta,
we solve

q̇ = 0 , ṗ = −∇qU(q) ,

and for the coordinates
q̇ = ∇pV (p) , ṗ = 0 .

In general, this approach yields schemes of order one. If the splitting is symmetric,
one gets methods of at least order two. An important class of splitting schemes is
given by Omelyan et al. [13] and force-gradient schemes [14]. Omelyan schemes are
based on a symmetric five-stage scheme (updating the sequence U,P,U,P and U),
introducing a free parameter λ in the step size of the P-updates. Though the scheme
is only of second order, the parameter λ can be used to minimize the leading error
term. This gives, for example, the optimal five stage method

pλh ◦ qh/2 ◦ p(1−2λ)h ◦ qh/2 ◦ pλh(q0, p0) with

λ = 1

2
− (2

√
326 + 36)1/3

12
+ 1

6(2
√
326 + 36)1/3

(2.80)

with the p- and q-updates defined above, cf. Eq. (2.74). The idea of force-gradient
schemes is to add an additional update of a higher-order term, the so-called force-
gradient term,which introduces additional parameters ξ andχ , and to use the freedom
in the additional parameters to increase the accuracy. To obtain order four, only five
stages are needed, yielding the family of force-gradient schemes

p̃λh,ξh3 ◦ qh/2 ◦ p̃(1−2λ)h,χh3 ◦ qh/2 ◦ p̃λh,ξh3(q0, p0) (2.81)

with the force gradient updates p̃αh,βh3 being defined by the mapping
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(
q0
p0

)
→

(
q0

p0 − αhUq(q0) + βh3∇q|Vq(q0)|2.
)

(2.82)

One possible choice of parameters to obtain fourth order is λ = 1/6, ξ = 0, χ =
1/72. Both schemes can be linked to the idea of nested integration (or multirate
integration in the mathematical literature) described in Sect. 3.4.2.

In Lattice QCD, where the linksU ∈ Ω = SU(N) and momenta P ∈ Ω̂ = su(N)

we have to deal with more structure compared to the Abelian case where both q and p
∈ R

n. To preserve the non-Abelian structure, the leap-frog scheme for one step with
step size h from (U0,P0) to (U1,P1), defined by a sequence of P, U and P updates
with step sizes h/2, h and h/2, has to be rewritten as

P1/2 = P0 − h

2
∂x,μS(U

0) ,

U1 = ehP
1/2 · U0,

P1 = P1/2 − h

2
∂x,μS(U

1) . (2.83)

This follows from defining an U-update U0 → U1 with step size h and initial values
(U0,P0) by Uh(U0,P0) = ehP

0 · U0 to preserve the multiplicative structure of the
Lie group SU(N) according to the Lie-group differential equation (2.52). The P-
update P0 → P1 with step size h and initial values (U0,P0) can be defined in the
usual way as Ph(U0,P0) = P0 − h∂x,μS(U0) due to the additive structure of the Lie
algebra su(N). This defines completely the non-Abelian setting, as all schemes can be
described as a sequence ofU and P updates with different step sizes and coefficients.
An alternative approach to preserve the non-Abelian structure of links and momenta
based on Runge-Kutta schemes is discussed in [15].

2.5 Summary and Further Reading

In this chapter the conditions for a Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm are for-
mulated. The focus is on algorithms to simulate the path integral of a pure gauge
theory. Heatbath and overrelaxation algorithms for gauge groups U(1), SU(2) and
SU(3) are described in detail. An alternative algorithm is the Hybrid Monte Carlo
based on Hamilton’s equations of motion. The detailed balance condition is proved
and two derivations of the equations of motion are presented. These equations are
solved by numerical integration schemes. Detailed balance requires that the integra-
tion schemes are time-reversible and volume preserving. The construction of such
schemes is discussed in detail, first for the Abelian and then for the case of non
Abelian Lie groups.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-94-024-0999-4_3
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The theory of Markov chains is reviewed by M. Lüscher in Ref. [16]. The for-
mulation of Hamilton’s equations of motion on Lie groups is discussed in detail by
A. D. Kennedy at al. in Ref. [17]. Wemention that the search for other algorithms for
gauge theories to improve critical slowing down is an active field, see e.g. [18–20].
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Chapter 3
Handling Fermions on the Lattice

In Chap.2, the ideas of Monte Carlo estimation of the path integral of a bosonic field
were introduced. Consider now the problem of evaluating path integrals of fermions,
remembering that defining the fermion path integral means introducing Grassmann
integrals, see Sect. 1.3.2. These can not be evaluated easily by Monte Carlo in the
same direct way presented in Chap. 2, so we need to include some extra steps which
will re-write the path integral of a quantum field theory with bosons and fermions in
terms of path integrals of bosons only. Physical intuition tells us the action of this
effective theory will be non-local.

3.1 Wick Contractions

The algebra and the rules of integration of Grassmann numbers are reviewed in
Section A.2. In a path integral, observables are computed by inserting an appropriate
function of the integration variables, weighted by the Boltzmann factor. Let us review
a toy example before writing the most general expression, which gives us the lattice
version of Wick’s theorem. Consider a system with just eight integration variables
(not fields), collected into two sets of four; ({η1, . . . η4}, {η̄1, . . . η̄4}).We have chosen
this form for our toy model since it resembles the path integral for a Dirac fermion;
later we will also consider Majorana fermions, where the two sets of integration
variables are no longer independent. Now choose an observable to evaluate, such as

〈η̄1η1η̄2η2〉 = 1

det M

∫
D[η]D[η̄] η̄1η1η̄2η2 exp {η̄Mη} ,

where M is a non-singular matrix. To begin, note that the exponential function, like
all functions on a finite set of grassmannians must be a finite polynomial. The Taylor
series, which stops after the fifth term, can be used to find an exact expression:

exp {η̄Mη} = 1 + (η̄Mη) + 1

2! (η̄Mη)2 + 1

3! (η̄Mη)3 + 1

4! (η̄Mη)4 .
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Now when multiplied by the operator insertion, the only terms that remain in the
integrand are truncated by two more powers;

η̄1η1η̄2η2 exp {η̄Mη} = η̄1η1η̄2η2

{
1 + (η̄Mη) + 1

2! (η̄Mη)2
}

.

Finally, the path integral can be evaluated. The only terms that survive the integration
rule are those in the last part in the Taylor sequence,which contain the four integration
variables η3, η4, η̄3 and η̄4, since every variable must occur once only. These terms
are (η̄3M33η3)(η̄4M44η4) + (η̄3M34η4)(η̄4M43η3). Integrating now gives our result.
Note that a minus sign appears as we need to re-order the integration variables to
match the integrand in Eq. (A.9), giving

〈η̄1η1η̄2η2〉 = M33M44 − M34M43

det M
.

For this simple case, the expression is very neat but rapidly becomes more cumber-
some as more variables are introduced. A little algebra relates this expression to a
form that will be more familiar and more useful for quantum field theory;

〈η̄1η1η̄2η2〉 = M33M44 − M34M43

det M
= [M−1]12[M−1]21 − [M−1]11[M−1]22

which we will see will become the method needed to express a two-point function
for a meson (used to evaluate its mass) in terms of the quark propagator on a gauge
background.

More complicated expressions with realistic quantum field theories with many
degrees of freedom can be evaluated most easily by using Wick’s theorem, which
generalises and simplifies themanipulationswehave just seen in our toy. The simplest
non-zero contraction in a quantum field theory is the fermion two-point correlation
function Δi j ;

Δi j = 〈ηi η̄ j 〉 = 1

det M

∫
D[η]D[η̄] ηi η̄ j e

η̄Mη. (3.1)

On a finite lattice, the integration is over the large-but-finite set of D Grassmann
variables. If M is non-singular, a change of one of the sets of integration variables
ψ = Mη gives

Δi j =
∫
D[ψ]D[η̄] [M−1]ikψk η̄ j e

η̄ψ = [M−1]ik
∫
D[ψ]D[η̄] ψk η̄ j e

η̄ψ .
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As with ordinary integration, a change of variable brings a factor of the Jacobian
along with the measure. Here the Jacobian is simply det M , which cancels the factor
introduced in the definition of Eq. 3.1. The Berezin integral needed is

Ik j =
∫
D[ψ]D[η̄] ψk η̄ j e

η̄ψ = 1

(D − 1)!
∫
D[ψ]D[η̄] ψk η̄ j (η̄aψa)

D−1 .

Wehave againmade use of the integration rules, noting the onlyway to get a non-zero
value for the integral is for all Grassmann variables to appear in the integrand and
there is only one term in the expansion of the exponential that fulfils this requirement.
Next, we see immediately the only non-zero value for Ik j occurs when k = j since all
terms in η̄aψa come in pairs with matching indices. When k = j , there are (D − 1)!
terms in the sum that survive integration, giving simply Ik j = δk j . Finally we arrive at
the expression for the lattice two-point quark correlation function, commonly called
the propagator:

Δi j = 〈ηi η̄ j 〉 = [M−1]i j . (3.2)

Computing more interesting physics will require the evaluation of a 2N -point
function and the same analysis can be used to write a general result. The path inte-
gral is

〈ηi1ηi2 . . . ηiN η̄ j1 η̄ j2 . . . η̄ jN 〉 =
1

det M

∫
D[η]D[η̄] ηi1ηi2 . . . ηiN η̄ j1 η̄ j2 . . . η̄ jN eψ̄Mψ,

(3.3)

and after integration, the result in terms of the quark propagator is

〈ηi1ηi2 . . . ηiN η̄ j1 η̄ j2 . . . η̄ jN 〉 =∑
{k1,k2,...kN }∈Pn

∑
{l1,l2,...lN }∈Pn

εk1k2...kN εl1l2...lN [M−1]k1,l1 [M−1]k2,l2 . . . [M−1]kN ,lN .

(3.4)

The first sum is over all possible permutations of the N indices labelling the η fields
and the second is correspondingly the permutations over the η̄ fields. The ε is the
minus sign resulting from commuting the grassmann fields and takes values±1when
the permutation is even or odd. We will use this expression later when evaluating
properties of hadrons in QCD.

The expressions presented so far are suitable for Dirac fermions, where the fields
ψ̄ andψ are treated as independent integration variables. ForMajorana fermions, the
two fields are dependent and so different sets of expressions are generated following
the same rules for integrating Grassmann variables. Before establishing the general
result, let us startwith another simple example; consider the four dimensionalBerezin
integral

P4 =
∫
D[η] e

1
2 ηT Aη, (3.5)
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with A an anti-symmetric (skew-symmetric) matrix, so AT = −A. This restriction is
required by the commutation rules of grassmann numbers. Remember the distinction
here is that the variables appearing in ηT are the same as those in η. Now the Taylor
series for exp ηT Aη stops after just three terms and again the highest term is the only
one that can contribute to the integral, so we have

P4 = 1

8

∫
D[η] (ηT Aη)2

= 1

2

∫
D[η] (η1A12η2 + η1A13η3 + η1A14η4 + η2A23η3 + η2A24η4 + η3A34η4)

2

=
∫
D[η] η1η2η3η4 (A12A34 − A13A24 + A14A23)

= A12A34 − A13A24 + A14A23 = pf(A). (3.6)

where pf(A) is the Pfaffian of the anti-symmetric matrix A, see [1]. This result holds
more generally for any number of integration variables,

∫
D[η] e

1
2 ηT Aη = pf(A). (3.7)

3.2 Sparse Linear Algebra

Two main linear algebra tasks arise in Lattice QCD applications:

• Solving linear systems: the inversion of the Wilson–Dirac operator requires the
solution of a huge and sparse linear system. It arises

– in the evaluation of the pseudo-fermionic force within an HMC step (see
Sect. 3.4);

– in the computation of quark propagators (see Sects. 3.5 and 3.6).

• Computing eigenvalues and eigenvectors: eigenvalue problems have to be solved
in many Lattice QCD applications like:

– in the deflation of solvers for the lattice Dirac operator, where the eigenvec-
tors corresponding to the lowest eigenvalues are separated from the rest of the
eigenmodes, see e.g. [2];

– in the computation of disconnected diagrams, where the eigenvectors corre-
sponding to the lowest eigenvalues of the Hermitian Wilson–Dirac operator can
be used factorize the inverse of the operator into an exact leading part and the
rest, which can be approximated (see Sect. 3.6);

– in the construction of smeared quark fields based on distillation, where the
eigenvectors with smallest eigenvalues of the gauge-covariant Laplace operator
are used (see Sect. 4.4.1);

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-94-024-0999-4_4
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– in the calculation of the topological charge of a gauge field configuration (see
Sect. 4.3.4) using the index theorem, where the zero eigenvalues of the overlap
operator have to be computed [3, 4];

– in the determination of the spectral range of the Dirac operator needed in the
RHMC algorithm (see Sect. 3.4.3.2);

– in the computation of the sign function for the evaluation of the overlap operator,
where deflation of the lowest eigenmodes is used, see e.g. [3, 5, 6].

For both tasks, direct methods are not feasible due to the huge dimension of the
involvedmatrix. Hence one aims at iterative schemeswhich are only based onmatrix-
vector multiplications and are computationally cheap thanks to the sparseness of the
matrix. Krylov subspaces define the setting for this task.

3.2.1 Krylov Subspace Techniques

The idea behind Krylov subspaces is to define a linear space spanned by k vectors,
which are constructed from a vector b ∈ C and multiple matrix-vector products
Ab, A2b, . . . , Ak−1b based on A ∈ C

n×n . The k-th Krylov subspaceKk(A, b) of the
matrix A with respect to the vector b is then given by

Kk(A, b) = span
{
b, Ab, A2b, . . . , Ak−1b

}
,

which by definition is equivalent to the set of vectors, given by a matrix-vector
product of all polynomials pk−1 ∈ Πk−1 in A of degree k − 1 and b:

Kk(A, b) = {pk−1(A)b : pk−1 ∈ Πk−1} .

The solution of a linear system Ax = b (with A assumed to be regular) is now linked
to Krylov subspaces as follows:

• The exact solution x lies inKm(A, b), where m ≤ n is the degree of the minimal
polynomial q of A, q(A) = ∑m

l=0 γl Al = 0 with γ0 �= 0:

0 = q(A) ⇒ x = A−1b = − 1

γ0

m−1∑
l=0

γl+1A
lb ∈ Km(A, b).

• For Hermitian matrices A, m is equal to the number of distinct eigenvalues d. If d
is small, then x lies in a Krylov subspace of small dimension. From a numerical
perspective this leads to the following conjecture: if all eigenvalues of A fall into a
few clusters, we can approximate x well in a Krylov subspace of small dimension.

How to compute a stable basis of Kk(A, b) for k ≤ m? This can be done by the
Arnoldi and Lanczos process, which in addition also enable cheap approximations
of the spectrum of A.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-94-024-0999-4_4
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-94-024-0999-4_3
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The Arnoldi process. For an arbitrary regular matrix A ∈ C
n×n , the Arnoldi

process [7] solves the matrix equation

AVk = VkHk + hk+1,kvk+1e
�
k , k = 1, . . . ,m − 1, (3.8)

subsequently with ek denoting the k-th unit vector in C
k , yielding in each step an

orthonormal basis Vk+1 = (v1, . . . , vk+1) of Kk+1(A, b) and an upper Hessenberg
matrix Hk ∈ C

k×k with entries (hi, j )1≤i, j≤k . One starts with v1 = b/‖b‖2 and sub-
sequently gets

vk+1 = qk+1/‖qk+1‖2 with qk+1 = (I − VkV
†
k )Avk, and

hi, j =
⎧⎨
⎩

v
†
i Av j , i ≤ j

‖qi‖2, i = j + 1
0, i > j + 1

. (3.9)

For stability, the newbasis vector vk+1 is orthonormalizedwith respect to the previous
basis vectors v1, . . . , vk using the modified Gram-Schmidt scheme. In contrast to
the classical Gram-Schmidt method, which orthogonalizes vk+1 with respect to vi ,
i = 1, . . . , k, by subtracting all projections of vk+1 on vi at once from vk+1, the
modifiedGram-Schmidt scheme is subsequently orthogonalizing vk+1: one computes
the projection of vk+1 to v1, and subtracts this projection to get a vector which is
orthogonal to v1. Now the projection of this new vector with respect to v2 is computed
and subtracted to give a new vector being orthogonal to v1 and v2. Continuing this
procedure leads to the orthonomalization of vk+1 with respect to v1, . . . , vk . In exact
arithmetic, both versions are identical. In floating-point arithmetics, however, the
original Gram-Schmidt method might suffer from instabilities, whereas the modified
Gram-Schmidt method is proven to be stable.

By construction, hm+1,m = 0, as vm+1 ∈ Km(A, b), and V †
m AVm = Hm holds. The

spectrum of H coincides with all distinct eigenvalues of A. For k < m − 1, we have
AVk = VkHk + hk+1,kvk+1e�

k , and we get a good approximation of the first k modes
of A due to hk+1,k = ‖qk‖2 = ‖(I − Vk−1V

†
k−1)Avk−1‖ small.

The Lanczos process. For Hermitian matrices A this approach reduces to a Her-
mitian tridiagonal matrix Hk with entries

hi, j =
⎧⎨
⎩

v
†
i Av j , i = j

‖qi‖2, i = j ± 1
0, otherwise

. (3.10)

Note that the matrix is symmetrical in addition, as the off-diagonal elements are real.
The orthonormal basis Vk can be efficiently computed by the three-term recursion

qk+1 = (A − αk I )vk − βk−1vk−1, vk+1 = qk+1/βk (k = 1, . . . ,m − 1)

with the abbreviations αk = v
†
k Avk and βk = ‖qi+1‖2. This defines the Lanczos

process [8].
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3.2.2 Iterative Solvers for Linear Systems

The idea of Krylov subspace methods for solving linear systems

Ax = b with A ∈ C
n×n regular, x, b ∈ C

n

is to seek the best approximation xk ∈ Kk(A, b), i.e.,

xk = argminx∈Kk (A,b) ‖b − Ax‖. (3.11)

An immediate consequence of the best approximation property of xk is the orthogo-
nality condition of the residual r(x) = b − Ax , i.e., the residual r(xk) is orthogonal
to the subspace AKk(A, b). This can be seen as follows: if the minimization is done
over the whole space Cn , the best approximation property of the least squares meth-
ods implies that the residual will be orthogonal to all vectors spanned by Ax with
x ∈ C

n , i.e., the residual is orthogonal to the image of A. Now we minimize only on
the subsetKk(A, b), and the residual will be only orthogonal to all vectors spanned
by Ax with x ∈ Kk(A, b)—in other words, the residual will be orthogonal to the
image of AKk(A, b).

3.2.2.1 Generalized Minimal Residual (GMRES) Method

Let us assume that we have already computed the orthonormal basis Vk ofKk(A, b)
using the Arnoldi process. Rewritting the Arnoldi process (3.8) as

AVk = Vk+1 H̃k, H̃k =
(

Hk

hk+1,ke�
k

)
,

we can transform both b and Ax as follows

Ax = AVk y = Vk+1 H̃k y, b = ‖b‖2v1 = ‖b‖2Vk+1e1

by setting x = Vk y with some y ∈ C
k . This allows to reformulate the best approxi-

mation (3.11)

xk = Vk yk with yk = argminy∈Ck‖‖b‖2e1 − H̃k y‖2, (3.12)

as Vk+1 is preserving the Euclidian norm of a vector x ∈ C
k :

‖Vk+1x‖2 = x†V †
k+1Vk+1x = x†x = ‖x‖2.

Hence one has to couple the Arnoldi process to compute the orthonormal basis of
Kk(A, b)with the least squares problemdefined by (3.12): in each step, Hk is updated
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to Hk+1. Using QR-factorization, this matrix is transformed into an upper triangle
matrix by applying Givens rotations or Householder transformations, for example.
This defines a linear system of dimension k to uniquely define the minimizer y. If the
residual error is small enough, the iterationwill be stopped. This approach defines the
GMRES algorithm [9], a shortcut for Generalized minimal residual method, which
subsequentially produces a sequence of approximations xk, k = 1, . . . ,m − 1.

Implementational details. In principle, the iteration will stop at k = m − 1, as the
exact solution lies in Km(A, b). However, this will be not feasible for large m, and
one will stop if an error estimate, possibly based on the residual, shows that a given
tolerance is reached.

If an inital approximation x0 is available, GMRESmay seek approximations in the
affine Krylov subspace x0 + Kk(A, b − Ax0). The approach discussed above is then
the special case for x0 = 0, i.e., one uses the zero vector as afirst guess for the solution.
This approach is used in the GMRES(l) version (with l ∈ N, usually 20 ≤ l ≤ 40),
which is based on restarting the process: one does l steps, and starts GMRES again
with setting x0 = xl . This reduces computational and memory costs, as both increase
linearly with the dimension of the Krylov subspace. However, convergence will not
be guaranteed any longer for arbitrary matrices.

Convergence results. From the best approximation property of xk we see that the
residual rk = r(xk) is decreasing, not necessarily monotonically. Also the worst case
can arise, as shown by Greenbaum, Ptak und Strakos [10]: the residual r(xk) = r(x0)
is constant for all k = 1, . . . ,m − 1, and drops to zero in the last step: r(xm) = 0.
For special matrices one gets stronger convergence results, showing the importance
of the condition of the matrix. For example, for SPD matrices A (symmetric and
positive definite) one gets the estimate

‖rk‖2 ≤
(

κ2
2 (A) − 1

κ2
2 (A)

)k/2

‖r0‖2,

showing that the speedof convergence is givenby the conditionκ2(A) = ‖A‖2‖A−1‖2
of A, which is equivalent to the ratio ofmaximum andminimum eigenvalue of A. The
convergence is extremely fast, if the spectrum is strongly clustered, and extremely
slow, if the opposite holds.

The derivation of error estimates for the residuals is a direct consequence of the
best approximation property of the residual. However, one is more interested in error
estimates of the approximation error directly. However, no convergence results are
known so far that yield estimates for the approximation error xk − x directly.

3.2.2.2 Conjugate Gradient (CG) Method

Instead of GMRES, one uses the Conjugate gradient method [11] for SPD matrices,
which exploits the structure of A to minimize computational costs.
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Again one seeks a best approximation xk ∈ C
n×n , but now in the energy norm

‖xk‖A =
√
x†k Axk given by A, and not for the residual, but for the approximation

error directly:
xk = argminy∈Vk

‖y − x‖A (3.13)

with x being the exact solution to Ax = b and Vk the affine Krylov subspace x0 +
Kk(A, r0) introduced for GMRES. As we are looking for the best approximation in
the energy norm, the approximation error x − xk will be orthognal to AKk(A, r0).
However, this is equivalent to rk beingorthogonal toKk(A, r0), but not to AKk(A, r0)
as in the GMRES case:

0 = (x − xk)
†AKk(A, r0) = (A(x − xk))

†Kk(A, r0) = r†kKk(A, r0). (3.14)

This orthogonality condition allows to compute xk , if an A-orthogonal basis
{d0, . . . , dk−1} of Kk(A, r0) is given, defined by d†

i Ad j = δi, j d
†
i Adi . An A-ortho-

gonal projection of the unknown exact solution x onto the affine Krylov subspace
x0 + Kk(A, r0) then yields

xk = x0 +
k−1∑
l=0

d†
l A(x − x0)

d†
l Adl

dl = x0 +
k−1∑
l=0

d†
l r0

d†
l Adl

dl ,

which defines the two-term recursions

αk−1 = d†
k r0

d†
k−1Adk−1

, xk = xk−1 + αk−1dk−1, rk = rk−1 − αk−1z (3.15)

with z = Adk−1. It remains to compute the A-orthogonal basis {d0, . . . , dk−1}. The
orthogonality condition (3.14) together with the recursion (3.15) for rk+1 show that
also {r0, . . . , rk−1} defines an orthogonal basis ofKk(A, r0). Hence, if rk+1 �= 0, the
vectors d0, . . . , dk and rk+1 define a basis ofKk+1(A, r0). By setting

dk+1 = rk+1 −
k+1∑
l=0

r†k+1Adl

d†
l Adl

dl = rk+1 − r†k+1Adk

d†
k Adk

dk

one gets the desired A-orthogonal basis and two additional two-term recursions:

βk = −r†k+1Adk

d†
k Adk

, dk+1 = rk+1 + βkdk . (3.16)

The recursions for both αk and βk can be simplified: by using

r†0dk = (x − x0)
†Adk = (x − xk−1)

†Adk = r†k−1dk = r†k−1rk−1,
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one gets

αk−1 = d†
k r0

d†
k−1Adk−1

= r†k−1rk−1

d†
k−1Adk−1

, (3.17)

and with

−αkr
†
k+1Adk = (−αk Adk)

†rk+1 = (rk+1 − rk)
†rk+1 = r†k+1rk+1

one gets

βk = r†k+1rk+1

r†k rk
. (3.18)

Implementation details. Summing up, five two-term recursions defined in (3.15)–
(3.18) have to be solved to get the approximative solution xk for the linear system
Ax = b with A being SPD: starting with r0 = b − Ax0 and d0 = r0, the iteration for
k = 1, 2, . . . has to save the matrix-vector product z = Adk−1 first, followed by the
five two-term recursions

αk−1 = r†k−1rk−1

d†
k−1z

,

xk = xk−1 + αk−1dk−1,

rk = rk−1 − αk−1z,

βk−1 = r†k rk

r†k−1rk−1

,

dk = rk + βk−1dk−1.

One step of the CG method is quite cheap, as it demands for only one matrix-vector
multiplication Adk−1 and two scalar products r†k rk and d†

k−1z. One can show that
the CG method is a clever implementation of the Lanczos process, avoiding the
three-term recursions of the Lanczos process and the large storage costs involved.

Convergence results. One can obtain a result similar to the SPD case of GMRES:
the speed of convergence of the CG method is given by

‖xk − x‖A ≤ 2

(√
κ2(A) − 1√
κ2(A) + 1

)k

‖x0 − x‖A,

showing that the speedof convergence is givenby the ratio ofmaximumandminimum
eigenvalue of A. Again, the convergence is extremely fast, if the spectrum is strongly
clustered, and extremely slow, if the opposite holds.
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3.2.2.3 Preconditioning

When applied to linear systems, the convergence of the Krylov subspace methods
described above strongly depends on the spectrum of A. If the spectrum of A consists
only of one eigenvalue, these schemes will converge in only one step—the degree
of the minimal polynomial of A is one. The smaller the number of eigenvalues, the
smaller the degree of the minimal polynomial, the less the number of necessary iter-
ations. Numerically, this translates into having eigenvalues located in a few clusters.
From the convergence results above we see in addition that the lower the condition
of A, the higher the speed of convergence.

If A does not have these desired properties, the idea of preconditioning will trans-
form A into a matrix M−1A of this type. Instead of Ax = b one has to solve Ãx = b̃
with Ã = M−1A and b̃ = M−1b. But how to choose M? The following properties
are needed:

• M−1 should be “near” to A−1 such that the eigenvalues of M−1A are clustered
around 1, i.e., approximate well the identity matrix.

• One has to balance the trade-off between M−1 approximating A−1 well and min-
imizing the computational costs involved in computing the preconditioner; the
best way is to choose something between the extreme choices M−1 = A−1 and
M−1 = I .

• If A has some properties that are exploited by the respective Krylov subspace
scheme, M−1A must preserve these properties. For example, the preconditioner
used for CG methods must be SPD, too.

In the following we will briefly sketch three basic ideas of preconditioning arising in
LatticeQCDapplications: even-odd reduction, domain decomposition andmultigrid.

3.2.2.4 Even-Odd Reduction

A standard preconditioning forWilson quarks is the so called even-odd (or red-black)
scheme. It is based on indexing the lattice points such that the even points (whose
integer coordinates nμ = xμ/a fulfill

∑
μ nμ mod 2 = 0) are ordered first in the

index, followed by the odd points (
∑

μ nμ mod 2 = 1). TheWilson fermion matrix
D = Dw + m0, which is defined in Eq. (1.80) or in Eq. (1.147) for the O(a) improved
operator, can then be written as

D =
(
Dee Deo

Doe Doo

)
. (3.19)

The matrices Dee and Doo are invertible. For the operator in Eq. (1.80), Dee and Doo

are proportional to the unit matrix. For the O(a) improved operator in Eq. (1.147),
Dee and Doo are block-diagonal matrices which are defined on the even- and odd-
sites of the lattice respectively with 12 × 12 blocks on the diagonal. The Schur
decomposition is given by

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-94-024-0999-4_1
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-94-024-0999-4_1
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-94-024-0999-4_1
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-94-024-0999-4_1
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D =
(
Iee DeoD−1

oo
0 Ioo

)(
Dee − DeoD−1

oo Doe 0
0 Doo

)(
Iee 0

D−1
oo Doe Ioo

)
, (3.20)

where the operator D̂ = Dee − DeoD−1
oo Doe, which is defined only on the even points

of the lattice, is the Schur complement and is called the even-odd preconditioned

Dirac operator. The Dirac equation Dψ = η, where ψ =
(

ψe

ψo

)
and η =

(
ηe
ηo

)

can be solved by first solving

D̂ψe = ηe − DeoD
−1
oo ηo (3.21)

forψe and then computingψo = D−1
oo (ηo − Doeψe). This can be easily seen by using

the decomposition of D given in Eq. (3.20).

3.2.2.5 Domain Decomposition

Domain decomposition preconditioners split the problem into subproblems. Among
them, the Schwarz Alternating Procedure (SAP) was introduced by Lüscher [12] to
precondition the Wilson-Dirac operator. In the following, we will sketch the main
idea behind the SAP.

The starting point is a decomposition of the lattice into two blocks, denoted by Ω

and Ω∗, which yields the partitioned Wilson-Dirac operator

D =
(

DΩ D∂Ω

D∂Ω∗ dΩ∗

)

and the associated partitioned linear system

(
DΩ D∂Ω

D∂Ω∗ dΩ∗

) (
x1
x2

)
=
(
bΩ

bΩ∗

)
. (3.22)

Solving the linear system for all lattice points in Ω and leaving the other unchanged,
followed by the alternating step of solving the linear system for all lattice points
in Ω∗ and leaving the other unchanged, yields the following iteration process (the
so-called multiplicative Schwarz procedure) for x (k) � x (k+1):

DΩ x̃1 + D∂Ωx (k)
2 = bΩ,

x̃2 = x (k)
2 ,

x (k+1)
1 = x̃1,

D∂Ω∗x (k+1)
1 + DΩ∗x (k+1)

2 = bΩ∗ ,
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which leads to

x̃ =
(
x (k)
1 + DΩ

−1rΩ(x (k))

x (k)
2

)
, x (k+1) =

(
x̃1

x̃2 + D−1
Ω∗rΩ∗(x̃)

)

with rΩ(y) = bΩ − DΩ y1 − D∂Ω y2 and rΩ∗(y) = bΩ∗ − D∂Ω∗ y1 − DΩ∗ y2. Elimi-
nating the intermediate step one gets the two-term recursion

x (k+1) = (I − K D)x (k) + Kb with K =
(

D−1
Ω 0

D−1
Ω∗ D∂Ω∗ D−1

Ω D−1
Ω∗

)
, (3.23)

which can be rewritten as a von-Neumann series in the right-hand side only:

x (k+1) = Mb, with M = K
k∑

l=0

(I − DK )l .

One can show that the spectral radius of I − DK is bounded by one, if the condition
number of D is not too large. Instead of using the domain decomposition procedure
as an iteration scheme for solving the linear system Dx = b, the recursion matrix M
defined above can be now used as preconditioner of D, i.e. one solves DMy = b,
which gives the desired solution x by matrix-vector multiplication: x = My. Note
that if the number of cycles k is big enough, M will be a good approximation of D−1.
The preconditioned system can then be solved by GMRES, for example.

Of course, M is never built directly. As Krylov subspace schemes are based on
matrix-vectormultiplications, we only have to evaluatematrix-vectormultiplications
involving M . For doing so, one uses the multiplicative Schwarz procedure defined
above, that runs through all blocks of the lattice, alternately updating x on each block,
with the right-hand side b now replaced by y.

3.2.3 Algebraic Multigrid Methods

The idea behind multigrid schemes can be easily explained for the case of two grids,
which can be recursively extended to multigrid. Assume we have to solve a linear
system

Ahuh = bh with Ah ∈ C
n×n, uh, bh ∈ C

n. (3.24)

To start with, we define two sets of indices Ch ⊂ {1, . . . n} and Fh = {1, . . . n}\Ch

with m and n − m elements, resp. These sets are called coarse and fine grid, as they
are associated to choosing different geometric grids, if the linear system arises from
discretizing a PDE system. In the algebraic setting such a connection is missing to
properly define both sets. Here one has to use information given by Ah itself. One
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aims at minimizing m and having a strong connection of all fine grid variables to
coarse grid ones at the same time.

We can now define a second linear system on the coarse grid

AHuH = bH with AH ∈ C
m×m, uH , bH ∈ C

m (3.25)

by setting AH = I Hh Ah I hH , bH = I Hh bh with interpolation operators I hH , interpolating
from the coarse to the fine grid, and I Hh , restricting the fine to the coarse grid.

Starting with an approximate solution u(0)
h to the fine grid problem (3.24), we

compute a new approximate u(1)
h , which only demands for solving the coarse grid

problem:

• Compute the residual at the fine grid: r (0)
h = bh − Ahu

(0)
h .

• Restrict the residual to the coarse grid: r (0)
H = I Hh r (0)

h .
• Solve the coarse grid problem to get the defect on the coarse grid: AHdH = r (0)

H• Interpolate the defect to the fine grid: dh = I hHdH .
• Update the approximation: u(1)

h = u(0)
h + dh

This defines the following error recursion for e(k)
h = u(k)

h − uh :

e(k+1)
h = Mh,He

(k)
h with Mh,H = I − I hH A−1

H I Hh Ah .

In addition, l1 and l2 smoothing steps with smoother Sh are incorporated at the
beginning and the end of the procedure, in order to damp the high-frequency error
part on the fine grid. This turns the recursion matrix Mh,H into Sl2h Mh,H S

l1
h . One

classical choice of Sh is Gauss-Seidel smoothing: Sh = I − L−1
h Ah , with Lh being

the lower triangular part of Ah . This two-grid scheme can be easily generalized
recursively to a multigrid approach, where the residual equation is solved only at the
coarsest grid.

Algebraic multigrid has proven to be an efficient tool in Lattice QCD quite
recently. Frommer et al. [13] have derived an algebraic multigrid preconditioner
for the Wilson–Dirac operator, which make use of SAP as smoother in the algebraic
multigrid scheme. In Brannick et al. [14] it is shown that the Wilson-Dirac operator
can be used efficiently as a preconditioner for the overlap operator, assuming that
the Wilson-Dirac operator is nearly normal, which is the case if smearing techniques
are used.

3.2.4 Other Uses of Krylov Subspaces

Besides solving linear systems, Krylov subspace techniques play an important role
in two other fields: computing eigenpairs and evaluating matrix functions.
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3.2.4.1 Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors

As we have already stated, one may use the Arnoldi and Lanczos process to compute
eigenvalues of a matrix A.

Ritz values. Canweapproximate eigenpairs of A in theKrylov subspaceKk(A, b)
in general? For doing so, we seek for the best approximation of the eigenvalue
equation

y(μ) = argminy∈Kk (A,b)‖Ay − μy‖

for μ given, which is equivalent to

x(μ) = argminx∈Ck×k‖AVkx − μVkx‖

with Vk being an unitary matrix describing the orthogonal basis ofKk(A, b). As the
residual of the eigenvalue equation has to be orthogonal to Kk(A, b) in this case,
V †
k AVkx(μ) = μx(μ) has to hold. Thus the eigenpairs (x(μ), μ) of V †

k AVk , the so-
called Ritz pairs, define best approximations (Vkx(μ), μ) of eigenpairs of A. The
eigenvalues μ are called Ritz values.

The Arnoldi and Lanczos process define important special cases:

• Arnoldi process: V †
k AVk is given by the Hessenberg matrix Hk defined in (3.9). In

this case, the (harmonic) Ritz pairs and values are called (harmonic) Arnoldi-Ritz
pairs and values.

• Lanczos process: V †
k AVk is given by the SPD tridiagonal matrix Hk defined

in (3.10). In this case, the (harmonic) Ritz pairs and values are called (harmonic)
Lanczos-Ritz pairs and values.

Are Arnoldi-Ritz and Lanczos-Ritz pairs good approximations of eigenpairs of
A? The residual for a Ritz pair (y, μ) with y = Vkx is given by

Ay − μy = hk+1vk+1e
�
k ⇒ (A + E)y − μy = 0 with E = −hk+1,kvk+1e

�
k .

Hence the Arnoldi-Ritz value turns out to be in the ε-pseudospectrum σε(A) of A
for all ε > |hk+1,k |, with the ε-pseudospectrum defined by

σε(A) = {λ ∈ C : ∃E with ‖E‖ < ε and λ ∈ σ(A + E)}.

For normal matrices the eigenvalues are well-conditioned, i.e., small perturbations to
A produce small changes to the eigenvalues, and the pseudospectrum σε(A) differs
only slightly from the spectrum σ(A) of A. Hence |hk+1,k | being small guarantees
that the Ritz value is a good approximation to an eigenvalue of A. This is the case
for the Lanczos-Ritz value, as SPD matrices are normal.

In the general case, this does not necessarily hold: the eigenvalues may be ill-
conditioned, and |hk+1,k | being small may not lead to a good approximation of μ.
Consequently, Arnoldi-Ritz values may not be good approximations to eigenvalues
of A, if A is not normal.
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Convergence towards extreme eigenvalues. In general, one observes a conver-
gence of the Ritz values towards “extreme” eigenvalues, i.e., eigenvalues which are
separated from all other eigenvalues.

For diagonalizable matrices A this can be seen quite easily: using the Jordan
decomposition A = XΛX−1 of A and expand b in terms of the eigenvectors xi
spanning the columns of X : b = ∑n

i=1 αi xi withα1, . . . , αn ∈ C\{0} for b �= 0. Then
one can show the following bound [15]

‖(I − VkV
†
k )xi‖ ≤

n∑
j=1, j �=i

|α j |
|αi | · min

p∈Πk−1,p(λi )=1
max

j=1,...,n; j �=i
(|p(λ j )|)

≤
n∑

j=1, j �=i

|α j |
|αi | · max

j �=i p∈Πk−1,p(λi )=1
|p(λ j )| (3.26)

with λ j denoting the eigenvalues of A. The left hand side is the orthogonal comple-
ment of the projection of the eigenvector xi onto the space spanned by Vk , which
vanishes, if xi ∈ Kk(A, b). Thus it is an indicator for how good xi can be represented
in the Krylov subspace. Let us have a closer look to the bound on the right-hand side,
if λi is well separated from all other eigenvalues:

|λ j − c| ≤ ρ ∀ j ∈ {1, . . . , n}\{i}, |λi − c| > ρ.

Then the right-hand side bound can be estimated by

max
j �=i p∈Πk−1,p(λi )=1

|p(λ j )| ≤ max
j �=i

( |λ j − c|
|λi − c|

)k−1

≤
(

ρ

|λi − c|
)k−1

.

The smaller the radius ρ of the disc around c, which contains all eigenvalues but λi ,
and the larger the distance of λi to the disc, the faster the convergence for λi . Thus
the Arnoldi process will converge fast to eigenvalues which are well separated from
the rest of the eigenvalues and lie in an outer part of the spectrum.

Harmonic Ritz values.However, if one is interested in the interior eigenvalues of
A, harmonicRitz valuesmay provide good approximations.HarmonicRitz values are
the reciprocals of the Ritz values of A−1 in AKk(A, b). The orthogonality condition
yields in this case

W †
k A

−1Wkx(μ) − μW †
k Wkx(μ) = 0

with Wk being defined by Wk = AVk , which is equivalent to

V †
k A

†Vkx(μ) = μ(V †
k A

†VkHk + V †
k A

†hk+1,kvk+1e
T
k )x(μ)
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by replacing AVk by (3.8). Using that vk+1 is orthogonal to Vk one finally gets

(H †
k Hk + (ekhk+1,k)(ekhk+1,k)

†)x(μ) = 1

μ
H †

k x(μ).

This defines a symmetric positive-definite generalized eigenvalue problem. Alterna-
tively, this problem can be formulated by the eigenvalue problem

(Hk + H †
k (ekhk+1,k)(ekhk+1,k)

†)x(μ) = 1

μ
x(μ)

Hence the harmonic Ritz pairs can be easily extracted from the Krylov subspace
decomposition of A, as we only have to make a rank-1 update of Hk .

Restarted Arnoldi process. The bound (3.26) also shows that the convergence
depends on the choice of b, as the term

∑n
j=1, j �=i

|α j |
|αi | enters the right-hand side. One

should choose b such that the wanted eigenvectors are augmented and the others are
diminished. This can be done using an implicitely restarted Arnoldi process, which
roughly works as follows: if one is interested at the largest k eigenvalues, one does
m = k + j Arnoldi steps leading to

AVm = VmHm + vm+1hm+1,me
�
m . (3.27)

The k largest Ritz values of Hm are estimates for the largest eigenvalues of A, and
the remaining j eigenvalues approximate the lower eigenvalues. To get rid of the
undesired part of the spectrum, one does j iterations of the shifted QR-algorithm on
Hm with the j smallest Ritz values used as shifts νi . This results in

j∏
i=1

(Hm − νi I ) = QmRm .

Multiplying (3.27) with Qm from the right, one gets

AQ̃m = Q̃m H̃m + vm+1hm+1,me
�
mQm (3.28)

by setting
H̃m = Q−1

m HmQm, Q̃m = VmQm .

As new starting vector replacing b one uses the first column of VmQm . Dropping
the last j entries of (3.28), one does another j steps of the Arnoldi process and may
continue iteratively. For implementational details, one may refer to the ARPACK
users’ guide available at http://www.caam.rice.edu/software/ARPACK/.

http://www.caam.rice.edu/software/ARPACK/
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3.2.4.2 Matrix Functions

For matrices A ∈ C
n×n , the matrix function f : Ω ⊂ C → C is defined as the map-

ping f (A) = p(A) via the Hermite interpolator p, which interpolates f on the spec-
trum of A. Matrix functions play an important role in Lattice QCD. For example,
the simulation of overlap fermions requires the solution of linear systems involv-
ing the overlap Dirac operator introduced in Eq. (1.108), which can be rewritten into
1
a (I − γ5sign(Q) by setting Q = γ5A. Remember that Q denotes a very large, sparse
and complex matrix describing a periodic nearest-neighbor coupling on the lattice.
Therefore it is not feasible to explicitly compute sign(Q). The idea is to directly
approximate the vector f (A)b, which is needed for iterative solvers of linear system
such as Krylov subspace techniques discussed above.

Based on the Krylov subspace Km(A, b), the Arnoldi-process (3.8) produces
an upper Hessenberg matrix Hm together with an orthonormal basis given by the
columns of Vm . The idea is now to approximate f (A)b = p(A)b via them-thArnoldi
approximation

fm = Vm f (Hm)V †
mb = ‖b‖Vm f (Hm)e1. (3.29)

One has to face two drawbacks: first, the whole Arnoldi basis Vm has to be stored; and
second, the function f (Hm) of a m × m-matrix has to be evaluated, which becomes
costly for large values of m. One way out is using the restarted Arnoldi method,
which is based on a characterisation of the approximation via an error formula

f (A)b − fm = em(A)vm+1.

As the error itself is given by a matrix-vector product involving the matrix function
em , one can iteratively increase the approximation by adding an approximation of
the defect em(A)vm+1. The latter can be computed using the approximation (3.29)
obtained by the Krylov subspace Km(A, Vm+1) corresponding to the matrix-vector
product em(A)vm+1.

A first characterisation of em was derived by Eiermann and Ernst [16], which
demands for computing the m-th divided differences of f with respect to the inter-
polation nodes. However, this procedure becomes unstable for larger m due to the
instabilities occurringwhen computing high-order divided differences.Another char-
acterisation [17], which is based on Stieltjes functions of the form

f (z) =
∫ 0

−∞
g(t)

t − z
dt, z ∈ C\(−∞, 0],

avoids this problem. The approximation error is then given by

em(A)vm+1 =
(

m∏
i=1

hi+1,i · ‖b‖ ·
∫ 0

−∞
g(t)

wm(t)
(t I − A)−1 dt

)
vm+1

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-94-024-0999-4_1
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with wm(t) = (t − θ1) · · · (t − θm) and spec(Hm) = {θ1, . . . , θm}. It remains to
approximate the integral above by numerical quadrature of the type

m∏
i=1

hi+1,i · ‖b‖
l∑

i=1

ωi
g(ti )

wm(ti )

1

ti − z

with quadrature nodes ti and corresponding weights ωi .
To finish this section, we show that this approach is feasible for the sign function.

Using the relation
sign(Q)b = (Q2)−1/2Qb, (3.30)

one can use the techniques above with f (z) = z−1/2. Fortunately, this is a Stieltjes
function, as it holds for α ∈ (0, 1):

z−α = sin((α − 1)π)

π

∫ 0

−∞
(−t)−α

t − z
dt.

For numerical quadrature, this infinite integral can be transformed into a finite one.
The relation (3.30) is also the starting point for an alternative, quite standard

approach to treat matrix functions by rational approximations. See Sect. 3.4.3.1 for
more details.

3.3 Fermion Determinant

3.3.1 Pseudofermions

The determinant of a matrix can be evaluated using LU decomposition. In lattice
QCD the matrix represents the Dirac operator and its size is (for Wilson fermions)
n = 12V , where the number of lattice points is typically V = L4 and the number
of color and spin components is 12 = 3 × 4. If L > 8 it is impractical to evaluate
the determinant by LU decomposition. Instead the determinant can be estimated by
stochastic methods.

The starting point is the integral representation

1

det A
=
∫

D[η] e−η†Aη , (3.31)

where A ∈ C
n×n and η ∈ C

n . The definition D[η] = ∏n
i

dRe(ηi ) dIm(ηi )

π
ensures the

normalization
∫
D[η] e−η†η = 1. The necessary and sufficient condition for the

absolute convergence of the integral in Eq. (3.31) is [18]
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λ(A + A†) > 0 , (3.32)

where λ(A + A†) are the eigenvalues of A + A†.
If the condition Eq. (3.32) is satisfied, the determinant can be evaluated stochas-

tically. Let {ηk, k = 1, . . . , Nη} be an ensemble of random complex vectors with
probability distribution p(η). The determinant can then be estimated as

1

det A
=
〈
e−η†Aη

p(η)

〉

p(η)

= 1

Nη

Nη∑
k=1

e−η
†
k Aηk

p(ηk)
+ O(1/

√
Nη) , (3.33)

where 〈O〉p(η) = ∫
D[η] p(η)O(η). It is convenient to choose a Gaussian distri-

bution p(η) = exp(−η†η), which we will assume from now on. The estimator in
Eq. (3.33) can be complex. In this case, the variance of the estimator is given by the
sum of the variance of its real and imaginary parts, which is given by

σ 2
η =

〈
e−η†(A+A†)η

p(η)2

〉

p(η)

−
〈
e−η†Aη

p(η)

〉

p(η)

〈
e−η†A†η

p(η)

〉

p(η)

(3.34)

= 1

det(A + A† − I )
− 1

det(AA†)
. (3.35)

The first integral in Eq. (3.34) exists if

λ(A + A†) > 1 . (3.36)

The condition λ(A + A†) > 1 automatically implies the existence of the second
and third integral, cf. Eq. (3.32). Therefore, if in an implementation of the esti-
mator in Eq. (3.33) the variance Eq. (3.34) is monitored, its convergence assures
the convergence of the mean. We note that Eq. (3.36) implies the weaker condition
Re(λ(A)) > 0.5.

When the determinant in Eq. (3.31) is evaluated stochastically on an ensemble of
gauge configurations, the variance receives two contributions [19]

σ 2 = σ 2
st + σ 2

ens . (3.37)

The contribution to the variance from the stochastic estimation is

σ 2
st = 1

Nη

(〈
1

det(A + A† − I )

〉
−
〈

1

det(AA†)

〉)
, (3.38)

where the expectation value 〈·〉 is taken over the gauge ensemble. The other piece is

σ 2
ens =

〈
1

det(AA†)

〉
−
〈

1

det A

〉 〈
1

det A†

〉
. (3.39)
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The stochastic contribution to the variance Eq. (3.38) is inversely proportional to
the number Nη of stochastic vectors and can therefore be made small. Instead the
contribution to the variance Eq. (3.39) purely coming from the ensemble average is
independent of Nη (and of the ensemble size). The variance scales proportionally to
the lattice volume V , which makes simulations on large lattices difficult. Possible
ways to mitigate the volume scaling will be discussed in the next section.

3.3.2 Factorisations

In practical applications of lattice QCD, the determinant det(A) of a large matrix A
is estimated stochastically using the pseudofermion representation Eq. (3.31). It is
likely that the matrix A does not fulfill the condition Eq. (3.36), which guarantees
a finite variance of the estimate. Variance reduction techniques based on factorisa-
tions of det(A) are very helpful, as we explain in a few examples in the following.
Historically factorisations of det(A) aimed at splitting the determinant in a product
of factors of equal small variance. Later factorisations into unequal pieces were con-
sidered in the context of the Hybrid Monte Carlo algorithm, see Sect. 3.4, where they
reduce the forces in the molecular dynamics equations of motion.

In applications likemass-reweighting, see [18, 20, 21], thematrix A can bewritten
as a ratio

A = D + εX

D
= I + εXD−1 . (3.40)

Here D = Dw + m is the Wilson Dirac operator as defined in Eq. (1.80). The eigen-
values of A lie in the complex plane within a circle around one. Since typically
ε||XD−1|| � 1, it is unlikely that A fulfills the condition Eq. (3.36). A way to cir-
cumvent this problem is to factorise the matrix A (and thus 1/ det(A)) in N factors
as

A =
N−1∏
i=0

Di+1D
−1
i (3.41)

withDi = D + δi X , δ0 = 0 and δN = ε. Equation (3.41) assumes that Di is invertible
for all i = 0, . . . , N − 1. The factors are

Di+1D
−1
i = I + ε̄i X D−1

i (3.42)

with ε̄i = δi+1 − δi . The shifts ε̄i can be chosen sufficiently small such that the factors
satisfy Eq. (3.36). One possibility is to choose the shifts all equal to ε̄i = ε/N [20].
An unbiased estimator of the determinant in Eq. (3.31) is given by

1

det A
=

N−1∏
i=0

⎛
⎝ 1

Nη

Nη∑
k=1

e−η
†
k,i Di+1D

−1
i ηk,i

p(ηk)

⎞
⎠ + O(1/

√
NNη) , (3.43)

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-94-024-0999-4_1
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where ηk,i are independent random vectors for each factor. A factorisation similar to
Eq. (3.41) is [22]

A =
N∏
i=1

A1/N . (3.44)

At leading order in 1/N the effect of the Nth-root factorisation Eq. (3.44) is the same
as that of Eq. (3.41) with equidistant shifts ε̄i = ε/N in Eq. (3.42). A comparison of
the two methods beyond leading order can be found in [19].

Even-odd preconditioningwas discussed in Sect. 3.2.2.4. It leads to a factorisation
of the determinant of theWilson–Dirac operator. Equation (3.20) implies the relation

det(D) = det(Doo) det(D̂) . (3.45)

Both factors are real. det(Doo) can be computed exactly. The determinant of the Schur
complement det(D̂) has to be evaluated stochastically, which requires inverting D̂.
Since D̂ is defined on the even-sites of the lattice only, less numerical effort is
needed to invert it. An extension of the idea of even-odd preconditioning is domain
decomposition, for which we refer to [23].

The variance in Eq. (3.37) increases proportionally to the lattice volume V . In the
context of low mode reweighting the fluctuations of the determinant of D†

lowDlow,
where Dlow is a restriction of D to its low modes, are found to depend only mildly
on the volume [24]. The explanation for this observation might be the fact that the
width of the distribution of the small eigenvalues of

√
D†D decrease like 1/V [24]

(the fluctuations of the eigenvalue gap go instead like 1/
√
V [25]). Thus, given a

factorisation of the determinant that separates low (infrared IR) and high (ultraviolet
UV) modes

det(D) = det(DUV) · · · det(DIR) , (3.46)

the ensemble variance of det(DIR) is expected to have a milder dependence on the
volume. This hierarchy of modes may induce also a hierarchy of costs since it is the
low modes that cause the most cost in lattice QCD. A hierarchy based on recursive
domain decomposition has been studied in [26].

The factorisation introduced in [27, 28] is based on the identity

det(DD†) = det(D̃ D̃†) det((DD̃−1)(DD̃−1)†) , (3.47)

which holds for any non-singular matrix D̃. We note that when even-odd precondi-
tioning is used, the factorization Eq. (3.47) can be applied to the Schur complement
D̂ instead of D.

A special case of the factorisationEq. (3.47) is obtained by setting D̃ = D + iμγ5.
Equation (3.47) then becomes

det(DD†) = det(DD† + μ2) det

(
DD†

DD† + μ2

)
. (3.48)
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The first determinant det(DD† + μ2) = det{(D + iμγ5)(D + iμγ5)
†} (the equality

can be shown using Eq. (1.87)) is identical to the determinant of the Dirac operator
for Nf = 2 twisted-mass Wilson quarks in Eq. (1.150). Therefore the parameter μ

is called twisted mass parameter. It separates the high modes larger than μ2 of the
Dirac operator, which dominate the first determinant factor in Eq. (3.48), from the
lower modes, which dominate the second factor. The factorisation Eq. (3.48) is an
explicit realisation of the separation of scales in Eq. (3.46).

3.4 HMC with Fermions Revisited

In the following we consider the case of Nf = 2 mass-degenerate Wilson quarks.
We denote their mass by m0 and the Dirac operator by D = Dw + m0. The partition
function is

Z =
∫

D[U ] e−Sg[U ] det(DD†) . (3.49)

The integrand is real and positive and can be interpreted as a probability density
amenable to Markov chain Monte Carlo methods. The most widely used method
to include the fermion determinant is to use the integral representation given in
Eq. (3.31) which in the case of Eq. (3.49) is

det(DD†) =
∫

D[φ] e−Spf [U,φ] (3.50)

in terms of a complex-valued field φ called the pseudofermion field with the action

Spf [U, φ] = 〈D−1φ, D−1φ〉 = 〈φ, (DD†)−1φ〉 , (3.51)

where the scalar product 〈·, ·〉 is defined in Eq. (A.20).

3.4.1 Equations of Motion

The most widely used method to simulate lattice QCD is the hybrid Monte Carlo
algorithm [29] which we discussed in Sect. 2.3 for pure gauge fields. With fermions
the starting point is the Hamiltonian

H(U, P) = 〈P, P〉/2 + Seff [U ] , (3.52)

where
Seff [U ] = Sg[U ] + Spf [U, φ] . (3.53)

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-94-024-0999-4_1
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-94-024-0999-4_1
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-94-024-0999-4_2
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We follow Ref. [30], see also the contribution ofM. Peardon on algorithms for lattice
QCD in [31]. The hybrid Monte Carlo algoritm has three steps.

1. The momenta P are generated according to the probability density proportional
to exp(−〈P, P〉/2) and the pseudofermion φ according to the probability density
proporional to exp(−Spf [U, φ]) (for fixed gauge field U ). The latter can be done
by generating a normally distributed field R and setting φ = D R.

2. The following molecular dynamics equations of motion are solved

Ṗμ(x) = −Fμ(x) , U̇μ(x) = Pμ(x)Uμ(x) . (3.54)

The force is defined as Fμ(x) = ∂x,μSeff [U ], cf. Equation (A.6). The derivatives
are with respect to a fictitious molecular dynamics time t and the equations of
motion are integrated numerically from t = 0 to t = τ . The initial conditions
are U0 = U and P0 = P . We remark that the pseudofermion field φ remains
unchanged during the integration. The numerical integrator uses a finite step size
h and in general it does not preserve the value of the Hamiltonian, i.e.

ΔH(U, P) = H(Uτ , Pτ ) − H(U0, P0) �= 0 . (3.55)

This requires a Metropolis acceptance-rejection step.
3. The new gauge field U ′ is set to the field Uτ with probability

Pacc(U, P) = min
{
1, e−ΔH(U,P)

}
. (3.56)

If the proposal is rejected, U ′ is set to U , which remains unchanged.

The force in Eq. (3.54) has two contributions F0 + F1. The first originates from the
gauge field (F0)μ(x) = ∂x,μSg and has been computed in Sect. 2.3.2 for the Wilson
gauge action. The second is the contribution of the fermions (F1)μ(x) = ∂x,μSpf .

Using d(DD†)−1

ds

∣∣∣
s=0

= −(DD†)−1
(

dD
ds

∣∣
s=0

D† + D dD†

ds

∣∣∣
s=0

)
(DD†)−1 and intro-

ducing the vectors

ψ = D−1φ , χ = (D†)−1ψ = (DD†)−1φ , (3.57)

we arrive at the expression

(F1)
i
μ(x) = −〈χ,

dD

ds

∣∣∣∣
s=0

ψ〉 − 〈ψ,
dD†

ds

∣∣∣∣
s=0

χ〉 (3.58)

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-94-024-0999-4_2
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for the Lie algebra components. A calculation of the derivatives shows that

(F1)
i
μ(x) = +1

2
χ†(x)T iUμ(x)(1 − γμ)ψ(x + μ̂)

−1

2
χ†(x + μ̂)U−1

μ (x)T i (1 + γμ)ψ(x)

+1

2
ψ†(x)T iUμ(x)(1 + γμ)χ(x + μ̂)

−1

2
ψ†(x + μ̂)U−1

μ (x)T i (1 − γμ)χ(x) . (3.59)

Adding together the first and the fourth terms on the right hand side of Eq. (3.59)
gives

2Re
1

2
tr σ,c[T iUμ(x)(1 − γμ)ψ(x + μ̂)χ†(x)] . (3.60)

Here, tr c means the trace over colour indices and tr σ the trace over spin indices.
Adding together the second and the third terms on the right hand side of Eq. (3.59)
gives

− 2Re
1

2
tr σ,c[U−1

μ (x)T i (1 + γμ)ψ(x)χ†(x + μ̂)] . (3.61)

Finally, summing Eqs. (3.60) and (3.61) yields the result

(F1)
i
μ(x) = −2Re〈χ, δix,μDψ〉 (3.62)

with

(
δix,μDψ

)
(y) = −δy,x

1

2
(1 − γμ)T iUμ(x)ψ(x + μ̂)

+δy,x+μ̂

1

2
(1 + γμ)U−1

μ (x)T iψ(x) . (3.63)

The computation of F1 requires two inversions of the Wilson–Dirac operator.
We discuss now the modifications that occur when determinant factorisations

discussed in Sect. 3.3.2 are used. In the case of even-odd preconditioning theWilson–
Dirac operator is written as in Eq. (3.19) and its determinant factorises according to
Eq. (3.45). The effective action Eq. (3.53) in the Hamiltonian becomes

Seff [U ] = Sg[U ] − 2tr ln(Doo) + 〈D̂−1φe, D̂
−1φe〉 , (3.64)

where the pseudofermion field φe is now defined on the even-sites of the lat-
tice only. The contribution of −2tr ln(Doo) to the fermionic force can be calcu-
lated exactly. The force orginating from the even-odd preconditioned operator D̂
is −2Re〈χe, δ

i
x,μ D̂ψe〉e, where ψe = D̂−1φe and χe = (D̂†)−1ψe. Introducing the

fields ψ = (ψe ψo)
T and χ = (χe χo)

T which are defined on the complete lattice,
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we can rewrite the force of D̂ with the same expression as in Eq. (3.62) by setting
ψo = −D−1

oo Doeψe and χo = −(DeoD−1
oo )†χe. In this way implementing the even-

odd preconditioning does not require to write a new program. We remark that for the
O(a) improved Wilson operator, δix,μD in Eq. (3.63) receives an additional contri-
bution from the derivative of the Sheikholeslami–Wohlert term, see Eq. (1.147). We
refer to [32] for details of this calculation.

In the case of the factorisation Eq. (3.47), the pseudofermion action Eq. (3.51) is
replaced by

Ssplit = 〈D̃−1φ1, D̃
−1φ1〉 + 〈(D̃D−1φ2, D̃D−1φ2〉 (3.65)

in terms of two pseudofermion fields φ1 and φ2 used to represent the two determinant
factors in Eq. (3.47). The original idea was to define D̃ such that D̃ and DD̃−1 are
better-conditioned matrices. This leads to quark forces which have less fluctuations
along the molecular-dynamics trajectories and the step-size can be increased by a
factor two [33] for a fixed Metropolis acceptance. Another idea is to define D̃ such
that the forces originating from the two terms in Eq. (3.65) are hierarchical and
benefit from multi-rate integration schemes (see the next subsection) [34].

A final remark concerns numerical simulations based on the twisted mass fac-
torisation given in Eq. (3.48) [35]. Only the first factor det(DD† + μ2) is included
in the molecular dynamics time evolution. The reason is that it is safe from small
eigenvalues of the Dirac operator due to the cut-off parameter μ. The second factor
in Eq. (3.48) is included in the measurement of the observables as a reweighting
factor [24].

3.4.2 Multi-rate Integration Schemes

If the forces deriving from the Hamiltonian are hierarchical and the larger forces turn
out to be cheap to compute, the integration of molecular dynamics can be accelerated
bymeans ofmulti-rate schemes.This is the situation for theHamiltonian inEq. (3.52).
The gauge force is cheap and is the largest, the fermionic force is expensive but is
smaller, see for example Fig. 3 in [23].

In addition, techniques discussed so far in the previous sections often introduce
a multirate behaviour in the system that can be exploited by multi-rate schemes,
although these techniques originally did not intend to do so: even-odd precondition-
ing, domain decomposition and determinant splitting. All these methods introduce a
splitting of the action of the pseudofermionic field into M different forces:

Spf [U, φ] =
M∑

m=1

Sk[U, φ],

and hence the Hamiltonian reads

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-94-024-0999-4_1
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H(U, P) = 〈P, P〉/2 + Sg[U ] +
M∑

m=1

Sk[U, φ].

If the actions are ordered such that computational costs are increasing, while at the
same time the strength of the forces is decreasing, a multi-rate integration based on
the leap-frog scheme with macro step size h0 and micro step size h1 = h0/m1 due
to Sexton and Weingarten [36] proceeds as follows:

VH (h0) = VH2(h0/2)
(
VH1(h1)

)m1 VH2(h0/2),

with H1(U, P) = 〈P, P〉/2 + Sg[U ] + ∑M−1
m=1 Sk[U, φ] and H2(U, P) = SM [U, φ].

This scheme can be nested, by introducing a next finer step size h2 = h1/m2 and
further splitting H1 into

H1(U, P) = H11(U, P) + H12(U, P)

with H11(U, P) = 〈P, P〉/2 + Sg[U ] + ∑M−2
m=1 Sk[U, φ] and H12(U, P) = SM−1

[U, φ] in order to replace VH1(h1) above by

VH1(h1) = VH12(h1/2)
(
VH11(h2)

)m2 VH12(h1/2).

This procedure can be applied recursively to obtain M different step size ratios at
the end, corresponding to the activity levels of the M actions Sk[U, φ].

3.4.3 A Single Dynamical Quark Flavour: The RHMC
Algorithm

So far, we have discussed techniques useful for pairs of flavours of mass-degenerate
fermions. This is a close approximation to the real world, where the up- and down-
quarks both have similar, small masses. The strange quark has no such partner, so to
treat its dynamics in a simulation requires techniques built on molecular dynamics
that can handle single (or more generally odd numbers of) flavours. Using an exact
algorithm in the sense that there are no finite integrator-step-size errors is an advan-
tage. Perhaps the best exact method for these one-flavour simulations is the Rational
Hybrid Monte Carlo (RHMC) method [37, 38].

3.4.3.1 Rational Approximations to the Square Root and Its Inverse

Evaluating the fermion path integral for one flavour yields the familiar result,
det M[U ] and we have seen for simulating two flavours we use det M†[U ]M[U ]
as part of the probability measure on the gauge fields. The single flavour Wilson
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fermion determinant is real, but not necessarily positive so it is not suitable in
an importance sampling density. We can use | det M | instead, adding the sign of
the determinant into observables. This could introduce a sign problem where the
variance of ourMonte Carlo estimator is too large but experience inQCD simulations
at zero temperature shows the problem is mild, at least for the strange quark mass.
Now writing | det M | = √

det M†M = det
√
M†M , suggests a method for simula-

tion, providing we can deal with matrix functions such as
√
M†M . One way to build

an approximation to a matrix function, is to write a polynomial in M†M but Ref. [37]
notes that convergence with increasing polynomial order can be slow compared to
rational approximations, which take the form r(x) = p(x)/q(x) where p and q are
low-order polynomials. Reference [39] gives an example of an optimised rational
approximation with degrees for p and q of (3, 3)

1√
x

≈ 0.3904603901×
(x + 2.3475661045)(x + 0.1048344600)(x + 0.0073063814)

(x + 0.4105999719)(x + 0.0286165446)(x + 0.0012779193)
.

(3.66)

This approximation is accurate to roughly 3 significant figures in the range x ∈
[0.003, 1]. Notice that all the monomial shifts are real and positive.

3.4.3.2 The RHMC Algorithm

Now the approximation to the single-flavour determinant can be translated into a
bosonic path-integral following a similar recipe to the two-flavour pseudofermions.
With a rational approximation r(x) ≈ √

x , writing

| det M[U ]| ≈ det r(M†[U ]M[U ]),
det r(M†M) =

∫
DφDφ∗ e−φ∗[r(M†M)]−1φ, (3.67)

gives a representation that can be handled on the computer in a Monte Carlo sim-
ulation. At first sight, it looks like a cumbersome task to apply the operator 1/r to
the lattice pseudofermion φ. To start, note that since r(x) = p(x)/q(x) we have
1/r(x) = q(x)/p(x), which is another rational approximation. If p and q have
degrees (n, d) with d < n, this can be written as a partial fraction sum;

1

r(x)
=

n∑
k=1

αk

x + βk
, (3.68)

where {−βk} are the n zeroes of p(x). Returning to the simple example of Eq. (3.66)
(for which the degrees of p and q are equal, so an extra constant is required along
with the partial sum) would give
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1√
x

≈ 0.3904603901+
0.0511093775

x + 0.0012779193
+ 0.1408286237

x + 0.0286165446
+ 0.5964845033

x + 0.4105999719
.

(3.69)

Two observations are worth making here; first all the coefficients αk are positive,
giving numerical stability to the algorithm and the smaller values of αk coincide
with the smaller shifts, βk . These seem to be helpful accidental properties of the
rational approximations of interest here. Now for the pseudofermion action, the
partial fraction gives

det f (M†M) =
∫
DφDφ∗ e−SRHMC , (3.70)

with

SRHMC =
n∑

k=1

αk φ∗ [M†M + βk
]−1

φ. (3.71)

There are efficient algorithms [40] to find the n vectors {v1, v2, . . . vn} which solve
the set of linear systems

(M†M + γk) vk = b, (3.72)

with common right-hand side b. These methods again build the Krylov space
Kn(M†M, b) to find solutions. Since the shifts {βk} are all positive for the functions
needed here, the multi-shift solver requires about the same number of applications
of the matrix M†M as would a standard conjugate-gradient solution of the simpler
system M†Mx = b.

Reference [41] noted an important consequence of the seemingly accidental fea-
ture of the partial fraction sum described above; the small values of the weights α

coincide with small values of β. Small values of β lead to more expensive inversions,
but the resulting contribution to the force is compensated by the small value of α.

This action can be used in a sampling measure by defining a molecular dynam-
ics force and making use of the Hybrid Monte Carlo algorithm with the resulting
combination called RHMC. The determination of the force term coming from each
partial fraction term is computed straightforwardly once the force from a simple two-
flavour pseudofermion has been evaluated. This determination starts from observing
the simulation-time dependence of the action

dSRHMC

dτ
= −

n∑
k=1

αk Y
∗
k

[
dM†

dτ
M + M† dM

dτ

]−1

Yk, (3.73)

with the auxiliary fields
Yk = [

M†M + βk
]−1

φ. (3.74)
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3.5 The Quark Propagator from a Point Source

As we saw already, the fermion fields in the path integral can not be manipulated so
easily on a computer and the first step to getting physics results is usually to explicitly
carry out the integral over these fields. Having discussed the fermion determinant
and how it can be included in the importance sampling, let us now consider tech-
niques for computing observables that include quark propagation. Dealing with the
quark propagator has essentially defined the limitations of what observables were
accessible to lattice QCD computations since their beginning. The starting point for
the discussion is the propagator from a single origin point.

3.5.1 Quark Observables from a Single Point Source

A range of physically relevant observables can be computed using solely a quark
propagator from a fixed origin. The reason for this is the translational invariance
of the QCD vacuum, which enables us to relate many diagrams with quark lines to
one-another. Consider a path integral, including N f flavours of quarks

〈O〉 = 1

Z

∫
DU

N f∏
f

Dψ̄ fDψ f O[ψ̄, ψ,U ] e−∑
f ψ̄ f M f [U ]ψ f −SG [U ]. (3.75)

Now suppose we have some symmetry operation G , that we can apply to the lattice
fields {ψ̄, ψ,U } giving new fields {ψ̄G , ψG ,UG } which preserves the action and
integration measure then it follows

〈O〉 = 〈OG 〉 where OG [ψ̄, ψ,U ] = O[ψ̄G , ψG ,UG ]. (3.76)

In infinite volume or with boundary conditions which do not violate translation
invariance, one such symmetry operator is translation invariance, so if we consider
an observable O1 which depends only on the quark fields at two lattice sitesψ(x1, t1)
and ψ̄(x2, t2) (for simplicity, we hide the gluon field dependence) then its expectation
value has the property

〈O1[ψ(x1, t1), ψ̄(x2, t2)]〉 = 〈O1[ψ(0, 0), ψ̄(x2 − x1, t2 − t1)]〉, (3.77)

so evaluating the quark propagator from the origin alone still enables us to estimate
this observable in spite of its apparent dependence on the co-ordinates of two sites.
Similarly if an observable has two spatial sums including an arbitrary momentum
projection, translation invariance enables the diagram to be related to a single sum
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Fig. 3.1 Quark observables, classified according to the simplest method they can be computed with

∑
x1,x2

ei p·(x1−x2)〈O1[ψ(x1, t1), ψ̄(x2, t2)]〉 = L3
∑
y

ei p·y〈O1[ψ(0, 0), ψ̄(y, t2 − t1)]〉. (3.78)

Hadrons involve more than one quark field, so consider the case where a diagram
includes two ψ and two ψ̄ fields. Now we see

〈O2[ψ(x1), ψ(x2), ψ̄(x3), ψ̄(x4)]〉 = 〈O2[ψ(0), ψ(x2 − x1), ψ̄(x3 − x1), ψ̄(x4 − x1)]〉.
(3.79)

If x3 − x1 = 0 and the flavour structure means the Wick contractions yields only
a single quark-line diagram (such as would occur for an isovector light meson, or
a kaon) then another symmetry, γ5 hermiticity enables this diagram once again to
be computed from just a point source. This very fortunately enables the pion, the
Goldstone boson of QCD to be studied using just a simple point source.

Translation invariance also enables us to compute the two-point correlation func-
tion for simple baryons from a point-like source. We see that with a single origin
point, many computations of two-point correlation functions can be constructed
using the translational invariance trick, however diagrams where both source and
sink involve spatial structure or where the “all-to-all” diagrams of Fig. 3.1 is needed
are inaccessible. These states include flavourless mesons or states made up of two
mesons, needed for scattering calculations. Spatial structure can usually be added
with a small number of extra source points, but the “all-to-all” diagrams will need a
completely separate technology.

Reducing two spatial sums to a single one using translation invariance yields a
simpler diagram with the same expectation value but remember we will compute
this diagram in a Monte Carlo calculation and while these two measurements have
the same expectation value, the variance of these estimators may differ significantly.
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Usually taking a single origin gives an estimator with larger variance. A number of
methods to maintain the flexibility of the point source while reducing this variance
have been developed.

3.5.2 Reducing Variance in Point Propagator Calculations

Eigenvectors play an important role in a useful method to augment the precision
of the point-to-all technique through Low-mode averaging [42, 43]. The idea is to
partially expand a point-source propagator in terms of low modes and then exploit
translation invariance to sum over the lattice volume for these modes alone. This
improves the variance of the estimator. This has been used effectively in a number
of situations where low noise is important but having access to all elements of the
quark propagator is not required.

Consider again a simple example with a single ψψ̄ insertion, which we showed
earlier just depends on δ, the separation between the insertion points. Here, we write
this explicitly as a bilinear on the fields, which is independent of x1

c(δ) = 〈ψ̄(x)Γ [U ](x, x + δ)ψ(x + δ)〉, (3.80)

with Γ an operator dependent on the gauge fields alone. Now suppose P0 is a pro-
jection operator into the vector space spanned by the lowest nV eigenvectors of the
Dirac operator. We see

c(δ) = 〈ψ̄(x)Γ ψ(x + δ)〉
= 〈ψ̄(x)P0Γ P0ψ(x + δ)〉 + 〈ψ̄(x)(Γ − P0Γ P0)ψ(x + δ)〉
= 1

V

∑
x

〈ψ̄(x)P0Γ P0ψ(x + δ)〉 + 〈ψ̄(0)(Γ − P0Γ P0)ψ(δ)〉.

(3.81)

Translation invariance enables the last step, where the first term constructed in the
vector space of low modes has a sum over the lattice volume. Since we have the
eigenvectors everywhere,we can compute this termand the resulting estimator should
have a low variance. In the second term, translation invariance is used again to shift
to the origin and a point propagator is used to build the Monte Carlo estimator. If the
physics is dominated by the low-mode term, this should be a small correction that
does not add too much noise.

More complicated examples with more quark field insertions can be constructed.
An extension of this idea, called the covariant averaging approximation is presented
and tested in Refs. [44, 45].
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3.6 All-to-All Quark Propagators

As we will see in Chap.4 when making measurements that involve quark fields, it is
useful even essential to have access to all or at least most elements of the propagator
on a gauge configuration. The fermion matrix is too large to find all elements of
its inverse directly, so the task seems daunting. Fortunately, since we are using the
quark propagator as an ingredient in a Monte Carlo calculation, it usually suffices to
build an unbiased stochastic estimator on each gauge configuration and carry out a
“Monte Carlo within a Monte Carlo”.

3.6.1 Stochastic Estimators

Consider a vector η ∈ C
N , whose components are random numbers, ηi which obey

E[ηi ] = 0, E[ηi η∗
j ] = δi j , (3.82)

and so a stochastic representation of the identity in CN can be made from this vector
by writing the outer-product;

E[η η†] = I. (3.83)

There are different vectors that have this simple property; a popular choice is to draw
each ηi from an independent normal distribution. Other options have advantages
that we will make use of later. Consider drawing the entries in η from independent
samples of a random number ηi ∈ Z4 = {1, i,−1,−i} which take these four values
with equal probability. This clearly satisfies the requirements given in Eq. 3.82 but
notice η∗η = 1 holds for any of the four elements of Z4 before taking the expected
value which would not hold for normally distributed random numbers. To see what
difference this makes, consider the stochastic evaluation of the trace of a matrix, A
using both these types of noise. For both choices the estimator is the inner product;

Tr A = E[η∗ · Aη], (3.84)

with this result following straightforwardly from Eq. 3.82. To compute the variance
of the estimator, we need the result

E[η∗
i η jη

∗
kηl] =

{
δi jδkl + δilδ jk, for normally distributed noise

δi jδkl + δilδ jk − δi jkl, for Z4 noise,
(3.85)

with

δi jkl =
{
1 when i = j = k = l
0 otherwise.

(3.86)

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-94-024-0999-4_4
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We find the variance of our estimator,

σ 2
Tr A = E[(η∗ · Aη

) (
η∗ · A†η

)] − |Tr A|2 (3.87)

is given by

σ 2
Tr A =

{
Tr A†A, for normally distributed noise

Tr A†A − ∑
i A

∗
i i Aii for Z4 noise,

(3.88)

and from this we observe that for estimating a trace, using Z4 noise never has a
larger variance. Note the second term in the Z4 case is an unusual one; it means that
while the variance in the normally distributed estimator is invariant under a unitary
transformation, the corresponding estimator for the Z4 case is not. In fact, if A is
diagonal, it is easy to see the estimator has zero variance. This observation can be
used to construct effective variance reduction algorithms.

The cost of computational evaluations is substantially reduced by replacing the
rank-N identity operator by the rank-1 stochastic matrix, η η†. Any element of a
matrix A describing a linear operator in CN can now be written

Aik = Aij E[η j η∗
k ] = E[ψi η∗

k ],

and a Monte Carlo algorithm to estimate all elements of A is now introduced; after
drawing a sample η, the vector ψ = Aη is computed and the product ψ η† is an
unbiased estimator for A. Notice how all elements of A are accessible after a single
matrix-vector operation is performed.

In this simple form, the method usually has too high a variance to be useful. Of
course, a larger sample of Nη independent and identically distributed random vectors
{η(1), η(2), η(3), . . . η(Nη)} can be taken to build a rank-Nη estimator

E[ 1

Nη

Nη∑
i=1

η(i) η(i)†] = δi j , (3.89)

by simple averaging and this has a smaller variance. Usually this is not the most
cost-effective choice. The variance of this estimator falls in proportion to 1/Nη but
note that a finite set of N orthonormal vectors can be used to represent the identity
exactly, giving a clear example where just gathering more statistics is not the optimal
choice.

3.6.1.1 Noise Dilution

Rather than spending our computing budget on more sampling, an alternative is to
first break C

N , the vector space in which we are trying to construct our estimator
into smaller sub-spaces. The use of this technique for lattice calculations was first
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introduced by Bernardson et. al. [47]. After decomposing a vector space V into
D sub-spaces, V = V [1] ⊕ V [2] ⊕ · · · ⊕ V [D] a stochastic identity operator in each
sub-space is written by first taking a random linear combination of N [s] orthonormal
basis vectors in the set {e1, e2, . . . , eN [s] } which spans V [s],

η[s] =
N [s]∑
q=1

ηq eq ,

where ηq are the random numbers drawn. The benefit is those entries in the stochastic
representation of the identity which connect components in different sub-spaces have
explicitly been set to zero. The expected value of the outer product of this random
vector is

E[η[s]η[s]†] =
N [s]∑
q=1

eq e†q = I [s], (3.90)

with I [s] the identity operator acting only in sub-space V [s]. Since η[s] only has
support in V [s], there is by construction no component of this random matrix in
any of the orthogonal sub-spaces and this holds for any sample, before taking the
expected value. A stochastic representation of the identity can now be defined by
constructing one of these random vectors in each sub-space and summing them all.
The identity becomes

E[
D∑

s=1

η[s] η[s]†] = I. (3.91)

At a glance, this resembles the expression of Eq. 3.89 but notice that when the
dilution is high enough to ensure all the vector spaces are one-dimensional (a limit
often jokingly referred to as homeopathic, since further dilution means there is less
than one atom of randomness left in each sample) the stochastic identity becomes
exact when ZN noise is used for each component of η. While reaching this limit is
not usually practical, this argument serves to demonstrate that a noise-free, finite-cost
representation exists, again emphasising there are better methods than accumulating
statistics.

Let us illustrate this point explicitly here; consider a toy example where the vector
space to be computed has just four components. A single vector η can be drawn from
the set of random Z2 vectors, which has just 24 = 16 elements. Suppose the sample
we draw is ηT = (+1,−1,−1,−1). Now consider the four projectors that would
allow us to reach the homeopathic limit applied in turn to η. The result is then

η =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

+1
−1
−1
−1

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ so η[1] =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

+1
0
0
0

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ , η[2] =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

0
−1
0
0

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ , η[3] =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

0
0

−1
0

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ , η[4] =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

0
0
0

−1

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ ,
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and then it follows straightforwardly that

η[s]η[s]† = I4,

for this particular sample. It is easy then to see that since this holds for all samples,
the estimator must have zero variance.

Now let us apply these ideas to the task of estimating all elements of the quark
propagator. For Dirac fermions, on each lattice site the spinor for a single flavour
contains twelve complex components, corresponding to the spin and colour degrees
of freedom. These indices form a natural starting point for dilution. From a single
noise source, ηβ, j (x)where β denotes Dirac spin index, j colour index and x indicate
the lattice site, the diluted source vectors (each distinct source is labelled by a super-
script [·]) are

η
[i]
β, j (x) = δi jηβ, j (x) colour

η
[α,i]
β, j (x) = δαβδi jηβ, j (x) spin–colour.

(3.92)

Further dilution can be achieved by partitioning space-time into sub-sets, such as
an even-odd decomposition. A general spatial partitioning breaks the lattice into Nσ

sub-sets, {Λ1,Λ2, . . . ΛNσ
} and introduces a partitioning function on each site

δσ (x) =
{
1 if x ∈ Λσ

0 otherwise,
(3.93)

The diluted sources, labelled now by indices [α, i, σ ] become

η
[α,i,σ ]
β, j (x) = δαβδi jδσ (x)ηβ, j (x) spin–colour–space-time.

(3.94)
Next, these source vectors are used to form a diluted stochastic identity, following
Eq. 3.91 and subsequently the quark propagator is represented as

Δi j,αβ(x, y) = E
[
ψ

[s]
iα (x)η[s]

jβ (y)
]
, (3.95)

with
ψ

[s]
iα (x) = [

M−1] (x, y)i j,αβ η
[s]
jβ (y). (3.96)

In practise, the expressions we must evaluate in physics calculations often combine
many quark propagators from all the constituents within a hadron. In this case,
independent samples of random noise vectors must be taken for each quark line.
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3.6.1.2 Using Low-Precision Polynomials for Variance Reduction

The goal is to write a stochastic representation with as low a variance as possible
given some computing budget. One other means of approaching the problem is to
split the inverse in two by simply writing

M−1 = M̄ + (
M−1 − M̄

)
,

and noting that if M̄ is an approximation to M−1 that is cheap to compute, a cost-
efficient all-to-all propagator can be formed by estimating M̄ with a low variance
method such as dilution and computing the small correction term in a simpler manner
that requires just a few, more expensive full solutions to the linear system.

One option is to make use of the hopping parameter expansion [46]. Writing
M = I + κΔ, the truncated Taylor expansion about κ = 0 yields

(I + κΔ)−1 �
N∑

k=0

(−1)kκkΔk

and this expression converges as N → ∞ provided the spectral radius of κΔ is
small enough (i.e. for sufficiently heavy quarks). The hopping parameter expansion
does not converge rapidly for light quarks and so the method can be improved upon
by working with alternative polynomials with better convergence. Bali et al. [48]
describe another effective alternative that is easy to implement and similarly con-
structs a low-order polynomial approximation. M̄ is taken to be the inverse of the
fermion matrix computed using an iterative solver but with the sequence truncated
before convergence to high precision is achieved. Care must be taken to ensure the
choice of M̄ , which can depend on the noise source, does not bias the estimator.

3.6.1.3 Estimating More than One Propagator in an Observable
and the “One-End Trick”

So far, we have restricted our discussion to writing a stochastic representation of a
single quark propagator. In many cases, we would like to estimate something that
contains more than one propagator, such as a connected meson two-point correlation
function. In general, on a particular gauge background, this would take the form

cab = Tr M−1Γ (a)M−1Γ (b), (3.97)

where thematricesΓ (a) describe the creation and annihilation operators for themeson
and can be applied to a vector for a very modest computational cost. Usually, we are
interested in computing this for a set of many different choices of Γ , for example we
might want to compute the correlation function for a range of time-separations and
in this case, index b indicates the supporting time-slice on which the meson creation
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operator was inserted while a is the time-slice of the corresponding annihilation
operator. We postpone our discussion of these matrices to the next chapter.

With this requirement, inserting a single stochastic identity operator into the prod-
uct is restrictive; for every Γ (a) we add, two calls to our linear solver must be made.
A more flexible solution is to draw two independent random vectors η[1], η[2] and
for two distinct stochastic identities to be injected between the two fermion matrix
inverses. Two solver calls are then needed to compute ψ [a] = M−1η[a], a = 1, 2. A
simple estimator for cab follows from

cab = E
[
Tr ψ [1]η∗[1] Γ (a)ψ [2]η∗[2] Γ (b)

] = E
[
κ [1,2]
a κ

[2,1]
b

]
, (3.98)

with
κ [1,2]
a = η∗[1]Γ (a)ψ [2] and κ

[2,1]
b = η∗[2]Γ (b)ψ [1] (3.99)

Notice that the estimator is the product of two random numbers κ [1,2]
a and κ

[2,1]
b ,

which are formed from inner products of vectors with meson creation or annihilation
operators inserted. These are simple objects to manipulate on the computer. As with
the trace estimator the simplest estimator has too high a variance to be useful in
practise. The techniques we discuss in the preceding sections are useful again. In
particular, if the two-point function is time-separated, then use of a time-dilution
scheme is very effective.

A widely used and convenient recipe to measure this meson two-point function
is the “one-end trick” [49]. If a noise vector is spin-diluted, and a simple operator
(with no spatial structure) is introduced as a meson source, then

M−1Γ aM−1 = M−1Γ a PbPb†M−1 = E
[
M−1Γ a Pbηη†Pb†

]
(3.100)

and the matrix P̂a,b can be found such that

M−1Γ a Pbη = P̂a,bM−1η (3.101)

sowith a limited set of inversions, all spin elements in the propagator can be computed
post-hoc. Notice this expression has a single noise source but includes two quark line
evaluations for this single set of inversions. The variance of the resulting expression
is significantly reduced. The method is very effective for simple hadron operators but
does not generalise well when a more extensive, fully all-to-all method is needed.

3.6.2 Exploiting Low Eigenmodes of the Dirac Operator

For light quarks, the physical signal in the propagator is dominated by contributions
from a small subset containing the eigenvectors of the fermion matrix with the small-
est eigenvalues. This again hints at possible techniques to improve the accuracy of
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estimators if we have a reliable algorithm to find some low-lying eigenvectors of the
lattice Dirac operator. To simplify the discussion, we work here with the hermitian
version of the fermion matrix, Q = γ5M . Since γ5 is an involution, M−1 = Q−1γ5.
Suppose we computed the lowest NV eigenvectors of Q, finding the column matrix
V such that QV = V D with D a diagonal NV × NV matrix. Now write

Q−1 = Q−1
(
VV † + I − VV †

) = V D−1V †︸ ︷︷ ︸
Q̄0

+ Q−1PV︸ ︷︷ ︸
Q̄1

,

with PV = I − VV †, a hermitian, idempotent projection operator into the vector
space spanned by the large eigenvectors that have not been computed. This repre-
sentation hints at an effective way to build an all-to-all propagator. The first term
makes use of the known eigenvectors and the second contribution can be estimated
stochastically using the methods defined above, including variance reduction tricks
such as dilution. If the signal is dominated by the low modes, the term we estimate
stochastically will be a smaller correction, with correspondingly smaller variance.
When estimating Q̄1, start by recognising that since P2

V = PV (i.e. PV is idempotent)
a useful estimator can be defined from

Q̄1 = E[Q−1PV η η† PV ] = E[ψ̂ η̂†], (3.102)

with η̂ = PVη and ψ̂ = Q−1η̂. The stochastic vectors η̂ and ψ̂ do not have support
in the vector space spanned by the computed eigenvectors.

In Appendix A of Ref. [50], useful improvements are described that avoid the
expensive computations of exact eigenvectors. If a set of NV approximate eigen-
vectors is found, they still span a small vector space and a corresponding large,
orthogonal vector space in which the physics contribution is smaller. Now however,
since we no longer have exact eigenvectors, the solution to Q−1η has support in
both these spaces and the extra contributions must be taken into account. The pre-
cision with which eigenmodes are generated gives extra freedom to optimise the
efficiency of this method. This paper also describes how even-odd preconditioning
can be exploited in constructing stochastic all-to-all propagators.

3.7 Summary and Further Reading

In this chapter the techniques to handle fermions on the lattice have been reviewed.
Due to their nature as Grassmann (anti-commuting) variables, an exact integration
over the fermions is performed in the path integral before it canbe solvedbynumerical
methods. The rules of integration, in particular Wick contractions are constructed by
explicit examples.

An essential numerical calculation in simulations of lattice QCD is the solu-
tion of Dirac’s equation. It involves the fermion matrix, which in the case of the
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Wilson–Dirac operator is a sparse matrix. Mathematical techniques for handling
large sparse matrices are crucial and significant improvements have been recently
achieved. Iterative solvers based on Krylov subspace methods and suitable ways
to precondition the Wilson–Dirac operator are explained. In addition methods to
compute eigenvalues and evaluate matrix functions are discussed.

After Grassmann integration the partition function is an integral over gauge fields
only with a determinant factor accounting for the fermions. The techniques to esti-
mate this determinant using pseudofermions are explained. The Hybrid Monte Carlo
algorithm is reviewed to include the determinant factor in the case of two mass-
degenerate quarks and for a single quark. Multi-rate integration schemes which
exploit a hierarchy of forces in Hamilton’s equations of motion are discussed.

The propagator is an essential component of field theory calculations involving
fermions and its role in physics measurements will be developed in the next chapter.
In many computations all (or most) elements of the quark propagator are required
for a robust evaluation. This chapter introduced a number of reliable and useful
tools to estimate the quark propagator stochastically with as small a variance as
practical. These techniques usually work by breaking apart the quark propagator into
blocks acting in physically distinct sub-spaces. Most importantly, given the range of
techniques at hand, it is very unlikely the best means of reducing the variance of our
stochastic estimator with a limited computer budget is to pile up more statistics and
use the very slow convergence of simple averaging; make only one noise source per
configuration and use your computer budget on dilution.

The importance of finding efficient methods for manipulating quark fields is illus-
trated by the level of active research in the subject, with new ideas being continually
developed. These are often closely tied to the physics goal. This chapter is not able
to cover all these directions and clear unifying principles have not yet emerged.

Methods in lattice QCD for fermions are reviewed in the lectures by Lüscher in
Ref. [30]. The algebraic multi-grid solver for theWilson–Dirac operator is described
by Frommer et al. in Ref. [13].
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Chapter 4
Calculating Observables of Quantum Fields

In this chapter, the task of computing hadron properties is outlined. We write path-
integral representations of the relevant quantum-mechanical expectation value and
then describe the best current method to compute this in a Monte Carlo calculation.
Many of the mathematical tools and ideas introduced earlier will be important in
writing efficient algorithms for these computations.

4.1 Symmetry Properties of Creation and Annihilation
Operators

We have seen in Sect. 1.4.2 that determining the quantum mechanical expectation
value of a two-point function gives information on the spectrum and some matrix
elements of the theory. Three point functions are used to compute more involved
matrix elements of operators inside particular quantum states, such as distributions
of the quarks inside a nucleon, the response of a hadron to an external probe such
as a photon or the transitions between two different hadrons when a quark changes
flavour through the weak interaction.

Tomake contactwith physics, the link between computationsmade on a lattice and
the continuum must be established carefully. Eigenstates of the QCD Hamiltonian,
Ĥ are simultaneously eigenstates of any operator that commutes with Ĥ and thus
generates a symmetry. In particular, the symmetries of QCD identify states but the
lattice with a finite grid spacing has a smaller set of symmetries with the full set
usually being recovered only as the cut-off is removed formally. It is particularly
important to understand properties of lattice states under symmetry transformations
to carefully identify what physical hadron we have built in our lattice calculation.

© The Author(s) 2017
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4.1.1 Gauge-Invariant Observables

Section1.4.4 shows the lattice representation of the path integral preserves a version
of gauge symmetry. Natural hadron observables are invariant under these transfor-
mations and examples were seen when the action was introduced. More general
functions of gauge and fermion fields can be introduced. When these are defined
for a single time-slice of the lattice, they make candidate creation operators for the
physical states of interest. Some simple examples of gauge-invariant observables
are shown in Fig. 4.1. For gauge fields alone, the simplest observables are traces of
path-ordered products along a closed circuit, usually calledWilson loops

WC = Tr
∏

{σ,x}∈C
Uσ (x), (4.1)

where a loop C is a list of links such that two adjacent entries end and start at a
common site. The next example in the middle of the figure is the fermion bilinear,
where UP , a string of gauge fields along a path P starting at x and ending at y is
needed for gauge invariance when the fermion fields occupy different lattice sites;

OP = ψ̄(x)UP(x, y)ψ(y) with UP(x, y) =
∏

{σ,z}∈P
Uσ (z). (4.2)

Operators involving more fermion fields can be formed, one important example for
gauge group SU (3) is the baryon-like operator

B = εi jkψi (x)ψ j (x)ψk(x). (4.3)

If the fields are at a common site, this epsilon-contraction can be seen to be gauge
invariant; when the fermions are at different sites a gluon string is needed again,
following a similar recipe to the bilinear and the right-hand panel of Fig. 4.1 gives
an example. Another example, important for studies of quantum fields at finite tem-
perature is the Polyakov loop, the trace of a path-ordered product of link variables
that wraps around a compact lattice dimension.

4.1.2 Charge Conjugation, Isopin and Flavour Symmetry

The action and measure in the path integral are invariant under charge conjugation,
which maps the independent fields ψ and ψ̄ into one-another. In the continuum
Euclidean theory, these transformations are

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-94-024-0999-4_1
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Fig. 4.1 Examples of gauge invariant functions of gluon and quark fields. Quarks and anti-quarks
are indicated as dark and light spheres, with lattice gluon link variables appearing as directed lines.
The cube in the right-hand panel represents an antisymmetric contraction over the three colour
indices, using the three-index Levi-Civita tensor

ψ(x) → ψc(x) = Cψ̄T (x)

ψ̄(x) → ψ̄c(x) = −ψT (x)C−1

Aμ(x) → Ac
μ(x) = −AT

μ(x) (4.4)

where making the action invariant requires−γ ∗
μ = C−1γμC . For lattice gauge fields,

the natural transformation leaving the Wilson gauge action invariant is to replace

Uμ(x) → Uc
μ(x) = U ∗

μ(x). (4.5)

Note the transformed fields are still in the gauge group and the Haar measure is
invariant under this transformation. It is easy to see the real part of the trace of any
closed loop is invariant under this transformation, while the imaginary part picks up
a minus sign. On the lattice, charge conjugation forWilson, domain wall and overlap
fermions looks the same and also a natural link to staggered fermions can be made.

In Nature, the up- and down-quarks can be considered to be mass-degenerate
to a good approximation. This introduces an SU (2) symmetry familiar as isospin.
Many lattice formulations preserve isospin (or other flavour symmetries) exactly and
so analysis is straightforward and an irreducible representation on the lattice maps
directly to its continuum counterpart. As an example, recall the difference between a
pion and the η′ meson, which are both pseudoscalar mesons (J PC = 0−+) but have
different transformation properties under isospin rotations. The three pions π±, π0

form the triplet of the vector representation of SU (2) isospin while the η′ meson is
an isoscalar. This has important consequences for measurement of the appropriate
two-point function in a spectrum calculation and the Wick contraction gives more
terms in the case of the η′ meson. This distinction will be reviewed again later in this
chapter.
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Fig. 4.2 Conjugacy classes of O , the group of proper rotations of the cube with the number of
elements in each class

4.1.3 Spin and Parity

When a Hamiltonian is defined, a rest-frame is also implicitly chosen and the little
group that leaves its time axis invariant defines a set of symmetries. For a state at rest,
this group is SO(3), the proper spatial rotations and its irreducible representations
give the spin of the rest state, J = 0, 1, 2, . . . . Spatial parity inversion is another
discrete little group. For most lattice actions, parity remains a good symmetry and
the link with the continuum is simple.

The lattice regulator breaks SO(3) down to a discrete subgroup. For states at rest,
this group is O the 24 proper rotations of the cube.When parity is added, the group is
Oh which has 48 elements. As a consequence, quantum states in a lattice calculation
are classified according to the irreducible representations (irreps) of Oh and the link
with the continuum spin needs to be established. The five conjugacy classes of O
are shown in Fig. 4.2 and so O has five irreps, commonly labelled A1, A2, E, T1
and T2. To link lattice irreps to continuum spins, the subduced representations with
given spin in O are constructed, then decomposed into irreps. The irreducible content
of the first few continuum spins is given in Table4.1. As an example, consider the
spin-two representation, which is a traceless, symmetric tensor Ti j , with five distinct
components. These entries make up two distinct basis sets with elements which
can not be mapped into each other through lattice rotations, ωE = {T11, T22} and
ωT2 = {T12, T23, T31} and so the subduced representation spin-two is reducible into
E ⊕ T2. A spin-two state appears in a lattice calculation as two states in the E and T2

Table 4.1 The subduced representations of SO(3) of spin J in O up to J = 12

Spin J

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

A1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2

A2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

E 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 2 2

T1 1 1 1 2 1 2 2 3 2 3 3

T2 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 3
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irreps, which are degenerate in the continuum limit and the absence of states at the
same energy level in other irreps. Identifying this pattern cleanly from Monte Carlo
data can be a challenge, in particular since a pattern of near-degenerate states of
spin 0, 1 and 2 is almost indistinguishable from a single spin-4 state. Unfortunately,
exactly this situation occurs in the spectrum of charmoniumwith the χc0, χc1 and χc2

quark-model P-wave triplet all being resonances close in energy. More information
from lattice calculations has been seen to provide useful extra input inmaking reliable
spin identification [1].

Lattice operators must transform according to irreps of Oh to create eigenstates of
the hamiltonian with well-defined quantum numbers. The first step in a lattice calcu-
lation involving hadrons is to choose suitable irreducible operators. As an example,
consider the smallest non-trivial gauge invariant gluon operator on the lattice, the
plaquette. This is the trace of a path-ordered product of links around a 1 × 1 square
on the lattice and is constructed purely from gluon fields. In the Yang-Mills theory,
it creates a glueball state while in QCD with quarks, it would be a mesonic creation
operator with isoscalar quantum numbers but the set of states it can couple to is much
larger. Summing the real part of these traces over all the squares lying in each of the
three spatial planes {[23], [31], [12]} of a three-dimensional time-slice gives three
functions, φ1(U ), φ2(U ) and φ3(U ), with

φ1 =
∑
x

ReTr
(
U2(x)U3(x + 2̂)U †

2 (x + 3̂)U †
3 (x)

)
. (4.6)

The choice of orientation of the product around the loop is not significant since
the real part of the trace is taken, which sums both clockwise and anti-clockwise
combinations. Consider evaluating the three functions on two gauge fields,U andU ′
where U ′ is constructed by applying σz , which rotates all links on the cubic lattice
by π

2 about the z-axis. Consequently,

φ1(U ′) = φ2(U )

φ2(U ′) = φ1(U )

φ3(U ′) = φ3(U )

or

⎛
⎝φ′

1
φ′
2

φ′
3

⎞
⎠ =

⎛
⎝ 0 1 0
1 0 0
0 0 1

⎞
⎠

︸ ︷︷ ︸
R�(σz)

⎛
⎝φ1

φ2

φ3

⎞
⎠ . (4.7)

The action of rotating the gauge field about the z-axis has been encoded in matrix
R�(σz) and so the plaquette forms a 3 × 3 matrix representation of σz ∈ Oh .
All elements of the group can clearly be represented this way. R�, the resulting
representation of Oh is reducible. The irreducible content of R� can be computed
using the orthogonality rule which shows

R� = A1 ⊕ E . (4.8)

This computation will be reviewed later in this chapter.
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4.1.4 Translation Invariance and Momentum

The Hamiltonian commutes with a displacement of the lattice fields by any spa-
tial off-set when periodic boundary conditions are imposed on all variables in the
path integral and the lattice has toroidal topology. This symmetry is linked with the
conserved quantum number of momentum and in the absence of gauge fields the
eigenstates of the shift operator are plane waves. For a cubic lattice the allowed val-
ues of each component of momentum are multiples of 2π

L and with a finite lattice
spacing, there is an upper bound to the largest value this multiple can take. Note that
for a moving quantum state, the classification of the spin and momentum becomes
more complicated. This complication arises since the generators of shifts and rota-
tions do not necessarily commute and so an eigenstate of the hamiltonian can not
simultaneously be classified by both a momentum and a spin. This situation is famil-
iar in the continuum as moving states are classified by their helicity. On the lattice,
the classification is made more complicated as the little group of rotations that pre-
serve a given momentum axis will depend on that axis. For example, the momentum
axis p = (0, 0, 1) is left unchanged by any of the symmetries of a square in the X-Y
plane which is given by the little group C4ν while the lattice axis p = (1, 1, 0) has a
smaller symmetry little group, given just by reflections in the Z direction and in the
plane normal to (1,−1, 0).

4.1.5 Reducing Representations of Symmetries

A consequence of Schur’s lemma is that summing the representation matrices over a
conjugacy class yields a matrix that would be diagonal for an irreducible representa-
tion, but which is not necessarily diagonal if the representation can be reduced. This
provides a practical method for reducing a general representation. For a reducible
representation, when a non-trivial matrix is found on summing over a conjugacy
class, then the corresponding similarity transformation that diagonalises this sum
goes at least part way towards reducing the representation. This can be repeated
until the representation has been fully decomposed into diagonal, irreducible blocks.
Consider again the plaquette introduced in the previous section. Choosing C2, the
conjugacy class of body-diagonal rotations, the resulting 3×3 matrix obtained from
summing the plaquette representations over this class is

Σ =
⎛
⎝ 0 1 1
1 0 1
1 1 0

⎞
⎠ .

Σ has eigenvalues λ = {2,−1,−1}. After taking account of the degenerate eigen-
values, a matrix can be found that diagonalises Σ and for this example, completely
reduces the representation into two sets,
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Φ(A1)(U ) = 1√
3

(φ1(U ) + φ2(U ) + φ3(U ))

Φ(E)(U ) =
{

1√
2
(φ1(U ) − φ2(U ))

1√
6
(φ1(U ) + φ2(U ) − 2φ3(U ))

(4.9)

Notice there have to be two distinct operators for the two-dimensional E irrep. The
choice of operators for the E irrep is only defined up to a similarity transformation.

4.2 Techniques for Hadron Spectroscopy

A central role for many lattice calculations is studying properties and excitations of
hadrons. In this section we review the essentials, focussing on established techniques
that have proved effective for studying the lowest few states in the spectrum. Hadrons
are composite objects, built up from constituent quarks and gluons. The confined
quark and gluon fields are emergent degrees of freedom, generated from the fields in
the path integral through strongly-coupled interactions and so good creation operators
must reflect this dynamical effect. To study a state we need operators with a strong
overlap onto that state; this exposes the physics at earlier time-separations, reduces
systematic uncertainties from unknown excited state contributions and offsets the
signal-to-noise problem we have in our Monte Carlo computations.

The best known method to expose modes that describe quarks and gluons inside
hadrons so effective creation operators can be made is smearing. Smearing filters
out the short-distance fluctuations from the fields in the path-integral, leaving just
confinement-scale modes. These are the essential degrees of freedom needed to
construct hadrons. Oncewe define smeared fields, gauge-invariant functionsmade by
following the symmetry rules described in the previous section give the best possible
creation operators. Smearing gluon and quark fields is described in Sects. 4.3.1 and
4.4.1.

If our physics goals extend beyond the study of hadrons in their ground-states,
a systematic means of investigating excitations is needed. A widely used technique
is the variational method, described in the following section. The technique is also
helpful for reducing contamination in ground-state correlation functions.

Most states in the spectrumofQCDare unstable against strong decays and are seen
in experiments as resonant scattering of long-lived particles in beams or from a target.
As described in earlier chapters, the basis for lattice computations is importance
sampling Monte Carlo, which demands we study QCD in a Euclidean space-time.
Direct contact with dynamical features like scattering is lost as stated in the Maiani-
Testa No-go theorem. A framework to study scattering exists, known as the Lüscher
method and it has become an active research area.
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4.2.1 Variational Methods

Consider a two-point matrix correlation function in Euclidean space

Ci j (t) = 〈
Oi (t)O

∗
j (0)

〉 − 〈
Oi (t)

〉 〈
O∗

j (0)
〉
, i, j = 1, . . . , N (4.10)

of N lattice time-slice fields Oi (t).We assume that the fields Oi have definite symme-
try transformations, for example under parity, spin and charge conjugation. Under
the assumption of the existence of a hermitian, positive transfer matrix, which is
guaranteed for the standard Wilson gauge theory [2, 3], the matrix Eq. (4.10) has a
spectral decomposition (cf. Eq. (1.54))

Ci j (t) =
∞∑
n=1

e−Entψniψ
∗
nj , ψni = 〈0|Ôi |n〉 . (4.11)

The operators Ôi corresponds in the Hamiltonian formulation to the fields Oi . The
states |n〉 are the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian Ĥ , defined as the logarithm of the
transfer matrix with energy eigenvalues En:

Ĥ |n〉 = En|n〉 , En < En+1 . (4.12)

We assume that the energy eigenvalues are ordered and non-degenerate. The decom-
position Eq. (4.11) is valid in the limit of an infinite Euclidean time extent T of the
lattice. The effects of a finite extent T are discussed in [4]. The energy eigenvalues
En can be extracted from the generalized eigenvalue problem (GEVP) defined by

C(t)vn(t, t0) = λn(t, t0)C(t0)vn(t, t0) , (4.13)

where the correlation matrix at times t and t0 appears on the left and right hand
side respectively. After determining the generalized eigenvalues λn(t, t0) define the
effective energies

Eeff
n (t, t0) = −1

a
ln

{
λn(t + a, t0)

λn(t, t0)

}
. (4.14)

It can be shown that the energy levels En , n = 1, . . . , N can be computed as [5]

En = lim
t→∞ Eeff

n (t, t0) . (4.15)

We denote the corrections by εn(t, t0) = Eeff
n (t, t0) − En . At fixed t0 and for large t

the corrections are given by [5]

εn(t, t0) = O
(
e−ΔEnt

)
, ΔEn = min

m �=n
|Em − En| . (4.16)

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-94-024-0999-4_1
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If the distance ΔEn to the next energy level is small, the corrections are large and
in order to suppress them one has to go to larger values of t . This usually turns
out to be impractical because the noise-to-signal ratio increases with t . An example
where the situation just described occurs is string breaking, see Sect. 4.4.4. A faster
convergence in Eq. (4.15) can be achieved if the condition

t0 ≥ t

2
(4.17)

is satisfied. This can be realized for example by keeping the difference t− t0 constant
or the ratio t/t0 equal to a constant smaller than 2 while taking t0 large. Then it can
be shown that [6]

εn(t, t0) = O
(
e−ΔEN+1,n t

)
, ΔEN+1,n = EN+1 − En . (4.18)

The corrections are exponentially suppressed with the difference of the energy level
one wants to extract and the energy EN+1. Thus smaller values of t are required than
in the situation in Eq. (4.16). The proof of Eq. (4.18) proceeds by splitting

Ci j (t) =
N∑

n=1

e−Entψniψ
∗
nj +

∞∑
n=N+1

e−Entψniψ
∗
nj = C (0)

i j (t) + C (1)
i j (t) . (4.19)

The contribution from the states n > N is suppressed at large t and can be treated as
a perturbation. The analysis in [6] shows that, in order to suppress the perturbative
contributions to εn(t, t0) beyond the first order, the condition Eq. (4.17) has to be
fulfilled. Then the first order contribution to εn(t, t0) dominates and yields Eq. (4.18).
Note that in [6] interpolating fields which approximate the exact eigenvectors |n〉 of
the Hamiltonian with small corrections are constructed. At fixed t − t0 the size of
the corrections is O

(
e−ΔEN+1,n t0

)
.

4.2.2 Scale Setting

TheWilson lattice action forQCDwith Nf flavors of quarks is givenby (cf. Eqs. (1.70)
and (1.79))

SQCD = β

3

∑
x

∑
μ<ν

Re Tr [1 − Pμ,ν(x)] +
∑
f

a4
∑
x

ψ̄ f (x)(Dw + m0 f )ψ f (x) .

(4.20)
The lattice parameters are the gauge coupling g0, which is related to β in Eq. (1.112)
by g20 = 6/β, and the quark masses m0 f , f = 1, . . . , Nf . The lattice spacing
a is not an input parameter. When Eq. (4.20) is simulated on the computer we
input dimensionless numbers for g0 and the masses am0 f in lattice units. When

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-94-024-0999-4_1
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-94-024-0999-4_1
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-94-024-0999-4_1
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there are no non-zero quark masses, there is only one parameter g0 in Eq. (4.20).
The renormalization group equation Eq. (1.118) establishes a relation a(g0) which
determines the lattice spacing as a function of the only parameter g0. In order to
determine the lattice spacing in physical units,we need tomatch a physical observable
computed on the lattice, such as a glueball mass amg, to its experimental valuemg,phys

a = amg

mg,phys
. (4.21)

This is called scale setting. Alternatively one says that the glueball mass is used to
set the scale. The value of the lattice spacing depends on the choice of the scale. Any
dimensionless ratio

Ri = ami

amg
= mi,phys

mg,phys
+ O(a2) (4.22)

of a hadron massmi to the scalemg is a prediction of Eq. (4.20). The second equality
in Eq. (4.22) follows from Eq. (1.120). It implies that the continuum limit a → 0 of
Ri exists and is equal to the value of the ratio of the physical masses.

For non-zero quark masses, there are additional parameters in Eq. (4.20). Inter-
estingly, if we consider the chiral limit in which the quarks are massless, we return
to a situation with only one parameter g0 similar to the previous paragraph. In this
limit the pions are massless but the proton and rho masses for example are non-zero.
Following Eq. (4.22), the ratio of the rho mass to the proton mass is a prediction of
the theory with massless quarks.

If the quarks are not massless, we need to fix the mass parameters by matching to
experimentally determined quantities.Weneed one such quantity for each quarkmass
parameter. Consider for example a theory with only two mass parameters, one for
degenerate up and down quark masses and one for the strange quark mass. A natural
choice is to take the proton mass amp to set the scale and use the ratios mπ/mp and
mK/mp to fix the mass parameters in the action. This is done by requiring that the
ratios computed on the lattice, amπ/(amp) and amK/(amp) take their experimentally
determined values. Repeating this procedure for several values of the lattice spacing
produces points in parameter space along a line of constant physics. On this line
one can take the continuum limit of other ratios lima→0 ami/(amp), where mi is for
example the Ω mass. A recent review of scale setting in lattice QCD is [7]. The
choice of the scale used to set the lattice spacing in Eq. (4.21) is arbitrary but it is
advantageous to choose a scale which can be accurately measured.

4.2.3 The Wilson Flow

We turn now to a discussion of a recent method which can be used to define a scale
with high precision, based on the so called Yang–Mills flow. In the continuum the
Yang–Mills flow is defined by the equation

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-94-024-0999-4_1
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-94-024-0999-4_1
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d

dt
Bμ(x, t) = DνGμ,ν(x, t) = − ∂SYM(B)

∂Bμ(x, t)
, Bμ(x, t)

∣∣
t=0 = Aμ(x) . (4.23)

Here Aμ(x) is the fundamental gauge potential in QCD. Bμ(x, t) is a Lie Algebra
valued field, Dμ is the covariant derivative defined as in Eq. (1.5) in terms of Bμ,
Gμ,ν = [Dμ, Dν] is the field strength tensor and SYM(B) is the associated Yang–
Mills action defined as in Eq. (1.6). The derivative in Eq. (4.23) is with respect to a
new coordinate called the flow time t . As can be seen fromEq. (4.23) the flow time has
mass dimension equal to−2 (since the gauge potential and Dμ have mass dimension
equal to one). The solution of Eq. (4.23) can be expanded in perturbation theory
by first scaling the gauge potential by the bare gauge coupling Aμ −→ g0Aμ and
expanding the field Bμ in an asymptotic series Bμ = ∑∞

k=1 g
k
0Bμ,k . The cofficients

Bμ,k obey the constraint Bμ,k

∣∣
t=0 = δk1Aμ, cf. Eq. (4.23). The equation for the

leading-order coefficient Bμ,1 is a heat equation with solution

Bμ,1(x, t) =
∫

d4y (4π t)−2 exp
{−(x − y)2/(4t)

}
Aμ(y) , (4.24)

which shows [8] that the Yang–Mills flow averages the gauge potential over a spher-
ical region of radius r = √

8t . A consequence is that for t > 0, correlation functions
built from flow fields are finite at any Euclidean distance [9]. No renormalization
beyond that of the gauge coupling and the quark masses is required.

One lattice version of Eq. (4.23), the so called “Wilson flow” [10–12] is defined
by the equation

d

dt
Vμ(x, t) = Zμ(x, t)Vμ(x, t) , Vμ(x, t)

∣∣
t=0 = Uμ(x) . (4.25)

HereUμ(x) is the fundamental gauge field on the lattice and Vμ(x, t) is the associated
flow. The Lie algebra valued field Zμ(x, t) is constructed from the Wilson gauge
action Sw(V ) in terms of the lattice field Vμ(x, t) as in Eq. (2.57). The solution to
Eq. (4.25) is uniquely defined. The Wilson action Sw(V ) in terms of the field V is a
monotonically decreasing function of t .

The Wilson flow on the lattice Eq. (4.25) smooths the gauge configuration simi-
larly to the gauge link smearing techniques which we will discuss in Sect. 4.3.1. In
fact it is equivalent to an infinitesimal stout link smearing. This equivalence is seen
by considering the numerical solution of Eq. (4.25) given by the Euler method with
a step-size ε in flow time,

Vμ(x, t + ε) = exp
{
εZμ(x, t)

}
Vμ(x) , (4.26)

which is identical to Eq. (4.43).
TheWilson flow can be used to define a physical scale in confining gauge theories.

Consider the energy density

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-94-024-0999-4_1
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-94-024-0999-4_1
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-94-024-0999-4_2
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E(x, t) = 1

4
Ĝa

μν(x, t)Ĝ
a
μν(x, t) (4.27)

in terms of the Lie algebra components of the lattice field strength tensor Ĝμν . The
latter is built from the flow field V as in Eq. (1.148). We introduce the dimensionless
quantity

E (t) = t2 〈E(x, t)〉 . (4.28)

The scale t0 is defined through [8]

E (t)|t=t0 = 0.3 (4.29)

and the scale w0 through [13]

tE ′(t)
∣∣
t=w2

0
= 0.3 , (4.30)

where E ′(t) = d
dt E (t). In lattice simulations one determines numerical values t0/a2

and w0/a of the scales in lattice units by solving Eqs. (4.29) and (4.30). These
values can be used to fix the lattice spacing. If the scales are known in physical units
the lattice spacing can be directly determined, for example as a = √

t0,phys/(t0/a2).
Alternatively a relative scale setting uses the ratio of a scale computed at two different
lattice spacings a1 and a2 to determine the ratio of lattice spacings

a1
a2

=
√
t0/a22
t0/a21

. (4.31)

Scale setting using the flow observables is discussed in [7]. Recent applications of
the Yang–Mills flow on the lattice are covered in [14].

The Euler integrator Eq. (4.26) is the simplest. Unlike the integration of themolec-
ular dynamics equations ofmotion in the context of theHybridMonteCarlo algorithm
discussed in Sect. 2.4, the integration of Eq. (4.25) does not require simplecticity. In
[8] a Runge-Kutta integrator of third order is used. Based on it, an adaptive step-size
Runge-Kutta integrator of second order has been constructed in [15].

4.2.4 Scattering and the Lüscher Method

Most hadrons are observed experimentally as resonances; peaks in scattering cross-
sections of stable particles or hadrons. There has been significant recent progress
in studying the scattering properties of mesons and baryons on the lattice. This
is a challenging task, since lattice Monte Carlo studies make use of importance
sampling, which requires calculations to be performed on a Euclidean space-time,
where dynamical real-time dependence is lost. A formalism [16] to infer scattering

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-94-024-0999-4_1
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-94-024-0999-4_2
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data from the spectrum of QCD in a finite cube was developed almost 30 years
ago but only recently have combined advances in both measurement techniques and
computing power enabled this formalism to be exploited.

A simple model illustrates how the spectrum of an interacting system in a finite
volume can be related to the scattering phase shift. Consider two particles moving in
one dimension where after separation, their relative wavefunction ψ(x) with x the
distance between the two particles obeys the Schrödinger equation

− d2ψ

dx2
+ V (x)ψ(x) = Eψ(x). (4.32)

For our model, let us introduce a simple finite-range potential

V (x) = V0 δ(|x | − a). (4.33)

Solutions to Eq. 4.32 for this potential can be found straightforwardly using an
exchange-symmetric ansatz

ψ(x) =
⎧⎨
⎩

A cos (kx − δ(k)) x ≤ −a
B cos (kx) −a < x < a
A cos (kx + δ(k)) a ≤ x

(4.34)

where E = k2 and the expression introduces δ(k), the scattering phase shift. If
the two particles move in a finite box of length L > 2a with periodic boundary
conditions so ψ(x + L) = ψ(x), then only a discrete set of values of k are allowed
which maintain periodicity so the system has a spectrum of distinct energy levels.
The quantisation condition in one dimension is

kL

2
+ δ(k) = nπ with n ∈ Z. (4.35)

Since δ(k) is determined by the interaction near |x | = 0, this quantisation condition
links the phase shift to the finite volume directly. With the potential of our toy model,
Eq. (4.33), an implicit expression constraining allowed values for k can be found

k sin
kL

2
− V0 cos ka cos k(

L

2
− a) = 0 (4.36)

and this can be solved numerically. The limiting cases are instructive; when V0 = 0,
the spectrum is given by the non-interacting quantisation condition, kL = 2πn. In the
case V0 → ∞, the spectrum is found by solving cos ka = 0 or cos k(L/2− a) = 0,
which give the two disjoint spectra associated with disconnected one-dimensional
boxes of length a and L/2 − a where the wavefunction vanishes on the ends of
the boxes. Avoided level crossings can be seen for finite V0. The right-hand panel of
Fig. 4.3 shows the dependence of the discrete spectrumonbox size, L . For illustration,
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Fig. 4.3 Relating the quantised spectrum of a one-dimensional toy model to the scattering phase
shift. The right panel shows the spectrum as a function of box size, with three energy levels shown
for L = 5a and aV0 = 5. The corresponding phase shift values are displayed on the right-hand
side on the phase shift curve

the lowest three energy levels at L = 5a have been used to determine the allowed
values of kn for n = 0, 1, 2 and the quantisation condition in Eq. (4.35) directly
yields δ(k) at these values and this is then shown on the phase-shift curve (turned
sideways to illustrate the connection) in the right-hand panel.

In a 3+1 dimensional theory, scattering occurs in partial waves as the two inter-
acting hadrons can have relative orbital angular momentum. There is a distinct
phase-shift δl for each partial wave. For a scattering state with total momentum
P = 0, resembling two mesons with mass m, the spectrum of energy levels
E j , j = 0, 1, 2, . . . with the quantum numbers of the channel is found and each
energy level is compared its partner in the non-interacting case, computed straight-
forwardly from a relativistic dispersion relation. In a quantum field theory, inelastic
scattering can occur too and the Lüscher formalism is not applicable above this
energy scale. The result relating the phase shift in a single elastic scattering partial
wave to the spectrum of states in a box of side-length L is given by

cot δl(k) = Sl(k, L), (4.37)

withS a known function of the partial wave, box size and energy shift. Solving this
equation is analogous to solving Eq. (4.36) in our toy model.

An extension to moving frames is presented in Ref. [17] where in a relativistic
theory more data on the phase shift curve can be obtained as boosting the system
Lorentz contracts the box, giving a different effective value of the size L . More
recently, the formalism has been applied to coupled channel elastic scattering [18,
19] and extended to three-body interactions [20]. Attempts to model inelastic scat-
tering are an important area, since in real experimental data, almost all interesting
resonances are above these thresholds.
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4.3 Gluons, Wilson Loops and Glueballs

In this section, we consider calculations predominantly concerned with probing the
gluon fields. To begin, consider how we can expose the important physical gluon
modes through smearing.

4.3.1 Gauge Smearing

For gauge fields, smearing builds a new parallel transporter on each lattice link using
neighbouring gluon fields which has the same behavior under gauge transformations
as the original link. This technique is used both to build a large basis of operators
to improve the extraction of energies (see Sect. 4.2.1) or to construct actions which
reduce cut-off effects. Empirically, it seems to be important to build smeared links
that are also elements of the gauge group, although this is not a requirement of gauge
symmetry.

The simplest form of smearing is the so called APE smearing [21]. The smearing
operator S adds the sum of staples Σμ(x) Eq. (2.10) to the original link

S Uμ(x) = P
{
(1 − α)Uμ(x) + α

6
Σμ(x)

}
, (4.38)

with a weight parameter α. Here P denotes the projection on the gauge group. In
the case of SU (3) the projection of a smeared link given by a 3× 3 complex matrix
W can be approximated by the function [22], defined by replacing

W −→ W/
√
tr (WW †)/3 (4.39)

and applying four iterations of the substitution

W −→ X

(
1 − i

3
Im (det X)

)
, with X = W

(
3

2
− 1

2
W †W

)
. (4.40)

Smearing can be iterated m times, resulting in the smeared links U (m) given by

U (m)
μ (x) = S m Uμ(x) . (4.41)

The analysis of smearing in the context of perturbation theory shows that the smearing
smooths the gauge field by suppressing high momentum components provided that
0 ≤ α ≤ 0.75 [23].

The smeared links of the hypercubic blocking (HYP) [24] are constructed in
three steps of a modified APE smearing. In the HYP construction, the smeared link
is defined only using links inside the hypercubes attached to the link to be smeared.
This can be seen schematically in Fig. 4.4, which shows the two steps required to

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-94-024-0999-4_2
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Fig. 4.4 The hypercubic
(HYP) smeared link in three
dimensions. Figure taken
from [24]

(a) (b)

construct the HYP link in three dimensions. The fat HYP link is made from the
staples with the doubled-lined links (left figure), which in turn are made from staples
of the original links restricted to be inside the hypercubes (right figure). The choice
of the HYP parameters depends on the application. The original choice in Ref.
[24] minimises the fluctuations of the smallest plaquette and the flavour symmetry
violations with staggered fermions. The choice in Ref. [22] minimises the one-loop
coefficient e(1) of the static self-energy, see Eq. (4.50) and therefore it approximately
maximises the signal-to-noise ratio of correlators with static quarks. The perturbative
relation between HYP and original links in momentum space can be found in Ref.
[25] and in time-momentum representation in Ref. [26].

Another gauge-field smearing recipe, called the “stout link” [27] is used in current
calculations. An important feature is the derivative of a function of stout links with
respect to the underlying, unsmeared fields can always be constructed even after
applyingmany levels of stout smearing. This is a useful featurewhen smearing is to be
used in the action appearing in the importance sampling measure and when sampling
is carried out using molecular dynamics schemes such as Hybrid Monte Carlo. Stout
smearing builds a filter from local staples to remove short-distance structure in a very
similar way to the APE and HYP techniques described above except now the link
sum is made an element of the Lie algebra of the group. The exponential map from
the Lie algebra to the group is then used to construct a new group-valued, smeared
link. For SU (N ), the Lie-valued variable Qμ(x) is constructed starting from the
staple sum Σμ(x)

Ωμ(x) = ΣμU
†
μ(x) (no sum over μ),

Qμ(x) = 1

2

(
Ωμ(x) − Ω†

μ(x)
) − 1

2N
Tr
(
Ωμ(x) − Ω†

μ(x)
)

. (4.42)

A new SU (N ) group-valued smeared link is found, using the exponential mapping,

Ũμ(x) = exp
{
Qμ(x)

}
Uμ(x). (4.43)
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The gauge covariance and other symmetry properties of this new link can be shown
to be the same as the underlying gauge field. Exponentiation can be evaluated exactly
for small matrices by exploiting the Cayley-Hamilton theorem which states every
matrix is a zero of its characteristic polynomial. This implies the exponential of a
3 × 3 matrix Q can always be written exactly as a short polynomial in Q;

eQ = f0 I + f1Q + f2Q
2

where the three scalar functions f0, f1 and f2 depend in turn only on Tr Q2 and
Tr Q3. Remember Tr Q = 0 when Q is in the Lie algebra of SU (N ). Because the
exponential map is used to form the stout link, a small change in the gauge fields
leads to a small change in the stout links so derivatives are well-behaved. This is a
very useful feature for molecular dynamics, where the force term on a link can be
computed for an action built from stout links after iteratively applying the procedure
k times.

U = U (0) → U (1) → U (2) → · · · → U (k) (4.44)

To compute this force, the first step is to find the change in the action, S with respect
to changes in the k-th level stout links,

Σ(k)
μ (x) =

(
∂S[U (k)]
∂U (k)

μ (x)

)T

. (4.45)

This calculation is the same as would be carried out in analysing molecular dynamics
for an action on unsmeared gauge links. The extra step needed when the action con-
tains stout links is a recursion, which works in the opposite direction from Eq. (4.44).
At each reverse step, the new force at level j − 1 is determined from Σ( j) and U ( j).

Σ(k) → Σ(k−1) → Σ(k−2) → · · · → Σ(0) (4.46)

In this recursion, the form of the action is no longer needed and these steps depend
only on the structure of the staple sum used to form each new level of the stout link.
The details of can be found in Ref. [27]. The advantages of the HYP staple sum
construction can be combined with the exponential mapping in a natural way [28].

4.3.2 Glueballs

Glueballs are integer-spin unflavoured bosons made up predominantly from gluons.
InQCD, it is difficult to give a precise definition of a glueball since theywill in general
mix with states made up of quarks to form the eigenstates of the hamiltonian. In the
Yang-Mills theory where the picture is simpler they are the only hadrons in the
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spectrum of strongly-interacting gluons. There is a long history of investigating their
spectrum in lattice Monte Carlo calculations [29–31].

Aswithmost spectroscopy calculations, the two-point correlation function is used
to study glueballs and operators with good overlap onto these states are needed. The
Wilson loop is a gauge-invariant function of the gluon fields in the path integral,
so makes a good candidate creation operator. Smearing is an essential next step.
Section4.1.3 discusses how to make operators that transform irreducibly under the
lattice rotation symmetries, which are needed to probe eigenstates of the spectrum.
One property of glueball calculations is the higher statistical noise in theMonte Carlo
calculations. The problem is amplified by the large mass of glueballs compared
to a standard gluonic reference scale such as the string tension. This means their
correlation function falls rapidly for values of the lattice spacing accessible in a
typical calculation.

4.3.3 The Static Potential and Strong Coupling Constant

The static potential and its excited states are the energies of QCD in presence of a
static infinitely massive quark and anti-quark pair. We follow the derivation of the
observable for the static potential given in [32]. The potential can be extracted from
the path integral expectation value of

〈W (r, t)〉 = −1

2

〈
ψh(0, 0)P(0, 0; 0, r k̂)γ5ψh̄(0, r k̂)

ψ h̄(t, r k̂)P
†(t, 0; t, r k̂)γ5ψh(t, 0)

〉
ψh , ψh̄ , ψl , ...

, (4.47)

where ψh, ψh and ψh̄, ψ h̄ are the static quark and anti-quark fermion fields respec-
tively and P(x0, 0; x0, r k̂) represents the gauge parallel transporter made from a
product of space-like links at time x0. Our conventions for the static quarks are the
same as in [33]. After integration over the static fields whose propagator generates
the time-like links in the observable, cf. Eq. (2.4) in [22] one recovers the Wilson
loop

〈W (r, t)〉 =
〈
tr
{
P(0, 0; 0, r k̂)P(0, r k̂; t, r k̂)P†(t, 0; t, r k̂)P†(0, 0; t, 0)

}〉
ψl , ...

,

(4.48)
where the path integral expectation value is an integral over the relativistic fermion
fieldsψl, ψ l and gauge fields. TheWilson loop in Eq. (4.48) is a rectangular path on
the lattice of extension r/a×t/a. Using the transfer matrix formalism, cf. Sect. 1.4.2,
it can be shown that the Wilson loop has a spectral decomposition given by [32]

〈W (r, t)〉 T→∞∼
∑
n

cnc
∗
ne

−Vn(r)t , (4.49)

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-94-024-0999-4_1
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where T is the temporal extent of the lattice. Vn are the static energies measured
relative to the vacuum energy. For example V0(r) ≡ V (r) is the static potential and
V1(r) its first excitation.

Wilson loops suffer from the so called signal-to-noise ratio problem. The expec-
tation value of the trace in Eq. (4.48) is an average of positive and negative numbers
which yield a signal which decays exponentially with t , cf. Eq. (4.49). Instead, the
statistical error is the expectation value of the variance

〈
W (r, t)2

〉− 〈W (r, t)〉2. The
first term in the variance is always positive with a contribution almost independent of
t and so the signal-to-noise ratio decays exponentially with t . A cure can be found for
the pure gauge theory. An exponential reduction of the error with t can be achieved
by a technique called one-link integral [34]. It replaces the temporal links in the
Wilson loop by their expectation value in the configuration of the other links fixed.
The expectation value of the Wilson loop remains unchanged provided that no pair
of replaced links belongs to the same plaquette but its variance is reduced expo-
nentially with t [35]. A further improvement is achieved by a multilevel technique
which reduces the statistical error exponentially with an exponent approximately
proportional to the area of the Wilson loop [36].

The static potential V (r) computed from simulations of the pure SU (3) gauge
theory is shown in Fig. 4.5. Data are from Ref. [37]. The quantity plotted is the
dimensionless difference [V (r) − V (rc)] · r0, where rc and r0 are reference scales
defined from the static force, as we discuss below. The static potential contains a
contribution 2Eself which diverges with the inverse lattice spacing

V (r) ∼ 2Eself + O(a0) ∼ 1

a
e(1)g20 + · · · (4.50)

It originates from the combined self-energy of the static quark and anti-quark and
depends on the choice of static-quark action in Eq. (4.47). In Ref. [38] a static action

Fig. 4.5 The static potential
V (r) in the continuum limit
of the SU (3) pure gauge
theory. Data taken from [37]
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which uses HYP links [24] in the time covariant derivative was introduced. The
use of HYP links reduces the one-loop coefficient e(1) in Eq. (4.50) [22, 25, 26]
resulting in an exponential improvement of the signal-to-noise ratio ofWilson loops.
In a difference of potentials the divergent contribution in Eq. (4.50) is removed.

At small distances r the static potential V (r) can be computed in perturbation
theory [39]. At tree level the potential is given by the exchange of one gluon between
the static quarks

V (r)
r→0∼ −CF

g20
4πr

, (4.51)

which yields a Coulomb potential. At asymptotically large distances r → ∞ the
static potential in the pure SU (3) gauge theory can be described by the form
[40, 41]

V (r) = σr + μ + γ

r
+ O(1/r2) , (4.52)

which is derived from an effective bosonic string theory [42]. In Eq. (4.52), the coef-
ficient σ of the linear term is called the string tension and μ is a mass parameter. The
coefficient γ = −π(d − 2)/24 is universal and depends only on d, the dimension
of space-time. The physical picture behind Eq. (4.52) is that of a flux tube or string
fluctuating in (d − 2) transverse dimensions. The asymptotic form Eq. (4.52) has
been confirmed by very precise Monte Carlo data in [43]. The string broadens as
the separation r grows. Its width increases logarithmically with r [44]. This broad-
ening was observed in Monte Carlo simulations [45]. In the presence of dynamical
fermions, string breaking occurs, see Sect. 4.4.4.

A physical quantity derived from the static potential is the static force F(r) =
V ′(r). Taking the derivative of V removes the self-energy contribution. On the lattice,
an improved definition of the force [37, 46, 47] is given by

F(rI) = [V (r) − V (r − a)]/a . (4.53)

The distance rI is defined by requiring the force evaluated at tree level in perturbation
theory obeys

Ftree(rI) = CF
g20

4πr2I
. (4.54)

It is rI = r−a/2+O(a2) and reduces the cut-off effects of the force [37] considerably.
rI depends on the static quark action but not on Nf , see [32, 37, 46]. From the force
a scale r(c) can be defined through [46]

r2F(r)|r=r(c) = c . (4.55)

Choosing c = 1.65 leads to the scale r0 = r(1.65) which has a value of about
0.49 fm in QCD [46]. Other choices are r1 = r(1.0) [48] and rc = r(0.65) [37],
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the latter is used in Fig. 4.5. Computations of the static potential V (r) with Nf = 2
dynamical fermions at distances smaller than the string breaking distance are shown
for example in [49].

4.3.4 Topological Charge

In the continuum, gauge fields can be classified according to topological sectors.
These sectors are characterized by values of the topological charge Q ∈ Z. First
define the topological charge density by

q(x) = − 1

16π2
tr
{
Fμν(x)

∗Fμν(x)
}

, ∗Fμν(x) = 1

2
εμνρσ Fρσ . (4.56)

The field strength tensor Fμν is defined in Eq. (1.8) and ∗Fμν is the dual field strength
tensor. We note the relation [50]

1

2
tr
{
Fμν(x)

∗Fμν(x)
} = ∂μεμνρσ tr

{
Aν∂ρ Aσ + 2

3
Aν Aρ Aσ

}
, (4.57)

which shows the topological charge density is a total derivative. The topological
charge is defined by the integral over the density q

Q =
∫
d4x q(x) . (4.58)

Equation (4.57) implies the topological charge only receives non-zero contributions
from surface terms, related to the topology of the gauge field. The surface at infinity
is given by the sphere S3, which is isomorphic to the group SU (2). First consider
the case of an SU (2) gauge field. It can be shown (see [51]) that the integral over S3

of the surface terms can be expressed as the integral of an SU (2) field over the S3

sphere with the Haar measure. The SU (2) field thus defines a mapping S3 −→ S3 of
the S3 sphere at infinity on the S3 sphere in group space. This mapping is classified
according to the homotopy groupΠ3(SU (2)) = Z. It means that the integral over the
surface terms is non-zero if the sphere at infinity covers the group SU (2) a non-zero
integer number of times n, called the winding number. One arrives at the relation

Q = −n ∈ Z , (4.59)

which shows that the topological charge is an integer. For larger gauge groups SU (N )

with N > 2, Eq. (4.59) still holds. This can be seen by embedding SU (2) subgroups
into SU (N ) and repeating the arguments given above.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-94-024-0999-4_1
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An important quantity is the topological susceptibility, formally defined as

χtop = 1

V

∫
d4x

∫
d4y 〈q(x)q(y)〉 =

〈
Q2

〉
V

. (4.60)

This quantity has a physical interpretation as the Witten-Veneziano formula [52, 53]
relates χtop in the pure gauge theory to the mass of the η′ meson, which is much
larger than the mass of the pions due to the axial anomaly [54]. The problem with
χtop defined in Eq. (4.60) is it is ill-defined due to non-integrable singularities. Using
translation invariance we can write χtop = ∫

d4x 〈q(x)q(0〉. The integrand diverges
in the limit x → 0 as (x2)−4 up to logarithms which results in a singularity of χtop.

On the lattice there are several possibilities to define topological susceptibility in
a way that possesses a well-defined continuum limit. We refer to a recent work [55]
and mention here only the definition given in terms of fields generated by theWilson
flow of Eq. (4.25):

q(x, t) = − 1

32π2
εμνρσ tr

{
Ĝμ,ν(x, t)Ĝμ,ν(x, t)

}
, (4.61)

where Ĝμ,ν(x, t) is the lattice field strength tensor, cf. Eq. (1.148). As the continuum
limit is taken, the flow time t is kept fixed in physical units for example by choosing
t = t0 defined in Eq. (4.29). Then

Q(t) = a4
∑
x

q(x, t) , χtop =
〈
Q2

〉
V

. (4.62)

This definition of χtop holds for periodic boundary conditions. Due to the smoothing
properties of theWilson flow it does not require renormalization. Its continuum limit
is independent of t . Reference [55] explains how to modify the definition of χtop for
the case of open boundary conditions.

Finally we remark that there is a relation, called the index theorem between the
topological charge and the number of zero modes of the massless Dirac operator.
This link is valid in the continuum [56] and for a class of Dirac operators which obey
the Ginsparg–Wilson relation [57] it also holds at finite lattice spacing. We refer for
example to [54] for a discussion of the index theorem.

4.4 Quarks and Hadron Physics

The success of the quark model tells us most experimentally observed hadrons are
built predominantly from constituent quarks, so for studying mesons and baryons it
is essential to have good techniques for building effective operators from the quark
fields in the path-integral.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-94-024-0999-4_1
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4.4.1 Quark Smearing

Smearing aims to expose the long-range degrees of freedom that best create physical
states. Since quark fields are not manipulated directly on the computer, one practical
constraint on quark smearing is to ensure it is a linear operator on the constituent
fields so smearing does not generate new Wick contractions. Quark smearing intro-
duces a new field, derived from the underlying one according to

ψ̃(x) =
∑
y

�[U ](x, y)ψ(y). (4.63)

The operator can be gauge-covariant or it might be defined in a fixed, smooth gauge,
such as Coulomb gauge. One well-known example of a gauge covariant smearing
method is to use

�(n;α) =
(
1 + α∇2

n

)n

(4.64)

with

∇2(a, b; t) = −6δa,b +
3∑

k=1

(
Uk(a, t)δa+k̂,b +U †

k (a, t)δa−k̂,b

)
(4.65)

the three-dimensional gauge-covariant Laplace operator and α is a free parameter.
Larger values of α lead to broader smearing profiles. The Euler limit tells us

lim
n→∞ �(n;α) = eα∇2

. (4.66)

One useful observation about the gaussian-smearing operator is for the choices of
α used to make physical hadrons, it is effectively a very low-rank operator which
removes almost all modes from the vector space of fields on a time-slice. This can
be exploited to make an efficient smearing with computational advantages, such
as enabling all-to-all quark propagation measurements. The resulting technique is
called distillation [58]. First, the ND eigenvectors with smallest eigenvalues of the
gauge-covariant Laplace operator of Eq. (4.65) are found so −∇2V = V D. Since
this operator is hermitian and non-negative, this is numerically stable. Now smearing
is defined as projection into this ND-dimensional vector space

�ab(x1, x2; t) = V (x1; t)(p)a V †(x2; t)(p)b . (4.67)

with a, b being colour indices, and p = 1 . . . ND the distillation space index. If ND

is sufficiently small, all matrix elements in this space can be determined although at
some expense. This means the smearing algorithm has enabled all the elements of
the quark propagator needed for hadron physics to be computed.
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Now let us review an example computation of a two-point function for an isovector
meson, constructed from distilled fields and with an arbitrary extended creation
operator Γ (x1, x2) at the source and sink. Details of these creation operators will be
revisited in the next section. The correlation function is

CΓ (t1, t0) =
〈
ū(x1, t1)Γ (x1, x2; t1)d(x2, t1) d̄(y1, t0)Γ (y1, y2; t0)u(y2, t0)

〉
.

(4.68)
If the fields in this expression are distilled, the Wick contraction yields

C(t1, t0) =
〈
TrD ΦΓ (t1) τ (t1, t0)ΦΓ (t0) τ (t0, t1)

〉
,

where ΦΓ gives the representation of the operator Γ in the distillation space;

ΦΓ (t) = V †(x1, t)Γ (x1, x2, t)V (x2, t), (4.69)

and similarly τ , the perambulator represents a quark propagator connecting distilla-
tion spaces on two time-slices;

τ(t1, t0) = V †(x1, t1)M
−1(x1, t1; x0, t0)V (x0, t0). (4.70)

These are ND × ND matrices, so are of a manageable size for lattice volumes up to
about 2fm. The full correlation function factorises into a product of matrices and
these can be used as building blocks for more complicated diagrams generated in
Wick contractions.

In practice, while ND is small for modest lattice sizes, keeping the effect of
smearing constant means ND must grow in proportion to the spatial volume. This
makes themethod expensive for large volumes.One solution [59] is to use a stochastic
representation of the identity operator in the ND dimensional “distilled” vector space,
following the dilution methods introduced in Sect. 3.6.1.1.

4.4.2 Hadron Physics with Quarks

Central to most lattice QCD computations are the hadrons seen in collider exper-
iments. To study energies of states, two-point correlation functions are computed
however if we are interested in the interactions of quarks inside hadrons with other
probes such as an electroweak current or a possible new particle outside the standard
model, three-point correlation functions are needed. The technical issue of manip-
ulating quark fields makes these computationally challenging tasks. Having defined
operators on the quantum fields, the quarks are integrated out using Wick’s theorem,
leaving functions of the gauge fields alone. In this section, we review the construction
of hadronic states including the quark fields.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-94-024-0999-4_3
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4.4.2.1 Mesons

The simplest colourless combinations of quark fields are creation operators for
mesons; bound states of a quark and an anti-quark in a quark model. Mesons made
of degenerate up and down quarks form two different irreducible representations of
SU (2) isospin symmetry, called the isovector (I = 1) and isoscalar (I = 0) mesons.
These different symmetry channels have different spectra. At first sight, their differ-
ent representation under isospin transformation seems a small matter but the extra
diagrams generated in Wick contraction make the cost of studying isovector and
isoscalar mesons very different.

A general gauge-invariant operator to create a meson from a quark bilinear on a
lattice time-slice can be written in full as

Φ†(I,R)(p, t) = d(I )
f1 f2

∑
x,y

exp

(
i p· x + y

2

) [
ψ̄α

f1a(x, t) Γ
αβ(R)

ab (x, y; t) ψ
β

f2b
(y, t)

]

(4.71)
A state with a particular I, Iz is made from the choice of d(I ). The total momentum of
the state is p and the cubic group representation, or helicity for non-zero momentum,
is defined by the choice of Γ (R). To make a gauge-invariant object requires Γ is
either a point-like operator, Γ ∝ δx,y or it depends on the link variables explicitly. A
simple example is a creation operator for the pion at rest, for which a simple choice is
Γ

αβ

ab (x, y) = δab δx y [γ5]αβ . Note that there are arbitrarily many choices of operators
which create a given set of quantum numbers.

If the flavours of the two fields in the bilinear are the same, as for example for
the π0, the meson is electrically neutral and an eigenstate of charge conjugation
can be constructed. G-parity is a generalisation of charge conjugation over isospin
multiplets for which all three pions are eigenstates. The G-parity of a multiplet is
then ηG = ηC(−1)I where ηC is the eigenvalue of the neutral part of the multiplet
and I is its isospin.

In the continuum, the corresponding colourless creation operator for a meson at
rest could be written by inserting d gauge-covariant derivatives in the bilinear

Φ†(t) = C J
i1,i2,...id

∫
d3x ψ̄(x, t)Γ Di1Di2 . . . Didψ(x, t) (4.72)

where the spin, colour and flavour indicies are suppressed here. C J are the Clebsch-
Gordan co-efficients that make a state with well-defined total angular momentum.
Since covariant derivatives are non-commuting, one interesting example is the oper-
ator with the commutator of two derivatives, DaDb − DbDa . This operator vanishes
in the absence of a gauge field so in a constituent picture the resulting bilinear creates
a constituent gluon. In this model, these states are called hybrid mesons. They are
of particular interest in experiment, since some J PC quantum numbers such as 1−+
are inaccessible to a quark-model state made up solely of a quark and an anti-quark.
Details of constructing meson operators and their link to the continuum can be found
in Ref. [1].
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4.4.2.2 Baryons

Baryons are the bound-states of QCD with half-integer spin. They are parity eigen-
states but charge-conjugation relates the masses of the baryons to those of the anti-
baryons and is not a relevant label for states. A general creation operator for a baryon
at rest on the lattice with isospin I and transforming irreducibly according to repre-
sentation R can be written

Ψ (I,R) =
∑
x

d(I )
f1 f2 f3

C (R)αβγ εabc×
[∑

x1

Γ1(x, x1)ψ f1(x1)

]α

a

[∑
x2

Γ2(x, x2)ψ f2(x2)

]β

b

[∑
x3

Γ3(x, x3)ψ f3(x3)

]γ

c

(4.73)

The coefficients d(I ) make states of definite isospin. The operators Γ1,2,3 act on the
spin and colour indices and can parallel transport the quark fields in a gauge covariant
manner. Aswith themesons, if x �= x j thenΓ j must depend on the gauge background
on the time-slice. The three fields are then anti-symmetrically contracted at site x .
The irreducible representation of the cubic group that the operator transforms under
is set by choosing C (R). The colour indices are antisymmetrised to make a singlet by
construction, leaving the spin, flavour and spatial structures whichmust be combined
into a totally symmetric combination tomaintain anti-symmetry overall. S3, the group
of permutations of three objects has two one-dimensional representations (labelled
S,A) and a two-dimensional representation (with rows labelled MS and MA) and
the projection into these three sets can be carried out using the Schur lemma idea
given above. The construction of operators is presented in Ref. [60] and reviewed
for lattice calculations in Refs. [61, 62].

Monte Carlo estimates of baryon two- and three-point functions generally suffer
more from high statistical variance than their counterparts in the meson sector. An
expression for the variance of an estimator can be written [63] which contains six
quark propagators and these can be rearranged to look like the correlation function of
three pions. At physical quark masses and large volume, this state has a lower energy
(approximately 3mπ ) than a proton of massmN or any other baryon. An approximate
expression for the signal-to-noise ratio is

ρB ∝ e−(mN− 3
2mπ )t , (4.74)

which shows the signal-to-noise falls exponentially and rapidly for a baryon. For
nucleon physics calculations, extracting a reliable signal at small time-separations
becomes a priority.
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4.4.2.3 Tetraquarks and Beyond

Over the past fifteen years, collider experiments found a number of puzzling reso-
nances that are not easily explained in a quark model. One hypothesis is these are
tetraquarks, bound-states of two quarks and two anti-quarks.

A lattice study requires building local operators that can excite these four con-
stituents close together in a colour singlet. The colour contraction of the four fields
decomposes as

3 ⊗ 3 ⊗ 3̄ ⊗ 3̄ = 1 ⊕ 1 ⊕ 8 ⊕ 8 ⊕ 8 ⊕ 8 ⊕ 10 ⊕ 1̄0 ⊕ 27. (4.75)

Relevant for this discussion is the appearance of two copies of the trivial repre-
sentation. The two ways of combining four Grassmann fields into colour singlets
are

T1 = (
δacδbd + δadδbc

)
φaλbχ̄cψ̄d

T2 = (
δacδbd − δadδbc

)
φaλbχ̄cψ̄d (4.76)

The spin and flavour groups must similarly be combined into irreducible representa-
tions. We will not present the details here. The resulting operator would create four
constituents at a point. Fierz identities can be used to re-write these as products of
two bilinears that are familiar as meson creation operators, although since these are
localised this is a distinct operator from one that would have a good overlap onto
two meson final states with well-defined momentum at the operator level.

The group theory requirements for making colour-singlet operators allow for an
arbitrary number of constituent fields, so these construction can be extended to make
pentaquark, hexaquark, etc. operators. The pentaquarks have a long, controversial
history although recent experimental data has seen a revival of interest.

4.4.3 Hadron Scattering in Lattice Monte Carlo Calculations

As discussed earlier, Lüscher’s method relates the scattering phase shift to the spec-
trumof states in a finite volume.Many states in this spectrumpredominantly resemble
two separated hadrons and if the scattering channel contains a resonance, there is
an extra state which broadly resembles a single, excited hadron in the box. This is
a simplified view of the dynamics; the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian in the finite
volume are mixtures of these components. One important observation which seems
to be confirmed empirically is the overlap of a local quark bilinear onto one of the
two-meson-like states is small. A simple model predicts this falls in inverse propor-
tion to the three-dimensional volume of the box. If states are missed in a spectrum
calculation, the determination of scattering parameters is unreliable. Phase shift cal-
culations therefore need to include a broad basis of operators, including ones with
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good overlap onto the resonance as well as the two-hadron scattering states. Since
details of a few of the lowest states in the spectrum are usually needed, variational
calculation forms an essential part of the construction.

Recall also the Lüscher method is only valid for scattering up to inelastic thresh-
olds. In QCD, the light pion mass and dense spectrum means these thresholds are
reached for low scattering energies and so the technique is restricted to rather low
energies.

Consider the best-studied resonance in QCD, the scattering of two-pions in
isospin-1, P-wave (J = 1) which leads to the ρ resonance. In the finite volume
spectra at rest, P-wave states first appear in the T1 irrep, so let us build a basis of
operators with these quantum numbers. Begin with the quark bilinears that create
the ρ meson at rest and a single pion with momentum p

ρ+
i =

∑
x

d̄(x)γi u(x)

π+(p) =
∑
x

eip·x ū(x)γ5d(x)

π0(p) = 1√
2

∑
x

eip·x
(
ū(x)γ5d(x) − d̄(x)γ5u(x)

)
. (4.77)

Now symmetrise to form a two-pion operator with definite I, Iz and zero total
momentum;

χππ(p) = 1√
2

(
π+(p)π0(−p) − π+(−p)π0(p)

)
. (4.78)

Note this operator vanishes when p = 0; there is no S-wave scattering in the I = 1
channel. This operator has different irreducible content under O for different values
of p, so the last step when building a basis to study the ρ is using the reduction
techniques given in Sect. 4.1.5 to make the T−

1 irrep of Oh . This gives a basis of the
form

φ1 = ρ+
1

φ2 = χππ(1, 0, 0)

φ3 = 1

2

(
χππ(1, 1, 0) + χππ(1, 0, 1) + χππ(1,−1, 0) + χππ(1, 0,−1)

)

φ4 = 1

2

(
χππ(1, 1, 1) + χππ(1,−1, 1) + χππ(1,−1, 1) + χππ(1,−1,−1)

)

(4.79)

when relative π momentum values up to p = (1, 1, 1) are included. The next step is
to use the Wick contraction rules to determine the two-point functions between all
combinations of these operators in terms of quark propagators.
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4.4.4 The Static Potential with Light Quarks: String Breaking

In Sect. 4.3.3 we introduced the potential between a static quark and anti-quark pair.
In pure SU (3) gauge theory, the static potential V (r) rises linearly with the distance
r , see Fig. 4.5. In QCD, where there are dynamical quark fields in the fundamental
representation of SU (3), the potential flattens at asymptotically large distance r ,
a phenomenon called string breaking. Around the string breaking distance rb, the
energy in the flux tube between the static sources is sufficient to form a pair of
static-light mesons, bound states of a static and a light quark. String breaking in
lattice QCD has been observed in Monte Carlo simulations [64] and was previously
demonstrated in SU (2) gauge theory with scalar matter fields in four [65, 66] and
three dimensions [67].

To see the flattening of the potential due to string breaking, it is not enough to
consider Wilson loops for the extraction of the potential. Their overlap to the broken
string state is tiny and impractically large temporal separations t are needed to extract
the correct ground state energy from the spectral decomposition in Eq. (4.49) as
|c0| � 1. Instead a mixing analysis based on a 2 × 2 correlation matrix C(r, t) is
needed, including the Wilson loop, off-diagonal elements representing the transition
from a string to a pair of static-light mesons (and vice versa) and a diagonal element
representing the transition between states made of two static-light mesons. For Nf

mass-degenerate flavors the correlation matrix is schematically (diagrams are taken
from [64])

(4.80)

Explicit formulae are given in [64]. Solving the generalized eigenvalue problem
as explained in Sect. 4.2.1 yields two energy eigenvalues which corresponds to the
ground state and first excited state potential. The extraction can be improved by
increasing the size of the correlationmatrix using for example smearing of the spatial
Wilson lines, see Sect. 4.3.1, and of the light quarks, see Sect. 4.4.1.

The mixing analysis can be understood with a simple model of Eq. (4.80) given
by

C(r) =
(

σr g
g 2Estat

)
, (4.81)

where σr represent a linearly rising energy level, 2Estat the energy of a static-light
meson pair and g the mixing. If g = 0, the matrix is diagonal and yields two
energy levels which cross at a distance which corresponds approximately to the
string breaking distance rb. If g �= 0 the energy levels repel each other in the string
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breaking region where σr ≈ 2Estat and are approximately given by

2(Estat ± g). (4.82)

This phenomena is often referred to as an “avoided level crossing”.
The string breaking distance has been calculated from simulations of Nf = 2

dynamical fermions in [64] and a first estimate in the Nf = 2 + 1 theory is given
in [68]. The continuum limit and quark mass dependence of string breaking are still
open issues in lattice QCD.

4.5 Statistical Data Analysis

Since the Monte Carlo method relies on repeated sampling of a random number to
estimate an integral, careful statistical analysis is crucial and a good understanding
of statistics is important. In this section, we give a short overview of these ideas
but detailed descriptions and a more complete introduction can be found in [69].
We briefly review the main ideas regarding sampling and the statistical analysis of
sampled data, mainly to introduce notation.

X̄ , the sample mean of Ω = {X1, X2, . . . Xn}, an ensemble of n independent,
identically distributed random numbers with expected value E[Xk] = μX and finite
variance σ 2

X = E[X2
k ] − E[Xk]2 is defined as

X̄ = 1

n

n∑
k=1

Xk, (4.83)

and the linear property of expectation values gives E[X̄ ] = μX . The laws of large
numbers states the sample mean converges almost surely to μX as the size of the
ensemble increases. In practise we work with a finite ensemble so our results must be
quoted as a confidence interval. To determine this, we need to know σ 2

X̄
, the variance

of the sample mean which is related simply to the variance of the underlying random
number, X by

σ 2
X̄ = E[X̄2] − E[X̄ ]2 = σ 2

X

n
. (4.84)

This result follows from the definition of X̄ and noting that for independent random
samples, E[Xi X j ] = E[Xi ]E[X j ]when i �= j . To give a confidence interval for the
true value of μX requires understanding something about the distribution of X̄ . The
central limit theorem helps (CLT) simplify the discussion immensely. The CLT tells
us the sample mean of n independent and identically distributed random numbers
obeys
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lim
n→∞ P

(−aσ√
n

< X̄ − μX <
aσ√
n

)
= 1√

2π

∫ a

−a
e−x2/2dx . (4.85)

Note the right-hand-side is dependent only on a, the size of the confidence interval
defining the probability on the right side of Eq. (4.85). The CLT means that we
can give reliable confidence intervals by treating the sample mean as a normally
distributed random number for n large enough. In practise, n ≈ 50 is often sufficient,
although ensembles with extreme outliers give counter-examples.

4.5.1 Controlling Bias, Covariance and Autocorrelations
in Data from a Markov Chain

In most lattice physics projects, more than one expectation value is estimated on a
given Monte Carlo ensemble and functions of these sample averages are taken. A
well-used example is the effective mass of a state, computed from the ratio of expec-
tation values of the two-point correlation function for two different time-separations.
In an example such as this, care is needed to determine a confidence interval from the
data. Often this pays off as correlations in statistical fluctuations can lead to better
statistical precision.

Usually, taking a function of a sample mean and using it to estimate the result
of the function applied to the true expectation value leads to a biased estimator and
the size of this bias should be understood and corrected for, if possible. Suppose as
an example we want to compute y = f (x) where we can construct X , a random
number that is an unbiased estimator for x but cannot do the same for y. A simple
recipe would be to sample X many times and compute the mean X̄ on an ensemble
of n independent samples. Evaluating the stochastic variable Ȳ = f (X̄) yields an
estimator which converges to y under some assumptions but for which there is a bias
in general so E[Ȳ ] �= y for finite n. It can be seen that

E[Ȳ ] = y + σ 2
X f ′′(x)
2n

+ O(n−2) (4.86)

withσ 2
X the variance of X . The bias falls in inverse proportion to n. This is a faster fall-

off than the standard deviation for a sample average, so bias is a particular problem
for small samples.

4.5.1.1 Jack-Knife Resampling

The jack-knife method provides both a robust means of estimating and partially
correcting for the bias and also estimating the variance of our Monte Carlo sample
average. This enables a reliable confidence interval to be given. The procedure is sim-
ple to carry out on a computer and widely used. With an ensemble of n independent
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sample data, Ω = {X1, X2, . . . Xn}, consider the n ensembles each with n − 1 data
where the j-th such ensemble consists of all the entries of Ω excluding X j ;

Ω( j) = {
X1, X2, . . . X j−1, X j+1 . . . Xn

}
. (4.87)

The jack-knife mean on Ω( j) is then defined in the obvious way;

X̄ ( j) = 1

n − 1

∑
k �= j

Xk . (4.88)

Suppose againwewant to estimate y = f (x) fromour data.Wehave already seen that
in general Ȳ = f (X̄) is a biased estimator for y with a bias that usually falls in inverse
proportion to the sample size. Also, we have no robust estimate for the uncertainty
or size of a confidence interval. Relying on linear propagation of errors can give
unreliable answers. The jack-knife provides an easy-to-use method that circumvents
both these issues. Define an estimator for y on each jack-knife ensemble,

Ȳ ( j) = f (X̄ ( j)), (4.89)

and first compute

Ȳ = 1

n

∑
j

Ȳ ( j). (4.90)

Now defining

Σ2
Y = n

n − 1

∑
j

(Ȳ − Ȳ ( j))2, (4.91)

gives an estimate of the variance of Ȳ . An estimator with no O(1/n) bias is

Ŷ = n f (X̄) − (n − 1)Ȳ . (4.92)

The bias cancellation is seen from Eq. (4.86) and by noting that each jack-knife esti-
mate is just a sample averagewithn−1data points and so has the samebias expression
as the full average, Ȳ with this change. The linear combination in Eq. (4.92) removes
theO(n−1) bias, leaving the leading term proportional to n−1−(n−1)−1 = O(n−2).
The jack-knife also provides an easy means of estimating and correctly dealing with
covariance. Suppose now we sample two random numbers A and B with expected
values μA, μB from our underlying Monte Carlo data set. It is very likely that on
a given configuration, Ak and Bk are not independent. If we would like to use this
data to estimate μG = g(μA, μB) for some choice of g, then the jack-knife again
provides a simple, robust means of estimating a confidence interval. The jack-knife
estimates

Ḡ( j) = g( Ā( j), B̄( j)), (4.93)
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are first generated, where a common pair of data-points A j and Bj are simultaneously
removed. Then once again generating

Ḡ = 1

n

∑
j

Ḡ( j) and Σ2
G = n

n − 1

∑
j

(Ḡ − Ḡ( j))2, (4.94)

provides a reliable estimate for μG and the variance of this estimate.

4.5.1.2 Statistical Analysis of Data from a Markov Chain

So far,we have assumed that samples in the ensemble are independent.Unfortunately,
this is not the case for most lattice calculations where the importance sampling
ensemble is a Markov chain. To assess the impact of this requires studying the
autocorrelation and again the sample ensemble provides the data we need.

The autocorrelation time measures the efficiency of approximating E[O] with
Ō . Assuming we have reached the fixed point distribution, we can estimate

σ 2
Ō = σ 2

n

⎛
⎝1 + 2

n−1∑
j=1

(
1 − j

n

)
σ j

⎞
⎠ ≈ σ 2

n

⎛
⎝1 + 2

∞∑
j=1

σ j

⎞
⎠ (4.95)

with the autocorrelation function given by

σ j = E
[
O(U (k))O(U (k+ j))

] − μ2
O . (4.96)

Defining now the autocorrelation time τO of O by

τO = 1

2
+

∞∑
j=1

σ j , (4.97)

gives nσŌ ≈ 2τOσ 2. The autocorrelation time defines approximately howmany con-
figurations have to be computed to get independent samples. It links the variance of
the estimate to the variance of the underlying observable when there are correlations
in the chain.

A simpleway todetermine the influenceof autocorrelations on the sample variance
is to analyse bins of data from theMarkov chain. Startingwith the original chain, take
adjacent pairs of values and average them, which leads to a sequence of values of half
the length. Now analyse this data in the usual way. If there were no autocorrelations,
the expectation value of the sample variancewould be unchangedbut autocorrelations
lead to a larger estimate. This process can be repeated with increasingly large bin
sizes and if the sample variance stabilises to a value independent of the bin size, it is
reasonable to suggest the autocorrelation time is smaller than the bin size. Of course
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this assumes there are enough samples in the original data to reach this limit in a
robust way, which is often difficult to ascertain.

4.5.2 Comparing Monte Carlo Data to a Model

In most calculations a theoretical model for data, often including how a range of
expectation values should depend on some parameters, is provided and we would
like to both test this model and perhaps find the best-fit parameters suggested by the
data. The starting point for such an analysis is to determine the χ2 statistic, which in
its simplest (uncorrelated) form is

χ2 =
m∑

a=1

( fa − F̄a)2

σ 2
a

, (4.98)

with fa, a = 1 . . .m the model predictions and F̄a the Monte Carlo data. σ 2
a are the

variances of our estimators and are usually in turn estimated from the Monte Carlo
data using the jack-knife. χ2 is non-negative and since it depends on sample data, it
is itself a random number that is sampled. Smaller values of χ2 indicate a smaller
mis-match between our model and our Monte Carlo data. Since we are sampling
to estimate expectation values, there is no reason for χ2 to be exactly zero when
the model is correct. The standard deviation gives the scale for fluctuations in the
sample mean and so a reasonable value for χ2 if the model gives a reliable prediction
isχ2 ≈ m. If the statistic is verymuch larger it is unlikely our data supports themodel.
More precise statements can be made by computing the goodness-of-fit, Q(χ2,m)

which gives the probability a correct model description would lead to a value of
χ2 at least as big at the value measured. See Ref. [70] for software to evaluate this
function. More generally, when m > 1 and there are correlations between sample
means, the correlated χ2 statistic is needed;

χ2 =
m∑

a,b=1

( fa − F̄a)[C−1]ab( fb − F̄b) (4.99)

where Cab is the covariance matrix between the m observables.

Cab = E[FaFb] − E[Fa]E[Fb]
n2

. (4.100)

In most cases the entries in this matrix are again estimated from Monte Carlo data.
From its definition, C is a positive semi-definite symmetric matrix but for real data,
this often comes close to breaking down and C might have very small eigenvalues as
a symptom of statistical instability. The solution is to apply a singular value decom-
position to C and remove very small eigenvalues before the inversion is computed.
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For each singular value removed, the effective value of m is reduced and this must
be taken into account when looking at the χ2 statistic. The appearance of singular
values implies there is a measured observable that is statistically indistinguishable
from some linear combination of the others in the set.

4.5.2.1 Fitting Model Parameters to Data

Recall there may be situations where the model has a set of p unknown parameters
λα, α = 1 . . . p that we would like to constrain from the Monte Carlo data. The
best-fit parameters are those that minimise the χ2 statistic. In the case the model is
linear in these parameters, fa = ∑p

α=1 ha,αλα this minimum is easily found as the
solution to a linear system. More generally, finding the minimum of a non-linear
model is often a challenge and there are many software packages that attempt to
automate this process to the extent possible. A well-known method in model fitting
is the Marquardt-Levenberg algorithm, which is presented in Ref. [70] and more
advanced methods feature in numerical software libraries.

4.6 Summary

In this final chapter, we presented a sketch of how to bring together the algorithms
discussed in earlier chapters to make contact with physics questions and how to
analyse the statistical data that comes from Monte Carlo calculations. As seen ear-
lier, most of the algorithmic and computational costs are from manipulating quark
fields, although calculations of gluonic observables are often difficult due to the large
variance of Monte Carlo estimators.

This area of research is still developing and changing rapidly, driven by new exper-
imental results, better theoretical frameworks in which to analyse lattice data and
advances in both algorithms and computer power available to researchers. Progress
in most of the physics topics discussed in this section is reported each year at the
lattice symposium and we refer readers to the usually very thorough review articles
in the proceedings.
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Appendix A
Notational Conventions

Throughout the book we use Einstein’s implicit summation convention: repeated
indices in an expression are automatically summed over.

We work in natural units where the Planck constant is � = 1 and the speed of light
is c = 1. In these units, energy and mass have the same mass dimension equal to +1
and time and length have the same mass dimension equal to −1. A useful relation
is 1 = 197MeVfm, which allows the conversion between energy in units of MeV1

and length in units of fm.2

In Lattice Quantum Chromodynamics the fields representing the quarks and the
gluons are defined on a Euclidean lattice in four dimensions with lattice spacing
a. The directions on the lattice are labelled by μ = 0, 1, 2, 3. The lattice points
have coordinates x = (x0, x1, x2, x3) which are integer multiples of a: xμ = nμa,
nμ ∈ N for μ = 0, 1, 2, 3. The coordinate x0 is referred to as the Euclidean time
and the spatial coordinates are collectively denoted by x = (x1, x2, x3). The nearest
neighbor of a lattice point x in positive μ direction is denoted by x + aμ̂, where μ̂ is
the unit vector in direction μ. If the lattice has a finite volume V = T × L3 then the
ranges of the coordinates are x0/a = 0, 1, . . . , T/a − 1 and xk = 0, 1, . . . , L/a − 1
for k = 1, 2, 3. Unless otherwise specified, in finite volume we impose periodic
boundary conditions, which mean that the points x + T 0̂ and x + Lk̂ for k = 1, 2, 3
are identified with x .

1MeVmeansMega electronvolt; 1 eV is the potential energy that an electron aquires when a tension
of 1V is applied.
2fm means fermi; 1 fm = 10−15 m.

© The Author(s) 2017
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A.1 SU(N) Notation

An SU (N ) gauge field on the lattice assign an element Uμ(x) of SU (N ) to the link
connecting the point x + aμ̂ with x . SU (N ) is the special unitary group. In the
fundamental representation, the elements U are N × N complex matrices which
satisfy

U ∈ SU (N ) ⇔ U−1 = U † ≡ (UT )∗ , det(U ) = 1 . (A.1)

The Lie algebra su(N ) of SU (N ) may be identified with the linear space of all
anti-hermitian traceless N × N matrices X :

X† = −X , and tr X = 0 . (A.2)

We denote the generators (basis) of su(N ) by T i , i = 1, . . . , N 2 − 1. Any element
X of su(N ) can written as

X = XiT i , Xi = −2tr
{
XT i

}
,

in terms of real components Xi . The normalisation of the generators is given by

tr
{
T iT j

} = −1

2
δi j . (A.3)

The natural scalar product in su(N ) is

〈X,Y 〉 = XiY i = −2tr {XY } . (A.4)

The structure constants f i jk defined by the commutation relation

[T i , T j ] = f i jkT k (A.5)

are real and totally anti-symmetric in the indices i, j, k. They satisfy f ikl f jkl = Nδi j .
The exponential map

eX = I +
∞∑
k=1

Xk

k! ,

maps an element X ∈ su(N ) onto the group SU (N ). Differentiation of a function
of the lattice gauge field f (U ) with respect to a link Uμ(x) is defined by the link
differential operators [1]

∂x,μ f (U ) = T i∂ i
x,μ f (U ) with ∂ i

x,μ f (U ) = d f (Us)

ds

∣∣∣∣
s=0

. (A.6)
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In the derivative with respect to s the gauge field Us is given by

(Us)ν(y) =
{
esT

i
Uμ(x) if (y, ν) = (x, μ)

Uν(y) otherwise
. (A.7)

Useful formulae are

d(Us)μ(x)

ds

∣∣∣∣
s=0

= T iUμ(x) , and
d(Us)

−1
μ (x)

ds

∣∣∣∣∣
s=0

= −U−1
μ (x)T i ,

where the second expression follows from 0 = d(Us )
−1
μ (x)(Us )μ(x)

ds

∣∣∣
s=0

.

A.2 Fermions

A fermion field assigns Dirac spinors ψα
j (x) and ψ̄α

j (x) to each lattice point x . The
spinor index is α = 1, 2, 3, 4 and the colour index in the fundamental representation
of SU (N ) is j = 1, 2, . . . , N . The components of the fermion field are Grassmann
numbers.

The Grassmann algebra of q Grassmann numbers {η1, η2, . . . , ηq} is defined as

{ηi , η j } = 0 , i, j = 1, 2, . . . , q . (A.8)

For a single Grassmann variable, the Berezin integral is

∫
dη = 0, and

∫
dη η = 1.

These are not integrals in our usual intuitive sense of the area under a curve but should
be considered as abstract and simple rules that define the fermion path integral in a
physically sensible way in analogy to the bosonic path integral. Since η2 = 0 for a
Grassmannian, any function of this single variable can be written

f (η) = f0 + f1η,

with f0 and f1 two constants and so the integral of any function is then

∫
dη f (η) = f1

and we see the first peculiar property of a Grassmann variable; integration is equiva-
lent to differentiation. Now consider integrating q Grassmannians. The rules above
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apply straightforwardly, but care is needed to take the order of integration appropri-
ately since Grassmann variables anti-commute. We have

∫
D[η] η1η2 . . . ηq = 1 (A.9)

with D[η] = ∏q
k=1 dηk . All other integrals, which have at least one of the variables

missing, vanish. A function of q Grassmannians will have 2N coefficients in its most
general form and can be written in a binary notation. For example, with q = 3

f (η1, η2, η3) =
f000 + f100η1+ f010η2 + f001η3 + f110η1η2 + f101η1η3 + f011η2η3 + f111η1η2η3,

and the integral result follows easily;

∫
D[η] f (η1, η2, . . . , ηq) = f11...1.

An important role is played by “Gaussian” integrals. The Matthews–Salam formula
is ∫

D[η]D[η̄] eη̄i Mi jη j = det(M) , (A.10)

where {η̄1, η̄2, . . . , η̄q} is a second set of independent Grassmann numbers. Consider
a linear transformation of the Grassmann variables η = Aη′, where A is a complex
matrix. Using the chain of equalities

det(M) =
∫
D[Aη′]D[η̄]eη̄M(Aη′) = J (A)

∫
D[η′]D[η̄]eη̄(MA)η′ = J (A) det(MA)

(A.11)
we conclude that the Jacobian of the transformation is J (A) = det(A)−1. Similarly,
the transformation η̄ = η̄′B leads to a Jacobian D[η̄′B] = J (B)D[η̄′] with J (B) =
det(B)−1.

On an infinite lattice we can represent the fermion fields as integrals

ψ(x) =
∫ π/a

−π/a

d4 p

(2π)4
ei px ψ̃(p) , (A.12)

ψ̄(x) =
∫ π/a

−π/a

d4 p

(2π)4
e−i px ˜̄ψ(p) . (A.13)

The momenta p = (pμ) are defined over the Brillouin zone pμ ∈ [−π/a, π/a]. The
Fourier components can be computed by Fourier transformation as
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ψ̃(p) = a4
∑
x

e−i pxψ(x) , (A.14)

˜̄ψ(p) = a4
∑
x

ei px ψ̄(x) . (A.15)

The Wilson–Dirac operator acts on fermion fields according to Eq. (1.83). There,
the 4 × 4 Dirac matrices γμ, μ = 0, 1, 2, 3 act in spinor space. They are Hermitian
(γμ)† = γμ and satisfy the anti-commutation relation

{γμ, γν} = 2δμν . (A.16)

Since γμ is Hermitian, it follows (γ ∗
μ)αβ = γ βα

μ ∀μ. An explicit choice is given by
the chiral representation of the Dirac matrices, where

γμ =
(

0 eμ

(eμ)† 0

)
. (A.17)

A possible choice for the 2 × 2 matrices eμ is

e0 = −I , ek = −iσk , k = 1, 2, 3 , (A.18)

where σk are the Pauli matrices

σ1 =
(
0 1
1 0

)
, σ2 =

(
0 −i
i 0

)
, σ3 =

(
1 0
0 −1

)
.

We define γ5 = γ0γ1γ2γ3 with the properties

(γ5)
† = γ5 , (γ5)

2 = I , {γμ, γ5} = 0 ∀μ . (A.19)

In the chiral representation Eq. (A.17) of the Dirac matrices we have

γ5 =
(
I 0
0 −I

)

and for the matrices σμν = i
2 [γμ, γν]

σ0k =
(

σk 0
0 −σk

)
, σi j = −εi jk

(
σk 0
0 σk

)
,

where εi jk is the totally anti-symmetric tensor with ε123 = 1.
A pseudofermion field is defined like the fermion field to have space x , spin α

and color i indices but it takes complex values instead of being Grassmann-valued.
The scalar product of two pseudofermion fields φ and ψ is defined as

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-94-024-0999-4_1
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〈φ,ψ〉 =
∑
x,α, j

φ∗α
j (x) ψα

j (x) . (A.20)

We remind the useful properties 〈φ,ψ〉∗ = 〈ψ, φ〉 and 〈φ, Aψ〉 = 〈A†φ,ψ〉 for
any matrix A acting on the pseudofermion fields. The scalar product in Eq. (A.20)
can be rewritten as

〈φ,ψ〉 =
∑
x

tr σ,c
[
ψ(x)φ†(x)

]
. (A.21)

Here, M = ψ(x)φ†(x) is a matrix in colour and spinor space with elements Mαβ

jk =
ψα

j (x)φ
∗β

k (x) and tr c means the trace over the colour indices and tr σ the trace over
the spinor indices.

A.3 Probability Spaces

A probability space (Ω,F , P) consists of a non-empty set Ω , a σ -algebraF and a
probability measure P mappingF onto [0, 1]. Hereby a set of subsets ofΩ is called
σ -algebra, if the following three conditions hold:

1. Ω ∈ F .
2. A ∈ F ⇒ Ω \ A ∈ F .
3. Ai ∈ F for i = 1, 2, . . . ⇒ ∪∞

i=1Ai ∈ F .

For P being a probability measure, P(Ω) = 1 has to hold, as well as P(∪∞
i=1Ai ) =∑∞

i=1 P(Ai ) for Ai being pairwise disjoint.
A random variable X : Ω → R

n is a measurable function mapping Ω onto R
n ,

i.e., f (−1)(B) ∈ F for all open sets B ∈ R
n . Any measurable function f with the

property

P(A ∈ Ω) =
∫
X−1A

d P =
∫
A
f dx

for all open set A ∈ R
n is called a probability density function.
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